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Thb Pobtlaxd Daily Press is published at
(6.00 per year in advance.
Xh» Mains State Press is published every
Thursday morning, at $2.00 per annum, In advance;
ii paid within six months; and $2.50, ir payment be delayed boyond six months.
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Kates of Advertising.
One inch of space, in length of column, constitute

“square."

$1JW per square daily first week; 75 oents per
week alter; three insertions, o* less, §1.00; oontinuIni evory o.her day after first week, 50 cents.
Half square, throe insertions or less. 76 cents; one
Week, $1.00; 60 cents per week after.
Linder head of
“Amusements." §2.00 per square
per week; three insertions or less, $lJk).
§2.00 per square first week,
*.'rF*ClAIi
Ildie per square
after; three insertions or lose, $1.50;
square, three insertions, $1.00; one week,

haiJ^a

Advertisements inserted In the “Maine 8tate
(which ban a largo circulation in overy part
•*
State) for $1.00 per square for first insertion*
and eu cents per
square tor each subeoquout insertion.
Special Notices at the usual rates.
Frbss

•3T“ All Communications intended A>r tho paper
should be directed io the Editor of the Press,
aad those of a business character to tlio
PuuiMumm*”
I3r JOB PRINTING, of every description, executed with dispatch; and all business pertaining to
the Office or Paper promptly transacted on application as above.

B iturday

Morning, Sept. 28,

1865.

MESSAGE OS' OOVEBNOB PEBBY.
The message just transmitted by Provisional
Governor Perry of South Carolina, to the constitutional convention of that state is a document likely to be mush discussed.
We subjoin its most noticeable points and recommendations, that our readers may judge for themselves of the Governor's ideas of reconstructing Southern Society. He declines to dwell on
the past or grieve over it3 errors, hut recommends rather to look forward to tlio future
with manly fortitude and eudeavar to make
the best of circumstances which cannot be altered. He then enlarges as fol.ows:
The President of the United States has manifested a generous and patriotic solicitude for
the restoration of the Southern States to ail
their civil and political rights, under the Constitution and laws of the United’ States. He
desired to see the federal Union reconstructed
■3 it was before the secession of those
States;
and he will oppose the centralization of
power in Congress, and the
infringement of the constitutional rights of the states, with the same
*eal, energy and power with whicu he resisted
the assumed rights of secession on the part of

the states. In order to accomplish tills reunion of the states, the President desires that
South Carolina, a3 well as tho other states
in rebellion, should accept as inevitable and
unavoidable the great final results of the war.

ISTEW

voluntarily

•hall have been duly convicted,” shall ever
again exist within the limits of the state. Until this is done, we shall be kept under mSliltary rule, and the negroes will be protected
as “freedmen” by the whole military power of
the United States. But I know you are all

honorable meu as well as patriotic men, and
will do your duty faithfully to yourselves and
your country, however painful it may be.
In making this unavoidable change in your

Constitution, abolishing slavery, and which
will require the substitution of hired labor for
that of slave labor, it U to be hoped that none
of those evils will be experienced which some
have anticipated. By a wise, just and humane

treatment of your freedmen and women, you
may attach them to you as strongly in their

were
were whilst
soon learn to sea and
on you, and know that

condition as they
your slaves. They will
new

ten tnelr

dependence

they

their interests require them to be tree and faithftrl to you. It ii to be expected that so great
and sudden a ohange as tills lu the condition
of the negro will produce, at first, confusion,
Idleness and dissatisfaction. This, however,
will only be temporary. Time and experience
must bring order and system. The ircedman
will soon find out that be must work or perish. Legislation will necessarily bo required
to regulate the relative duties of the employer
or the employee.
If the whites were equally prompt with the
blacks to make the discovery that they “must
woik or perish,” they would certainly be better off, and the United States would save largely in rations. Further:
It is very desirable that you should avail
yourselves of the present opportunity of reforming and popularizing the State Constitution in several

particulars.

It is the

reproach

of South Carolina abroad that her constitution i3 loss popular and republican in its provisions than that of any other state in the
Union. And it is thought by many that to
this cause alone may be traced the origin of
that disoontent and dissatisfaction with the
Federal Government, which, after being nursed for thirty-three or four years, ended in the
secession or rebellion of thirteen or fourteen
states. The basis of representation in the
senate of this state, as you know, is entirely
arbitrary, and founded on no just principles of
property or population. At the time it was
adopted—more than seventy-five years ago,
it was, no doubt, fair and equal. Butsince
that time the entire relative condition of election districts has changed. The upper country, at the adoption of our State Constitution
in 1790, was comparatively but newly settled,
had a sparse population, and but very little
wealth. But sjnes that time, this portion ot
the state has increased in wealth and numbers
in a much greater ratio than the lower country. Hence it is that the parish representation in the senate is unequal and unjust
Twenty or thirty votes in one of the parishes, whose population and taxation combined
entitle it to only one member of the House of
Representatives, have the same representation in the senate that three thousand voters
have in Edgefield district, whose population
and taxation entitle it to six members in the
House. This is contrary to ah republican
principles of politiai justice and equality.
Jn the early history of South Carolina th?
—

representation In the parishes was repeatedly
it
to

equalize
among the respective
changed
election districts. .But all such changes have
baen ob3tin2.tcly refused during the last seventy-flve years. Now that slavery is abolished,
a reformation in this respect is imperative, and
must be adopted. In effecting this change, it
would be well to adopt the basis of representation In the House of Representatives whioh

Miscellaneous.
J. E.
87

NEW FALL GOODS!

FALL AND WINTER WEAR!
OVERCOATS,
FROCKS,
DRESS COATS,
SACKS,
BUSINESS SUITS,
VESTS AND PANTS,

Marble

MANUFACTURED jTO

Xo. 3 Preble St.

At short notice, in the BEST
AND IN

-P. B.

i

loyalty

past.

ion should be careful to do all that is
necessary to aid the President in carrying out
his wise and generous pfticy of reconstruction,
and do nothing which may tend to embarrass
him in that policy or impede the restoration of
the State to the federal Union. It is a re-

markable faot that the brave men who have
imperiled their lives and made every sacrifice
is founded on population and taxation. Each in war, for the last four years, are promptly
Judicial district in the state should, however, and cheerfully acquiescing in Us results, whilst
some of those who have
nave one senator, and the otty of Charleston
kopt out of danger
two, in addition to one from the district of and made less sacrifices are less inclined to
If
the
present
Charleston. The other senators,
Inevitable results of that
war*** k*
number be retained, may be givon to tne largest districts in population and taxation, as
fractions are now represented in the house of
Representatives. The two great cements of
representative governments are wealth and
population, and they should be both equally
represented, so that (me cannot legislate to the
injury o, the other.
in considering the
question of population,
It is proper that the
who take the that .very recently I had att intervimv uith
freedmen,
of
the white men in the lower country, Major-General Meade,
places
commanding
and also in the
upper country, in a le:ss pro- lantic States, and
GUmmf
the
portion, should, in some way and to some ex- commanding
Department of 8outh CarS
tent, he counted. This Is due the lower coun- lina, in referenqo to the seeming ooufliet betry, where there Is such a large preponderance tween the civil and military authorities of the
of that class of persons. Tne federal basu of State; and that all difficulties were
satisfactorepresentation in Congress, counting three- rily arrange'). The oivU Jaw, the courts, an<j
tlie negroes, would seem to be
the State arc restored, and their
officers
of
civil
just
and right. It was the compromise
agreed on functions wilt not be interfered with by the
by the framers of the Federal Constitution, military authorities, except in cases where
rad no doubt founded in wisdom,
Freedman and persons of color are concerned.

^he A?
Major-Geaera?8

The

Furniture!

undersigned would respectftilly
to the citizens of Portland ana I

Fancy

REMOVAL,

NEW
N.

vicinity that they

H.

INVOICES

TV

Descriptions

AU Imported goods from the best Manufhcturers, and
purchased in the New York Market.
No pains will be spared in Manufacturing Garmexua with due regard to
style and under the care of
experienced workmen.
He will keep a frill stock of

Gentlemens’ Furnishing Goods!

Which they offer at the

Prices!

E3T" Every endeavor will be made

to establish and
First Class House. We invite

retain this as a
yoar patronage.

iBURROUGHS & HUDSON,
3To. 4 Free Street Block.
Sept S—d3m

CROSMAN & CO.,

DRUGGISTS,

CUSTOM

LYNCH,

sale

subarque “Queen

by

BARKER Jb

Portland Sept 15, lo«5.

sepl8dlw

PAR TIES
WISHING

MERCHANDISE

Ac.

Bought or Sold to the
Should

Best

apply

St.,

1

WORK,

1

CHEMICALS. PURE DRUGS,
GENUINE MEDICINES,
ENGLISH, FRENCH and AMERICAN PERFUMERY and FANCY GOODS, TRUSSES, SUPPORTERS, BRACES, Ac.
All of the

Celebrated Mineral Waters, IIISSINGEN,
SARATOGA and
EMPIRE SPRING.

VICHEY, CONGRESS,

Fine Turkey and Venice Sponger,
Pure Wines & Liquors for Medicinal Use.

8_6

14th!

ELDEN

WHITMAN,

Ifo. 5 Free

Good* and

onr

Wew and

KINGSFORD’S

Corn Starch!

for food, has been counterfeited
by some unprincipled parties, and a spurious article
put up in imitation ot their style oi packages and
trade-mark to deceive the public.
Dealers and customers, to avoid deception, will see
that every package is marked plainly,
use

Kingsford’s Oswego

Corn Starch.

Aug. 7—d3m

FOR

Carriage Manufactory No. 20 Preble
THE
Street, with all th© tools and appurtenances

Fancy Goods Headquarters,
Aug. 26—dtf

8t., Portland.

neces-

on a

Business.

first-class Carriage Manufacturing

-also,of first-class TOP BUGGIES and JENNY LINDS, and Six (6) warranted CONCORD
WAGONS.
For particulars enquire of
F. 11. RANDALL, on the premises.
Or of JOHN RANDALL, at Randall &
Woodbury 's.

Short

Commercial St.
Aug. 29—dtf.

JUST RECEIVED!
Also

a

large stock

oi

One

SCHOOL

DEERIRG,

JVo. 33 St. Laurence St., (Munjoy Hill,)

POBTLAJTD, ME.

Aug 29—dtf
t>Y
a

a

family

without children, a small genteel tenthe centra' part oi the city.

,°Jnentrpear

Address S. Y. Z., Pies*
Ottee,

BOOKS,
BOOKS,

WHOLESALE

AND RETAIL.
SHORT & LORING,

No. 35 Exohanse Street,
...
PORTLAND
MAINE,

Aug 23—d2m

Steam Engine for Sale.
good SECOND-HAND STEAM ENGINE,
30 Horse Eovror, 1iucii cylinder, IS inch
stroke. In good order.

A

*ug6eodti

i

LYNCH, BARKER Sc CO.,
ISO CoAuuercial Street,

Or, JAS. WOOD, Lwitton,

sepSd3w

received the Agency lor the Piano*
HAVI.NU
ufactured by the

J. T. Lewis & Co.,

NEW

Manufacturers ami Wholesale Dealers in

READY-MADE CLOTHING

j.p.lEwH’J

Portland!

M

Luthkb Daxa,

Judges 61 Pianos

And

WORKERS

OF

HEAVY

PIANO

undersigned begs learo to
nounce that they are
manuihctoring
keep constantly on band

Piano

Forte*,

Smoky Chimneys.

are

<&

Sone, of

New York.

EXCELSIOR BURNING OIL

KIMBALL,

MANUFACTURER

Forte*,

All instrument* sold by us are warranted to give
MlMwtfOBe
Piano* to be let, and tuning: done by experienced
CALVIN EDWARDS* CO.
TejwoMarch 8—dftwtt

NOYES A HON.

P.

among which

Steinway

35 Exchange Street,
AGENTS FOR THIS STATE.
Aug 11—d6w

C-

an«n.i

with a’l the modem Improvement*, which thev can
•ell a, LOW a* can be purchased
elsewhere, or toe
»ame quality.
We have male arrangement*, alio, la
keep an nmortmeut ol New York and Boston Plano

W-ARR.A.’NTEXJ

53T" Orders from the Country respectfully solicited. Job Work done to order.
augddu

to

FORTES.

The

TheArchimedian Ventilator,

N.

requested

__leblBdt

SCHUMACHER,

Work executed In every part o< the State.
Juneldtf

A.

are

SCHUMACHER A HOWE,
Agents for New York Plano Fort* Co., 3M Hadron
atreet, N. Y.

Woodbpby S. Daxa,
Daxa.

A Sure Care for

purchasers

A Good Baboaix is Warranted.

Parllaad, Maine.

IRON.

and

M Ilf Middle 8b, Portland,
Maine, any time durln* the day or evening, where two Plano* are lor ss .r,
and judge lor themselves.

Johx a. S.

CHAS. J.

Street,

CO.

If. Y„

^quality

DANA& CO.,
Fish and Salt,
PORTLAND, MAINE.
Jane ldtf

FORTE

Soiintry

me,

elylldti

__

PIANO

man-

We would call the attention of the
public to the superior quality of these instruments. They are equal
*
or those ot any other
Steinway8
Chickeringa*,
aobal manufacturer in this
orturepe
The Company being composed of
twenty ol the best
workmen that could be found In the first class manufactories la New York, principally in Stein
way’s manufactory, every part ot their instruments b done n
the bast manner, and thb enables the
to tut
company
nlsh Pianos which, it equalled, can not be
surpass,d
and power ol tone, eaalnese ot action and

Free Street Black,

and 2

YORK

*94 Hndton

Fresco and Banner Painter,
FURNACES, RANGES,
NO. 144 MIDDLE STREET.

A

FILES,

X*:.'

SVM0QL BOOM,

UNION HALL,

At the head of Grt on St; Entrance

on

Free St.

The FALL TERM of this Institution will commence Sept, ith, 1865.
Classes for beginners and for advanced scholars In
fTennh and German vr'ill be formed at the
beginning
of the Term.
A Claes in
and in Commercial ArlthBook-Ke-sping
metic, hag already beem formed, for those who oan
thoir business. A few more
-SS'nbe0n7
e,'fnJa88
can
admitted
to this class.
MUtee qf all wje» and attainmentt
Jrnema
the Acad, any, A First Class School
II1“d
forthe continued pursuit of their
studlee.
1®^ x articul av attention will be given to boys com*
}
ingfrom the Public Schools.
of the Principal and ot his
a
U8ed 1x1 order to make this School
of

Tan Weeks.

Company.

OF

OF

The Beet Oil in the Market!
#fc

Subscriptions wdl
conditions, vix:

on

MONDAY, October 2, at TJ o’clock

Per Order,

Sept 12—dtd
--

EDWARD

P.

SHAW^

--

be

received under the following

Each stockholder la entitled to on* ahare for every
three owned.
Stockholders must pay in, at least, twenty-five per
oentat time of subscribing, and the balance on or efore December 41,1886.
Shares paid for lk full, on or before October 15th
next, will rank with the old stock, and participate in
U
the next (April) dividend.

Interest at rate of six per cent per annum will be
allowed on all other subscriptions from the time of
payment till April L 181S6.
Bights not claimed before October 15th, uext. will
be disposed of as the Directors may determine.'
E, P. GERRISH, Cashier.
Portland, Sept. 13, 1885.
sepUdtilloetlS

“Home Institute 1”

Fluid and Kerosene Lamps.

To be tiet.
A FOTHUTORT BRICK
STORE, centrally located
i* onExebrnge Street, suitable for a Wholesale Dry
business, 0r for the mauufoclure of Clothing, or

Mix I. C. PRINCE, Principal.
Seventh Year oi this Boarding and Day
School lor Young Ladies, will commence on
THURSDAY, Sept. 21st.
For Terms, &c., apply to the Principal, No. 62
Free St.
septa d*w3w

THE

FRAHKLHT FAMILY 80H00L
FOR BOYS,

Topehnns, Maine.

School for Boys. Location healthy,
A easily accessible.
The Fall Term will
20th. For

September
circular, *c., address the PrinWARREN JOHNSON, A. M.
cipal,
August 31. d3w*

Copartnership

undersigned have this day termed
THEners'tp under the style ot
S.

a

copart-

JACKSON & SON.
purpose of doing a general COAL BUSINE8S

lor the
at Sawyer’s

Whart, foot orHigh

Street.

sale

&

Daly

—

Traveling
| Manulac tured and for

Bags

!

Portland, Aug.

eountr^promptly

OF

000*1™

lars (* ISO
will be received only from preoent
stockholder, until October
let, noxt
Internet win be paid until
January 1st, 18M, when
»toek will rknk with toe old.
Twenty-Uvc per cent, must be paid In at the date
or the
and the balance must be completed before January next.

SaWipttons

MACHINES!

subscription,

,

WM. EDW. GOULD, Cashier.

Portland, Sept. 8th,

Una. 54 nail 58 • • • • Middle Street.
Needles and Trimmings always on hand.

8. R.

JACKSON,

OSCEOLA JACKSON.

Bank of

FROM MEASURE,
By CHARLES CUSTIS At CO.
May 3—dtf
Mortok Block.

WARREN’S IMPROVED
FIBJB AND WATER-PROOF FELT
AND

Gravel

Roofing

sume

PorttalriL^

c«™b«rland

NatfomjSSt

Hither at the residence of pupil*

Room Se. ft.

Oongreas St,

or

at

Portland.

School !

US. GARDINER wlU comnwnce Ms F*ll Term
at Congress Hall, C arp*» Btock on TP13DAY
1 Hh, at T| o'clook.
EVENING"SeptemberL«**oae,
Terms, Twenty-four

ill

HARRIS’,
Oppo.ite the Pom Office.

*S:88

Penobscot River

Tuesday and

FridaV Evenings.
-

SAM'L SHALL. Casuist.

Portland, Bopt. 13.1885.

xplfcGw

hP U yoa are in wgnt of any kind oi PRINTING
C*n atthe Daily press Office.'

-3i°*
TortUad, M.y »,

1885-<W

re-

sept4eod0w

Singing

fall style
Fan Reduced to the

EMERY,

returned to town, 1* prepared
to
v
lesson* on the

F#. 11 Olapp'g Block,

gentlemen
iy WAyr of a yEW hat

ot

OO.,

PIANO-FORTE,

No It Union Street.

AT

Sc

HAVING

for flat roofs.
E. HERSET, Ayeat,

CAN GET THE

Cumberland.

BIOB

B.

STEPHEN A.

—

JanStdtf

T.

MUSICAL INSTRUCTION !

COMPOSITION.
—

SALE!

Commission Remte t)f

Ha 63 Commercial St.,
lOOO BARRELS OF ROSIN,
awl BARRELS OF PITCH,
1 TON VIRGINIA TOBACCO,
SOO BARRE IS FLOUR—Different Grades,
Buckwheat Floor, Beane, Ac.
gept 9-tll w

CUT

.eptadSw

_

XT.

Patterns,

seplSedlm

18W.

FOR
At the

Shirt

PORTLAND.

the Bank wiU be Increased in the
**0B<5Te<* •”<* Ffty Tbonsand Del-

»f

__aept2dtf«4
—
^SINGER’S

fc CO

C. F. DALY,
G. H. DEARBORN.
18,1MB.

The First National Bank

OS EXCHANGE STREET,
Manufactures to order and In the beet manner Military and Nary Uniforms, and Boys Garments.

WOODMAN, TRUE
Agents,

Dearborn,

The undersigned having purchased the stock ol
Daly ft Dearborn, will continue tb* wholesale
FRUIT AND GROCERY BUSINESS,
se heretofore at the old aland, 12* Commercial S treet,
Portland, Maine.
C. F. DALY.
v
September 4—d2w

ALEXANDER D. REEVES,
Tailor
and
Draper,

SEWING

A

”X ^HU^gth0rlle<>

Wholesale and Retail by

from the

Copartnership.

by

BRACKETT,
or

1W commercial 8t.

was this day dissolved
mutual consent
The accounts of the late Una will be e tied
by C. F.DA1 Y,
W
debts dae to or

No. 165 Middle Street.

Portland, June 12,1885—tf

S

Congress
IV0’and WHmot. St., northerly19 earner
XI
Wilmot St., for
Apply at No.
terms.
tepl9dlw

VALISES

AND

HcrfcTE,

dfc

*1M ft

copartnership heretotore existing under the

K.

X, p

House for Sale.

—

Notice.

orBoots and Shoes.

Will be vacated this month or
further infbrmation Inquire of DR.
t irrSlm"'0*115 Exchfvnge Street, up stairs, or
•cyraeT of Milk and Exchange Streets.
Portland, Sept. 19th, 1868.
dtf

TRUNKS,

dlY

Dissolution of

Sale Booms, HO and 112 Sudbury St., Boston, Maaa.
Juneltf

marl8tf

_

—

PORTLAND, ME.

^AU orders In the city

PORTLAND.

vote of the Stockholders, the capital of this Bank
is to be increased Two Hundred Thousand Dol-

SHIR'
Aug, 17—diw'

PREBLE STREET, (Near Preble House.)

DURAN

lars,

meeting of the Portland MuTHE.412?UA1'
JL
tual Fire Insurance
will be held at

office,

good

commence

Portland Mutual Fire Insurance
Company,

Dozes,

as

GOOD Home

FILES, Principal,

28 HANOVER STREET.
Post Office Address, Box 103.
“®nd ftf * arCUl8r-

M-

makes.

as

CORNER of MIDDLE and UNION STS.
Sept. 1—d&w3m

S*0*?,?^eavow

their

one

a

CASCO NATIONAL BANK

MILLIKEN k 00,

SUCCESSOR TO J. H. HANSON.
*A

any

BY

C. O.
It

Card Pictures 93,00

58 and GO Middle St.

_

Sopt 16—d&wtf

& 58 EXCHANGE STREET.

Apply to

Wanted.

_

C. O.

SCHOOL BOOKS,

68

Immediately.

worthy of public patronage.
Terms 810,00 per Term

SCHOOL BOOKS,
SCHOOL

Hundred

Coat, Pant and Vest Makers!

HAVE A LAItGE ASSORTMENT OF

Plain and Fancy Cassim-eres,
Broadcloths, Linen Goode, Flannel*, lee.
To all of which I would respectfully invite the attention of purchasers, as they will be sold “CHEAP for
CASH.’’
jr. a. gilbert,

Loring,

Exchange Street,

PORTLAND,

A large assortment ol Thibets and other

Fall gud Winter Dress Goods.

Ac

56 and 58

A number

SOJN,

prices.
The public are requested to call and give me a try,
as I am bound to make as good work as can be found.
An assortment of FRAMES, &c.t will be found
here. Patronage solicited.

PORTLAND ACADEMY I

For variety and comprehensiveness we think our
stock equal to
any in our largest cities, and will be
offend to the trade
upon such terms as will secure

145 Middle

<st

ble prices, for as good work as is to be had at any
room in the city. Copying done of all kinds of pictures, and worked up by a competent artist at the
rooms.
Especial attention paid to Children's pictuies; also to pictures of sick or deceased persons
out oi town or in the city.
I have the old negatives of Mr. Morrison's at my
rooms, taken when he was in business; friends who
had them thore will find them here, from which
copies can be taken without recopying, at the lowest

Complete Stock

HEAD NETS,
Beltings, Belt Clasps, dc., dc....

PUS# fOBTESM’IMO FURIES.

or

.pre-

Hosiery, Gloves, Taras,
Cloak, Dress, and Tailors’ Trimmings,

&e.f arranged and set ui> in tlio best manner, and all
oranorsin town or country Willfully executed. AH
kinds of JOBBING promptlyaitended to. Constantly <m band LEAD PIPES, SHEET LEAD and BEER
PUMPS oJ all descriptions.
apr&ltt

one

Wanted

their patronage.

SALE

HENRY P. LORD, Treasurer.

NOYES

Jane 16—dtf

be

FANCY GOODS,

AT A. BARGAIN!
sary to carry

i
Tbeasceeb’* Office,
March 11, 1866.1
OF PORTLAND SIX PER CENT. BONDS
are for sale at this
office, in sums to suit, not less
than $500, on one, two, three, four, and ten
year»’
Itme, with Interest Coupons attached, payable semi-

N.

!y,Vo. 200 Fore Street.

description of Water fixtures lor DwelEVERT
ling Houses. Hotels, Public Buildings, Shops,

at No. 132 Middle Street,
he is ready to wait upon any
MAYwherefound
wishCARRIAGES AND SLEIGHS, TOMgj.
ing for pictures of themselves
friends, at reasona-

Street.

are now

terms.

(Over H. J. Libby & Co.’s)

I. H. DUPEE,

inform their friends and the Trade genCAUTION, CAUTION, CAUTION! WOULD
erally that their spacious store, lately damaged
is
in
by
and

Ha* Removed from Ua old stand In Union
Street
toNo. 2uo Kobe St., where ho Is prepared to fill all
orders for Carpenters’ and other
Tools, ol tbo
very beet quality, at short notice and on reasonable

AND FURNISHING GOODS.

Mngee Furnaces and Stoves*

ALL RIGHT AGAIN!

complete repair,

Portland

of

Sole Agents in Portland for the Celebrated

THIS

again
pared to show a

ap22dU

NE WFALL GOODS.

Institution oilers to young men and ladies
the best facilities for obtaining a thorough Bustncs Education.
Scholarships for lull course, comprising both theory and practice, good in thlrty-sixColloges, constituting the “International Chain,” time unlimited.
i’sr further information please call at the College, or
send for CoUege Monthly and Specimens of Penmanship, enclosing letter stomp. Address
BRYANT, STRATTON & GRAY,
Ang 25—d*w3m
Portland, Me.

lire,

Arbroath.

PHOTOGRAPHER!

Clapp's Block, Congress

PORTLAND, ME.

City of Portland,

Street,

BUSINESS COLLEGE
No. 8

...

THEIR STOCK OP

of

Manufacturer ot and Dealer in

Carpenters’, Ship-Joiners’, Coopers*
and Calkers’ Tools, &c.,

IBwwls, Braes Sl Silver Plated Cache.

CO.,

PUMPS, LEAD PIPE, SHEET LEAD, and
all kind* of Tin, Copper and Sheet
Iron, in quantities to suit.

An Examination
Prifce* ]* solicited.
Sept 14—dtf

*Toseph. Bradford,

Force Pomps and Water Closets,
NO. 124 EXCHANGE STREET,

OsokinE, Office and Parlor Stovea,

WILL OPEN THIS DAY

None but the best workmen employed, and the
shop constantly supplied with tho best of stock, regardless of expense.
Mr. J. L. WILLEY, who has had long experience
in manufacturing custom work in this city, has
charge of the manufacturing department.
PUNCTUALITY Is the motto of this establishment, and all work ready for delivery when promised.
REPAIRING neatly done at short notice.
Sept 12—dtf

From 41 Union to 200 Fore St,
Opposite Mantfactcrers’ and TmADaus’ Bane,

WILLIAM A. PEARCE,

Manufacturers of and Dealers In

MERRILL & SMALL

In such popular

City

A.

5

SEPTEMBER

iff Particular attention paid to preparing Physicians Prescriptions.
july31d2m

Oswego

JAMES T. PATTEN &

PORTLAND

IN

Canvas,

March 13—dtf

Sept 8—dtf

ME.

REMOVAL!

-FOR SALE BY-

annually.

No. 63 Commercial St.

And other Norway an l Swedes Iron.
Ml Milk Street, Boeton; and «1 John Street. New
York.
sp33d6m

Warm. Cold and Shower Baths, Wash

CITY

CO.,

Law,

(Hussey's Blocs,)

Chamber,, No.. 1

U. T. S. RICE &

First Class Boots Made
With Fair Stitch.

PORTLAND, ME.,

calling

SIX PER CENT ROAN.

75 Middle Si., Fox Block, near the Post Office.

DEALERS

to Contract tor Potatoes for Shipping or other purposes, can be supplied at short
notice, and at the lowest prices, by
on A. S.
DYER, Cape Elizabeth, R. O. CONANT& CO., No.
153 Commercial Street, or ANSEL LOTHROP, No.
176 Fore Street.
August 4.—dtf

Advantage,

—OF—

IB./EB.GfF.OF

MERRILL,

MAKES OF

wishing

to tbo

Commission House

And Importers of

PORI LAND, MAINZ.
Business with the Departments at Washington at
-ended Ur.
JuneUdJtwSm

Potatoes l

BATH, ME.
OAA BOLTS Superior Bleached
AS UU 300 do All Long flax “Government contract,"
300 do Extra All Long flax
300 do Navy Fine,
Delivered in Portland or Boston,
Bath, April 20, 1863.

CO.,

139 Commercial St.

Manufacturers !

Temr ;e Street.

PLUMBER!

Soot oh

For Ladies and Gextlemex, from the very best
stock to he found In the metropolitan and foreign
markets, made to order, and warranted to give entire satisfaction.
A.I1

August 6—d3m

THOSE

Sewing Machines,

SURVEYOR & CIVIL ENGINEER! Steel

Office No. 117 Middle Street,\

A

Portland.

WM. JESSOP & SON,

JOHN F. ANDERSON,

at

maySSttan

No. 184 Middle Street.
Jan. 13—dti

dtf

Attorney

Messrs. LosreU A
Dennis A Co.;

Leave Your Demands lor Collection
At R D. Verrill’a
Law and Collection
Office,

Law,

September 5, 1865.

Conisellor and

LARGE assortment nl all grades of FLOUR
now arriving and for sale
by the CAR LOAD or
otherwise, at fair prices.
The patronage of my former customers solicited.
X. HAMBLIN,
No. 3 Union Wharf.
N. B.—WANTED
to purchase, HOOPS and
SHOOKS.

havava white
5°.XES
now landing from

Havana, for

-***^»^nyrM«s>«S. to Messrs

Sjtf
*«£?!£‘<>?\';ohn
(.lark, Real A Co.,
Portland, Me.

WILL PROSECUTE CLAIMS AGAINST STATE
AND UNITED STATES.
■

Ko*Tolk, Va.

OP Consignments solicited.

OFFICE, CODMAN BLOCK,

Potatoes,

WHITE SUGARS !
Mab,

and Counsellor at

on

Office—No. 13 Campbell's Wharf.

H. H. BURBANK,

Attorney

Forwarding

S3T" Merchandise of ail kinds bought and sold
Northern account.

.•

C1IAS. JB.

the well known

And will cheerfully give any information desired.—
Call and get a circular.
septl8dtf

^*5%. from

MAXNE-

RESIDENCE, 52 BRACKET STt,
eepSdlm
PORTLlA&D, ME.
■

and

MERCHANT.

JMUNDLE,

mch 17 dawtf

.FLOUR! FLOUR 1

Cnssimcre and Vestings,

p—

3^ nrniture !

Aug. 29—dti

Fancy Doeskins,

late with

Federal

load lumber at same place for Galvee*
and Richmond.
LITTLEJOHN & CHASE,
No. 4 Central wiarf.

ton, Philadelphia

Black Cloths and Doeskins,
Goods far Matched Business Salts,

Grover & Baker

Commission

Also

Over and Undercoatings,

JOHN WHITMAN,

PORTLAND,

Wanted.

Vessels to load deals at St. John, N.
B., lor English and Irish Ports, at lilghs\ est rates of freight.

a

>

OHIkAL

Teacher of Music,
i*.n.

Worcester^

henry p.

LIMERICK, MAINE.

-OP-

Have als

March 28—dtl

Patent*,

PQRTLAyD’

MISS F. E.

Block, Congresr St,

PORTLAND, ME,

Wo. 105 Middle Street,

■

OR EIGHT GOOD SHOOK MAKERS. Apply
A. P. MORSE & CO.,
soplldlm*
Boston, Mass.

No. 11 Clapp’s

M«rf.ivn,

Solicitor of

a

scplMlw*

^r* Fred A. Prince,
dentist,

,

WILLIAM H.
CLIFFORD,
COUNSELLOR AT LAW,

Ang2a—dtf

SIXto

To

Selected with care.

to Middle at.,
Sept 7—dtf

and popular

Wanted.

NEW STOCK

JONES,

Ill

and Varieties

Lowest Possible Cash

Has In store

new.

and Dealers tn

of

State of Maine.

straw colored rmralngxAgear Baggage Wagon, was lelt at the Lake House
in Oxford, on
the
2d Inst., and has not
Saturday,
been called for.
The owner is requested to cat! and

PEVCHTWAS8ER & ZCBTDER,
he will bo pleased to see Ida
TT/TIERE
Mends, old
and

Boots, Shoes & Rubbers,
Wo.

All

BAY HORSE, with

A

May 22—dtl

Agent* ft* EMPIRE SEWING MACHINES fee

sepl5d&w2w*

pay charges and take themaway.

Middle^St.,

Manufacturers

MB.

White-WultM promptattmuS'i l^SSS, “d
tram out ot town sJrcilod.

CLOTHING AND CLOAKS,

Owner Wanted l

6T0EE DECENTLY OCCUPIED BY

Manufacturer and Dealer in

Constantly Receiving

LARGE

GOODS I

Removed from 62 to 81

Bern*grogor.

B.

are

a new

P. O. Box 1732.

S. GARDINER

BEST PARIS KID GLOVES.

Sept

Gentlemen, for

or

PORTLAMD,
ly

Furnishing Goods!

88 ndd

SHERMAN, their Campaigne and Ceucrals.
By Hon. J. T. Headley, author of Washington and
hlaGeneral*, Napoleon ami his Marshals, history of
the Groat Rebellion, &c., &c.
E'or terms and territory addreac at once
WM. GltACra & Co., General Agents,
161 Middle St., Portland, Me.

BAS BECEXTLY

Goods!

12—dtt

■

—ADD—

CANTON

Hosiery, Gloves, Small Wares,

REMOVAL I

SETT STORE

In all the newest and most desirable styles. Plain
and Figured WOOL DELAINES; Figured Cotton
and Wool do. PRINTS; a hill line ol WHITE
GOODS, of the best make and finish; a choice selection EMBROIDERIES, for Ladies’ and Children’s
wear; a complete assortment of Housekeeping
Goods, Linens, Quilts, Blankets, Ae., Ac., In all
their varieties. Woolen Goods, for Men’s and
Boys’ wear, in seasonable stylos.

E. T. ELDEN,
late ofWaterville.

LADIES

AMD OAM AM ANTAL

PI*AIN

8TUC00 AND MASTIC W0EKFE8,
between, Congrea* ard free Sta.,

Dry Goods, Woolens,
And Gouts’

FEEBY,

plastebers,

Co.,

J0BBEB9 OP

l

Gentlemen. Something new and popular, and the finest Steel Engravings in tat
World. Address at once with stamp,
WM. GRACE <St CO., 1U Middle St
P. 0. Box 1732, Portland, Me.
seplfidxw*

GRANT AND

PRICE!

Dress

mptlillw

BOSS &

No* 6 Free Street
bl«ck
dood4w

Sucoenon to G. L. Storer $•

or

LADIES
work,

Comprising PLAIN COLORED SILKS, In medium
and heavy qualities; BLACK, DRESS and MANTILLA SILKS, of the best makes;
THIBETS, in
all colors; black and colored ALPACCAS, In different grades; a complete line of

r announce

—

Southern States, in returning to the
Union,
and cheerfully performing all the obligations
to tho federal government. She will
receive,
in return,-from that government, a restoration
of all her oiyll and political rights as a sovereign State, with a general amnesty for the

FROST,

Furniture!

they were elected or appointed.
In organizing a provisional
government, I
thought it wisest and best to reappoint all civil
officers who were in office at the
suspension of
civil government In South
Carolina. I told

in this great and most; unfortunate
secession movement, it now
becomes her duty to
set a bright example of
to the other

to Flt.-JO

Merchant Tailor,
94 Exchange Street.
Portland, Sept. 11,1S65.
dtt

secession, on the twentieth of December, eightteen hundred and sixty, which are not in conflict with the Constitution of the United States. Likewise all civil officers elected since
that period should be authorized to continue
to discharge the duties of their
respective offices until the expiration of the term tor
which

on

THE

Every Garment Warranted

_

flourish and increase in numbers, wealth and
grandeur. It can only crumhlc and break into fragments whec
ignorance and darkness
shall have pervaded the land.
South Carolina, as an integral part of this
great power, must partake of its richness and
prosperity, The abolition of slavery will give
new energy and self-reliance to her
people,
stimulate industry and promote
economy in
all the vocations of fife, In less
than ten years
W® shall realize in the lo3s of
slavery a blessing in disguise to ourselves and our children.
In resuming her
allegiance to the United
States l know that South Carolina doe3 so in
good faith, and with perfect sincerity to her
plighted honor. As she was the first to lead

]

LATEST STYLE.

eral Assembly may be convened In
time to
order the election of members of
Congress and
United States senators, before the first Monday in December next. It is important that
all of tho Southern States should be
fully represented when Congress assembles.
In your new constitution,
yon should provide for and declare valid all
legislative, exe.
cutive, and judical acts of the state since her

the I resident that we had no parties or political divisions in the state. Ad had
acquiesced in
her secession from the Federal
Union, and
now all would be
equally loyal in their efforts
to restore her to that Union. I had no
friends
to reward.no enemies
to,punish, at the sacrifiqo of the interests of the state. Those who
were in office had been elected
by the people,
were famdar with their
duties, and better
calculated to discharge them than new men
Moreover, the plan adopted put in mo ion'at
once the machinery of the State.
Time was
important. The acts of the Frovlsional government should like ise be sanctioned
by yon.
Some recommendations with
regard to financial affairs follow, alter which ho says:
Gloomy as the present may seem, the future
will be bright and glorious. Nothing is ever
likely to oocur again to mar the harmony of
the Union. The great cause of dissension
between the two sections has been removed.—
There arc no rival Interests. The North and
South are mutually necessary to each other
and all the pursuits of the one are
dependent
on those of the other.
The United States, a3
a whole, conbine all the elements of
national
prosperity and greatness to a higher de-wee
than any other people on the face of the earth.
No empire in the world ever united In so eminent a degree the three great sources of Independence, power, and wealth —agriculture,
As long as
commerce, and manufactures.
civilization continues, this great republic will

manner.

a small sum of
value but to the
rewarded by leav-

Agents Wanted,

Plain Mourning Goods!

MEASURE

no

J3T* Residence Jr*. 4 Lscau Street.
Aug 2#—d2m

KB.

&

Jf. small,

OFFICE HO. 193 1-2 C0H3EE88 8T.

v

«J. O. TOLFORD « Co<

Portland, Sept. 11,

11•

PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON,

>t00k of

*

DR-

„

would corillaliy rjyvjmmenrl tiiemtUftf4 b7 U8» **
1110
our customers and the public.
Patronage of

at
unlftgg

Agents Wanted

Works!

our

*.***».

Lost!
con aining

ing It at this office.

F. G. SMITH & CL,

Co.,

&

DeerinK, M illiken

Under will 1» liberally

owner.

DRY GOODS!

Embracing THIBETS,
ALPINES,
CLOTHS, COBOURGS, Ac., Ac.

&

APORTEMONNAIE
monoy and other articles of
The

Iu Great Variety*
Sept. 19—dCw

SHAWLS, DRESS GOODS!

—rox-

eminently

wise and proper that the governor of a state
should derive his authority and election immediately from the sovereign power of the state.
The people should elect their
chief-magistrate,
members of congress, and members of the
legislature. Having done this, the minor offices
might be filled by appointment, and the people
relieved of the trouble, loss of time, and demoralization, in making these petty elections.

Lost!

GENTS’ njBNISHING GOOES,

Quality!

FINISH,

Sept 18—dlw*

Dyer

Business Cards.

DRY AND
BOND’S, And taken the store FANCY GOODS,
formerly

to
St.
need
recommended.

ALSO FOB SALE

Whole Community!

Sc

stock

Cards.

purch^d

141 aud 143 Middle Street*
Aug. 9, 1865.—dtf

would be pleased to receive orders for tbe same.

And

Free Street Block,

ONE

LEWIS, ROLLINS

can come

English Crapes, OUR MOTTO

eHjAJDE

an

J' "'I*

Immediately,
-AT-

62

Colored Velvet Ribbons,

Best

exhibit

=a==JBusiness

Wanted.
FALL AND WINTER GOODS,
American Girl
house work. Inquire
AN No. Winter do None
For Gentlemen’s
apply
Garments,
they
well

Plaid & Fancy Bonnet Ribbons,

Cloths

now

ELEGANT

RIBBONS!

is inherent, should select their
own ruiers and representatives.
Those powers only are delegated which cannot be
properexercised
ly
by the people. It is

Wanted

Middle Street,
Can

WOULD
No.

Wants, Lost and Found.

Merchant Tailors,

ELDEN & WHITMAN,

sovereignty

t
Terrm»
$8 per annum, in advance.

FERNALD& SON, Coat, Pant, and Vest Makers

STORE!

One Price, and N» Variation!

Black

II

SATURDAY MORNING, SEPTEMBER 23,’ 18G5.
i00

L______

,

The question of suffrage, and who shall ex- These cases have been assigned to the courts
Miscellaneous.
ercise the right of voting in South Carolina, is
of the provost marshals tar adjudication, till
one of grave
importance, and must be settled the completion of the President’s policy of reby you in your new constitution. In 1799, construction. All other cases will be heard
the state constitution declared that no one ani decided by the civil and municipal courts
should be allowed to vote unless he was a free- under the laws ol South Carolina.
also a source of congratulation to
It is
holder or taxpayer, and a free white man of
In 1810, the know that the colored troops, whose atrocious
the age of twenty-one years.
right of suffrage was extended to all free white conduct has disgraced the servise and filled the
men of the age of twenty-one, who were resipublic mind with the most horrible apprehendents of the state two years, and of the elec- sions, have been withdrawn from the* interior
tion district six months previous to voting.— of the State, and are to bo placed in garrison
The qualification of a freehold or the payment on the coa-.t, where they can do no further
of a tax was no longer required. It was thought mischief. In all my personal interviews with
proper at that pei kkI that a free white man the President,and iu allot'my dispatches to
who had to serve in the militia, do patrol duty,
him, I urged tins course most earnestly. The
work on the roads, and defend his country in white troops are, I believe, doing their duty
should
be
of
allowed
time
to vote for
war,
beneficially to the country, in preserving the
announce to the public that they hare
members of the legislature and other offices of peace and good order of the State.
It is
taken Uio Store
the shite, without the ownership of a freehold
thought that their presence amongst us for
To extend this uni- some time yet will be
or the payment of taxes.
necessary, iu order to enversal suffrage to the“fl-eedmen” in their pres- force the relative duties of the freed men and
5
ent ignorant and degraded condition would be
their employers.
little less than folly and madness.
In conclusion,
It would
invoke
I
would
gentlemen,
Where they will offer to th*1 trade
be giving to the man of wealth and large land- the Almighty to watch over
all your deliberaed possessions in the state a meet undue influ- tions, and direct
your actions in every particence In all elections.
He would be enabled to ular, to the best
honor and glory of WHOLESALE AND
RETAIL,
march to the polls with his two or three hun- our beloved State.interests,
U
3T.> la
tn
oacj
dred “fryoilmen" as employees,
voting as he
A ftill and seasonable assortment of
directed, and control ail elections. The poor
white men in the election districts would have
no influence, or their influence would be overpowered by one man of one large landed estate. In Connecticut, Ohio,
Indiana, Illinois,
Comprising a full Stock of
and several other
non-slaveholding states at
AVD
the North, free negroes and colored persons Black and Colored Corded
Edge
are entirely excluded from
voting. In most of
WO GLENS !
the Northern states there i3 a property qualification required of all voters, which excludes
-AT TILEthem.
tIf the New York qualifications of a
^
a person of color voting were
freehold,inforSouth
Lowest
Cash
Prices.
few
of the
adopted
Carolina, very
freedmen in this state would over be able to
&
exercise the right of suffrage. In North Carolina, Tennessee, and perhaps other slaveholiling states, free negroes formerly were entitled Black
to vote, but it is understood that they seldom
saw proper to exercise this franchise.
-IBThe radical Republican party North are
SILKS, SATINS, VELVET, FEATHlooking with great interest to the action of the
ERS, FLOWERS, GLOVES,
Southeni States in reierence to negro suffrage,
and whilst they admit that a man should be
DRESS TRIMMINGS.
able to read and write and have a
property
And No Variation.
-ALSO,qualification in order to vote, yet they con- A full Stock ol Straw
and Felt Goods, adapttend that there should be no distinction beWe have adopted this principle In our business, be*
ed to City and Country trade, now opening and tor
tween voters on account of color.
cause we believe It the most
They for- Bale at the lowest market price* i© dealers only, by
pleasant and honorable
get that this is a white man’s government, and
alike to the Merchant and the Customer, and feeling
WILLIAM H. HORTON & CO.,
Intended for white men only; and that the susure that it Is the
only rule of business that is equally
12 and 14 Franklin Street,
preme court of the Uuited States has decided
just in its operation on all, and the only one that
lfOSTOH.
that the negro is not an American citizen unSept 4—d3m
can build up a permanent trade and secure the conder the federal constitution. That each and
fidence of the
NE W GOODS I
every state of the Union has the unquestioned right of deciding for herself who shall exercise the right of suffrage is beyond all
dispute.
You will settle this grave question as the in- The Best Stock ever brought inWith onr facilities fbr purchasing In the market,
to this Market !
terest and honor of the state demand.
we confidently invite the attention of the
South Carolina is the only state in the Unpublic to
our STOCK and PRICES.
ion where the chief-magijtrate is not elected
DE8I11AHLE
We shall keep constantly la store a choice selection
by the people. This should no longer be the
case.
of
It is a fundamental principle of the reof
the
publican creed, that the people, in whom all

Of African slavery he says:
“It was a cherished institution of South Carolina fiom her earliest colonial history, p&triarchial in its character, under which the negro has multiplied and increased with a rapidity proving that he had been kindly cared for
ana protected,” but it is
gone, dead forever,
never to be revived or hoped for in the future
of this state.
Under the war-making power
the military authorLica of the United States,
In all elections wade by the
Legislature, the
have abolished slavery in all the seceding states.
voting should be viva voce, so that each memTile oath you have solemnly taken to “abide ber’s
constituents might know how he voted.
by and faithfully support all laws and procla- The bahot is
secret, and conceals the repmations wnich have been made during the ex- resentative’s vote
from his constituency. The
isting rebellion, with reference to the emanci- people have a right to know
how their repof
in
slaves,” requires you’ good faith, resentatives voted in elections as well
pation
as in
to abolish slavery in your new or amended
legislation. In all elections by the people the
con titution.
ballot is certainly the proper
as
it
enmode,
The express terms on which your pardons able!
every man to vote independently, achave been issued, stipulate that you shall nevcording to his own convictions. No one ha3
er again own or employ slave power,
it is
to know or question his vote. He
any
likewise altogether probable that the proposed votesright
as a soverign.
But the representative
amendment to the Federal Constitution, abol- votes for
others, and they have aright to know
ishing slavery, will be adopted by three-fourths his vote.
of the states, and become a part of the ConYou should
for the election of memstitution. Moreover, it is impossible for South bers of the provide
Legislature at an early day—the
Carolina ever to regain her rights and be re
sscand Monday in October—so that the
Genstored to the Union till she
abolIshej slavery, and declares by an organic law,
that neither “slavery nor servitude, except as
a punishment for crime, whereof the party

■

pr°-

S0MKR^^t.

*
_

rudlmcnte

of voca)

fluelc" singly

Room 836 Coagrew St.

(

saptt dSw

|

DAILY

liSTSJBB fMK 00!

he

,ssm

^trfareSciiicn

vL iicJUiijf tac&tr. to UX.MAMdailies in the city.
year in tide truce.

OT lieadinK Matter

on

all

The me3sago of Provisional Governor Perry,
which will bo found'in substan<jp on our first
docupage, is in Borne respects a very curious
as
ment. It is undoubtedly to be considered
and
a fair representation of the sentiments
modes of thinking of a groat majority of the
For this reapeople of the Southern- States.
some careful examasks
it
iftorno
other,
son,
ination from thoughtful northern readers.—
The point which we think will first strike the
attention of all is the deep and nearly undisthe Governor regards
gnised regret with which
tho extinction of the institution of slavery.—
“That cherished institution of South Carolina
from her earliest colonial history, patriarchal
in its character, under which the negro has
multiplied and increased with a rapidity proving that he has been kindly cared for and
protected, is gone, dead forev er, never to
be revived or hoped for in the future of this
state.”
The Governor “accepts the situation.” The
object of his love is dead, and he cherishes no
hope of reviving it, hut he counsels the Convention and through it the people of this State
to so shape their actions in relation to this
changed state of things as to render the evils
of freedom as endurable as possible. He
seems to make these recommendations in all
sincerity, and we cannot now stop to quarrel
with him for his peculiar views. That there
should be men with minds so constituted as
to hold the institution of Slavery as something
divine and beneficial, is one of the monstrous
things which we do not comprehend, but like
Governor Perry himself, we accept the fact.—
Only we put it to the careful consideration of
our readers whether a man with such views
is fit to be largely trusted with the interests
of freemen; whether he is not likely, acting
from such convictions, to endeavor as far as
possible to retain the distinctive featnres of
that system he so much admires, to ensure in
the future condition of the freedman as much
resemblance to his past state of slavery as may
be practicable.
All his suggestions tend in this direction,
and he hope3 if things aie skillfully managed
that the freeumenmay scon learn to feel their
dependence and become as much attached to
their masters as they were when they were
slaves? ft's insinuation with regard to the
conduct of colored troops, is a thing which
requires proof before item be accepted.
He recommends some radical charges in the

i

far

as

seen

as

a
rest, and creates perpetual disgust.
beautt in rural ornament, or give us
having its pretence.

Clive us
nothing

Many people err in the selection of forest
They go into the woods, and when
they find a tall, straight sugar maple, elm, ash
trees.

linden, they dig it up and carry it home for
transplantation by itself io open grounds.
The tree Is straight because it lias grown up
in the shade of other and taller
trees; but
when carried to a different location, the air
and sun circulating freely around its naked
it experiences a shock that is sometimes
trunk,
equal—perhaps
excel—any
in Portland may
fatal to it. In such a position it cannot mainhere, but take the best streets together and tain its
elongated and straight attitude; the
the palm must be yielded to this quiet city in
winds bend and wrench it, and new shoots prethe heart of the old Nutmeg State.
The city must contain a large amount of paratory to lateral branches put out from the
wealth, and taxes, I have been told, are about sides of the trunk,. It requires a long time
before it is able to exchange its forest shape
—draw a long breath, ye down Bast readers—
one per

GEN. MAH6FJELD.
Next door to where my lot is east—which is
with one ol the first citizens, and most enter-

prising merchants of the city, with whose hospitable family a stranger forgets that he is
away from home—is the mansion of the late
gallant Gen. Mansfield, who fell at Antietam

while leading his raw recruits up to the perilous attack.
Gen. M. was an elderly man, and
for a long time had been in command of the
defenses of Washington. His spirit chafed
for a more active post of duty. He wished to
At Antietam he was gratigo into the field.
fied in this respect. With a command made
up in part of raw regiments from the North—
some of them from his own city—he went into
the fight. As the “ perilous ridge of battle ”
was being reached, the men faltered.
The
gallant old veteran, who had seen hard service
in Mexico, rode forward at the head of his
column, waved his hat in his hand to cheer on
his men, but at that moment the fatal bullet,
sent on its mission of death by a rebel sharpshooter, found its way to a vital spot, and the
hero fell, and from that moment has
slept his
last sleep.” His remains were sent home, and
the city of Middleton did itself immortal honor by doing honor to the gallant dead—the funeral being the most imposing ofahy that had
ever occurred in that section of the State.
UNIVEB8AXIST

or

for

cent. I

•

CONVENTION.

Since I wrote you before, the National Convention of Universalists has continued in session in the city, but closed its labors this afternoon. Its session for 1866 will be held in
fealesbure, 111. A large amount of business
has been transacted, and the denomination
has taken high ground in several directions.—
It has inaugurated a grand missionary scheme,

In this connection he

suggestions which are judicious as
they go, though they certainly go but a

sane

very little way, and he shows an almost amusing degtee ol'ignorance and mental confusion
in his statements with regard to the constitutions and policy of Northern states. He repeats the old platitude about ours being a
government for the white man only, and declares that the negro-Is not a citizen and cannot be on
the decision of the Supreme
Court being to the contrary. The whole message is in a very whining and melancholy strain
not at all on account of the wicked and misguided attempt of the Southerners to overthrow
the government, but plainly on account of
their failure. He manifests the genuine South
Carolina indifference to the welfare of the
entire nation outside of that centre of the

the war upon all the Protestant churches of
the North, and dwelt at length upon the aspects and needs and duties of the church in
view of the new social order of things at the
South. It was pungent, thorough, searching,
close in its observations, keen in its reasoning,
and heart-searching in it3 appeals, while its
allusions to the gallant dead of the denomination, fallen in defence of their country, and
the eoually gallant living, were touching, and
caused the unbidden tear to glisten in the eye

universe,

and seems, 03 a contemporary well
remarks, “only solicitous that in the discharge
of its painfid duty the Convention shall save

an

open air one.

Never go into a thicket for trees to plant
out in cleared lands. Rather select those that
grow on the outskirts of forests, or in pastures,
where they were bom and reared in the
strengthening air and light; and If you are
then careftil to select only such as are of beautiful forms, they will retain that shape, without trouble, as long as they live.
Another very unfortunate hut common error is to decapitate the young tree before it is
transplanted. The head is cut off in order to
compel the trunk to throw out a new and
more branching top.
A tree can do but little
better than an animal can, without its head.
It needs that above any other of its parts.
The side branches will bear liberal pruning,—
but we beg you never to cut off that point which
looks heavenward. Leave that unmutilated,
and it will, in due time, give out its natural
desires according to the demands of the treespirit that is within it.

of every listener.
A meeting on the State of the Country was
held last evening, managed by a special Com-

VIEW OS’ DEMOCRACY FROM A CANADIAN STANDPOINT.

has fast most of its once beautiful shades
from this cause. We repeat—never cut the
head off of a tree. Give that its liberty to
point to the skies. The rest of the tree, unless

hardly used, will take car^ of its own
growth.
The sugar maple is a handsome, sweet and
cleanly tree. America produces not its supevery

willows are short lived in our climate. Elms
will wave over the heads of many generations.
Weeping elms may be found in most of our

forests; but your stiff, upright bristly elms, are
anything but handsome. In England, passing
up the Thames, I have noticed the tops of
elms trimmed to all fantastic tastes, some having the sliape of a crucifix, some of an umbrella, and some even of horses and other animals.
As ornamental trees, the horse-chestnut,
(Buckeye,) the English cherry, the white ash,
the English and even American linden (bass-

without abatement of interest for three mortal
hours. After devotional exercises the time
was occupied by speeches on the resolutions,

the

To the Editor

the

of the

arbor

Press:

CAPTAIN JOHN CHADDOCK.

Among the passengers lost in the “Brother
Jonathan,” on the Pacific coast, was Captain

Chaddock of the revenue service.
At one
time when Lieutenant he was stationed in
Portland. The following notice of him is taken from a California paper:
“Among the first Federal officers who were
sent to this coast after fhe Meiican war, was
Capt. John Chaddock, of the revenue service,
Ho made the surveys of the whole coast, from
San Diego to Puget Sound. He remained on
He
the Pacific for upwards of sixteen years.
was ordered to the Atlantie coast about three
years ago, and was actively engaged in the
Government service during the war, both
afloat and ashore. For many years he was
in command of the cutter Joe
Lane, in the Oregon waters, and during the San Juan troubles of 1859, he
performed valuable services.—
To ail persons ho
was wefi and favorably
known for the
many sterling qualities of head
an
An

accomplished sailor, a true
friend, aioyal citizen, and one of the best men
socially and morally, that California has ever
known. His name has become
identified will
the history of the Pacific, and we
hope to Z
it perpetuated by a grateftrt
community.”

*

6®^A female congress has bean convened at
Lelpsie, and the women of Germany have been
Invited to send delegates, for the purpose of organizing industrial an 1 artistic exhibitions of
female handicraft, relief and pension associations,'Industrial, commercial and economical,
schools for ladies, and'of advocating the admission of ladies to the public leotnre rooms of
academies and universities from which they
*re present deluded,.

examination—and has not yet been
HU trial was to have taken place at
this term of Court, which commenced its session at Alfred last

found.

Tuesday.

fcJP-The Biddeford Union says Oliver Cutts’
Point, together with
incendestroyed by
diary fire on Jfonday evening, boss 82,700.
The buildings were insured.
store and stable at
Kittery
eight tons of hay, was

learn from the Union that the Yarn
Factory at Kennehuuk is to he enlarged and

put into operation immediately, having been
leased by manufacturers from Ne.v Hamphire.

6®”Thc Union says

a ship of about 900 tons,
called “PrUcilla," was launched on Wednesday
from the yard of Messrs. A. & E. Perkins. She
is copper bottomed, built of white oak, and is to

be commanded by Capt. York. Sho was built
for the Messrs. McManus of Brunswick.

£3*“The citizens of Kennebunk were called
out twice last Sabbath, on ccocunt of the fires
burning in the woods. The high wind carried

the embers and scattered them over the village
half a mile dUtant, greatly endangering it to a

.■
general conflagration.
White dneks,
according to the Bangor
Whiff, are taken in great quantities in Eddington, about twelve miles from that city. They
alight in large numbers upon the water, and
are caught in box
traps set on the shore, to
which they are tolled by food of which they are
fond.
They are then kept and fattened for

market, and sent on alive. The editor saw two
or three hundred of them which were going to
the Boston market
Bjr”A thief in Bangor, according to the

Timas, stole a pocket-book containing 8400 in
7-30 bonds, from a coat which a gentleman Bad
laid aside for the purpose of trying on a new
one. Before the owner of the pocket-book could
advertise it, it was returned to him, with all its
contents—the would-be-thiefs conscience constraining him to give up that which he had so
t-'
dishonestly obtained:
jT
K3?“The Hallowell Gazette says an injunction has been placed on the American Bank in

that oily by the Supremo Court, on complaint
of the Bank Commissioners of this State.
Messrs. H. K. Baker, Simon Page, andE. Bowell have been appointed Beceivers, and the

as

caped.

A

thorough investigation i3

of the affair.

t

7

,

to he made

she was

going out of that harbor on Monday.
was stopped ancl a boat lowered,

8yit is rumored that the Pasha of Egypt
intends to offer four regiments of Egyptian
troops to the Emperor of Mexico, as a sort of
security for a loan which he is endeavoring to
obtain from France.
|jy The New York Times administers the
following : “William Brinsley Sheridan, picked
up from the gutter aud taken before the morn-

ing magistrate, was asked his name. William
Wilbexferce, was the reply. It is as cool a
piece of impudence in the democratic hummers found in the laetTebelditch,arid arraigned
before the people, to call themselves the administration party.”
By At ameeting of the College of Surgeons
in New York on Wednesday evening one of the

gentleman present stated that the
w’ould be In that city in three weeks.

cholera

He did
not state how he arrived at such exact, tude of

time.
JiiP”Thc dtouth i* prevailing extensively in
_

the mountain towns in the northern and western part of Massaahusetts. The want of wa-

by

is seriously felt not nnly
all manufacturers.

by the farmers, but

5,y From Greece there is announcod the

death,

£y An

anonymous call is issued in Wisconsin for a convention of each republicans as are
dissatisfied with the failure of the late state
convention to recommend an amendment to
the constitution, giving suffrage to colored cit-

The steamer

izens.

hut the man was taken on board of a small
boat that was sailing near, and brought baek to
town. He is a sailor, recently of the British

recognised representative of the Hindoo

sch. Cer

s.

tyThe

Hon.

Juggonath Sunkersett,

munity of Bombay for the last
on the 31st of July, and long

the

com-

30 years, died
notices of his

I have been much interested in the articles

SST" We loam from the Oxford Democrat
that a young man named
Hodgden, belonging
in Byron, was severely wounded last week, at

Lakes, by the accidental discharge of his
gun. In drawing it from the boat, by the muzzle, the hammer struck, and the whole charge
passed through his arm, near the shoulder. He
is doing welj.
the

IS-Tho Democrat says soms two weeks ago,
th3 dwelling house of Mrs. Lang, Of
Bryant’s

Pond, a soldier’s widow, wa3 entered during
her absenoe from home. Every trunk was broken open, and some of them cut up. It is Buppoaacl tho robbar was in search of a small sum
in bonds, which she fortunately had with
her.
|5P*It is very seldom that both father and
son are elected to the Legislature, but such a
Occurs this year.
Beuben B. Foster is
elected Bepresentative from the district of
Bethel, Hanover, &c., and his son Benben is
elected Bepresentative from Waterville. Both
case

are paunch Uniou men.
The last case of this
kind we remember, was when old Mr. Vance
was elected from Beadfield and his son J. P.
Vance was elected from Calais.

been present, would have been the guest of the

distinguished Methodist divine. I make
personal matter as it Is one of
gratifying indications that “the world

same
a

note of this

the

moves.”

SruBwiNK.
ORNAMENTAIi TREES.

In a former communication, published in
the Preaa, on the subject of “Rural beauty in
cities,” I commended the example of Portland, Augusta, and some other cities and
towns of Maine, in the matter of shade trees,
ornamenting their streets and parks, as worthy
the imitation of all the other villages of our
State. In the present paper I wish to speak
of the kind of trees that should be chosen tor
this purpose, and the manner in which they
be3t may be treated.
Many of the ornamental trees which shade
our dwellings and line our
streets, but illy deserves to be called
“ornamental,” at all. They
are

misshapen and unseemly. Some trees, like
certain men and women we wot of, are naturally inclined to beauty, whilst others can never be made handsome but
much
by

pruning

and culture; and even then dame nature often defeats your design. Some how or other
trees will have their own way as to shape, or
they will grow sickly and die. In selecting
treos to transplant, care should betaken to accept of those only of symmetrical form and
dense foliage. And when set out, they should
be allowed room enough for their prospective
growth. They never should be placed too
near together. When this error is committed,
it will be found that the largest branches of
one will soon meet those of its neighbors’ and
thu3
the development of those beau-

prevent

tiful forms which each aspires
When quite small,
indeed^ trees may be allowed to stand near each
other; but as they grow
old and become
large, they should he thinned
out so as to leave
each individual tree surrounded by the open air and clear
sun-light.
Thus favored, the tree
will assume tis natural
oim.
We know of
many places in Villages
and
cities, where the streets wotild ho
to assume.

greatly

ORIGINAL AND SELECTED.

ES?“ On the first page—Message of Governor
Perry to the South Carolina Convention- Last
page—miscellany.
laP*A Canada smuggler named Tom Carpenter was nearly arrested near Swanton, Yt.,
while about to carry eleven casos of gin in his
wagon across the line. On being told to stop,
he applied the whip to his horse and began
dropping out the cases one by one, in the hope
that as in the old fable his pursuer might be
tempted to stop. The officer overtook him,
however, but a revolver insured the escape of
the rogue.

|jy-The Wilmington (N. C.) Herald says :
“Fanny Moore having stated to Capt Beach of
the Freedmen’s Bureau that herself and six
children, after raising a small crop, had been
ordered by her former master to leave his place
on his refusing to
give her any share of the
crop, a notification was sent to him that the*
was entitled to half the
crop, and that
it must be delivered to her.
E i/'" A lot of unclaimed military property is
advertised for sale by auction in

woman

Washington,

unless called for before the 10th of November.
It consists of trunks and valises left in
charge
of the Quartermaster’s Department
by army
officers, and includes articles marked for Gens.

Sedgwick, killed in the Wilderness battle;
Bayard, killed at the first Fredericksburg;

At the time I saw him in Blenker, dead; Stahl, now out of service; Mar1862 I doubt ifhe was worth $18.00—tho’ he .cy, McClellan’s chief of
staff; A. P. Howe,
was' a bachelor and a man of correct habits.
Barlow, Joseph Hays, Wright, Casey, Couch
Up in the neighborhood of the “big trees” I and numerous other officers of lesser
note.
fell in with a wheeiright from Banger and the
EF-The New Orleans Picayune says one expoor fellow'Was so weak from disease of the
liver, that he could hardly stand up. The in- rebel m^jor-general is in the efoploy of a conmate did not agree with him and the chances
tractor in that city; two brigadiers are in the
were against his ever seeing the Penobscot
and
worth $1800.00.

again.

In still another part of the State, the Russian river valley, I met a man from Cumberland
County. He had prospered somewhat in the
mines, but his family was taken sick and he
was obliged to abandon his business there.—
He bought a farm near the sea-coast and before
long found himself In a law-suit about the title.
He traded off the farm fo the one on
which I found him and which was on a dispu
ted territory the title to which remains unsettled to this day. By purchasing the giaim of half

dozen persons to the acre on on which his
house stood, he felt sure of that, but nobody
could give him a good title to his farm, the
chances being that the fee was in the U. S.
Government. The prospects of that man were
not brilliant.
I have travelled In all parts of Maine, but

a

have never seen such abject poverty as I have
seen in California.
Young men who know very little of the
world are Inclined to think that success is
waiting for them at some place, very far away.
But the man who has got the stuff in him
that will succeed far away, can succeed at
home. The field for enterprize is as wide in
Maine as in Mississippi.
True, you cannot
raise cotton in Maine, but you can build ships
to carry, and factories to spin and weave it.
Last spring the writer met a Portland boy
in the southern part of Virginia who had been
campaigning in a cavalry Iiegiment, over a
good deal of that State. I asked him if ho had
seen any place he preferred to Maine.
His reply was that he preferred Maine to anything
he had teen in Virginia or elsewhere.
That is the feeling that all our young men

should entertain; and animated by it they
should look around for a place where they may
take hold and advance the interests of the
”*■1 while they promote their own.
of this article has been in near,,ie
ly all of the older States of the Union, and he
can assure the
young men of Maine, that
Whenthey leave New England to find a home
elsewhere ib the world, though they may gain
a little more money, they wifi lose very much
that goes to make up our happiness, and that
too of something that money cannot buy.
Ji S«» of Mftfxie.

express business,
auother is a drayman,
while other generals are engineers on railroads
Almost every store has a colonel or a
Three distinguished colonels are in the auction business.
One of Stonewall Jackson's
favorite regimental commanders is

major!

cotton

vigorously.

pressing

E,3T llie Jlarttoril frets tells the following :
A son of the Green Isle stepped into the telegraph office in this city, and sent a
to

RELIGIOUS INTELLIGENCE.

Copying done to the best

a theological institution which should
furnish pastors and teachers to supply the
pressing wants of that section of the country.
He closed with an appeal to the liberal spirit of
ilis hearers, and a collection was taken in aid of
the cause he had advocated.”

sissippi

Wednesday, Thursday

—On

and Friday of
this week occurred the Jewish festival Bosh
Hashona, (the new year). It is regarded as sacred by the Israelites; and the ftithful observe
it with the greatest solemnity by abstaining
from work, and by worshipping in the synaattired in their grave clothes. The
a memorial
one, and the peculiar rite is the blowing of trumpets (ram’s
horns) in the holy convocations. In ten days
will be the festival of the Atonement, which
gogues

occasion ip

occurs

on

tho evening of the 30th instaDt.

—Corner-stones were lately laid at Patterson, N. J., for a Catholic church and a Jewish
synagogue.
—We are informed that Father John E. Barry has been appointed by the Bishop of the
Diocese of Portland as the future shepherd of
the Catholic flock in Portsmouth.
—The Provincial Synod of the Church of
England and Ireland in Canada, met last week
at Montreal. The chief question discussed related to church polity in regard to the appointment of bishops. It was considered advisable
that the connection of the church in Canada
with the mother country should continue. The

following

adopt to

A Fact Worth

the two churches.”
—A Boston paper says, “More than a year
since, a female preacher, Bev. Olympia Brown,
was installed pastor of the Universalist Socie-

ciety
one

at

Weymouth Landing.

calculated to create

a

The

novelty was

temporary interest

wholly independent of the merits of the
preacher. Everybody must go at least once, to
see so stranje a
thing as a woman in tba pulpit.
But the novelty has worn away, and whatever
prosperity now appears in the Weymouth Society, ought in common fairness, to he set down
as genuine, and therefore as having all the eleelements of durability. It therefore gives us
siflcsre pleasure to record a very successful
ministry since the day of the installation. If
all the ministers of the stronger sex had half
the zeal and industry of. Bev. Olympia Brown,
the results would he apparent in prosperous

parishes. Daring the long probation of more
than a year, she has honestly earned a right to
this honorable mention of her labors.”

dec2Stt.

DISASTERS.
Soli Onward, (of Eden) Higgins, at Boston fr*
Into on W*
Philadelphia, reports haying beaa run
an unknown **
noa'lay night, of Minot’s Light, by
an<l had stern stoTc.
from Philadelphia <
Brig Bnrtnah, Sherman,
fr Hctncgwt on Mondt
Boston, encountered a gale
damage and put ba
some
during which, received
.s law.
to Dolaware Breakwater on We In
Boston, (
Brig J I> Lincoln, cm Baltimore
ashore on Sharp’s Island on the 1W::’“T ;
dal
without
sd off by the revenue cutter Nemaha,
ago, and proceeded.

Knowing,

{"

RICE BROTHERS,
PRODUOJS COMMISSION MERCHANTS,

Eeport for January 1,1805.

secure

Cabinet,

charge.

Flour and

libra! rates.

$1,005,217

McClelan.
weekly without

Produce bought, stored and fnmired at

marlJeodly

-FOB-

BEAUTIFYING,

-AND-

DRESSING
PRICE

THE

HAIR.

FIFTY CEJTTS.
For Bale at

Wholesale and Hetail,
-BY-

CHARLES

CUSTiS

&

CO.,

WHOLESALE AGENTS for the STATE oi MAINE,
Morton Block, Congress Street, Portland.
July 22-sndtf
Hall’s Vegetable Sicilian Hair Renew*
has proved itself to be the most perfcot preparation for tho hair evor offered to the publio.

er

It is
rious
IT

a vegetable eotnpound, and contains
properties whatever.

no

Inju-

WILL RESTORE GRAY HAIR TO ITS ORIG-

INAL COLOR.

It will keep the hair from falling oat.
It cleanses the scalp and makes tho hairJsoA, lustrous and silken.
It is

43

a

splendid hair dressing.

No person, old

or

young, should fall to

use

it.

USED BY THE

IT IS RECOMMENDED AND

FIRST MEDICAL AUTHORITY.
nr Vsk for Hall’s fcloilian Hair Ronower, and
take no other.
R. P. IIALL * CQ,.
Nashua, N. 11., Proprietors.
For sale by all Druggists.
auglesnd Aw&n

GEORGETOWN DC—Ar 20th, sob B C LancJLan
New York.
BALI IMOBB—Cld 19th, sch Ida F WheelcrDyei
Providence.
Cld 20th, brig Charles Wesley, Ford,Boston: k1
Jeddio, Roberts, do: C Fantausii, Wooster, Prov
denoe: Romp, Mitchell, New Bedford.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 2uth, sebs Harsh Cullen
Cullen, Providence: Sarah Clark, OrlfBn, Newport
Seventy-Six, Teel, Boston.
Cld lbth, brig Hattio, Gilkey, PoUsmoutli.
Cld 20th, sch* Hatllo Uo«, Poland, and Atlantic
Uppineott, Portland: Lamartine, Hill, Saco; Nine.
K Hoagan, Bunker, do.
Cld 20th, brigs Wm Creevy, GoilJrov, Cienfriegos
Lewis Clark. Bartlott, Bangor.
NEW YORK—Ar 20th. brig James Davis, t lough
Ehzabethpnrt fnr Boston.
Cld 20th, ship Wisconsin, Slocum, Savannah; burl
Rechabite, Leeraan, Cow Bay CB.
Ar 21st, ship Trimouutain, Stouflcv, Liverpool.
Cld 21st, ships Grace Darling, Gibbs, San Prancicco: K L Lane, (Br) Ainldon, Savannah.
MYSTIC. CT— Sid 13th, ship I’l ima Donna, Her
riman, New York.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 21st, neb Flora A Sawyer,
Reed, Philadelphia.
NEWPORT—Ar 20th, brig Timothy Field, W lawell, Providence for Philadelphia; Superior, Hatch
Roc tland for Now York; Jas Bliae, liatcb, Bongo
lor Mystic; Ucpidbah, Lunt, do for New London.
Ar 21st, schs Floreo, Halo, fin Calais for Norwich
Robert Bruce, Gregory, ftn Rockland for Now York
Red Rover, West, Beltast for do; Idaho, Walt, Sact
for New Haven.
FALL RIVER—Ar 21st, sch Galena, Mayo, from
Bangor.
HOLMES’S HOLE—Ar 20th, schs Joseph, McCarthy. Poughkeepsie lor Boston; Mary Sldelda. Marsen, New York for Gardiner; Saginaw, Acliora, from
Northport LI for Portland; Aicade, Monroe, Camden for New York.
Sill, baruue Eventide; sobs Elisabeth, Henrietta,
and Rnth Thomas.
A,r 21st, schs Allcghan, Jones, Elliabethport for
Boston: Wreath, Perry, Jersey Chv for do; Ncrweat
Haskell, Newburg tor do; Hartford, McCormick, ftu
1 Bangor for Hartford.
In port, brig Castflllan; schs Chronometer, Challenge, Mary Hall, Joseph, Mora, Marv Shield*. Sawn, Saginaw, Allegan, Hartford, and Atlantic.
NEW BEDFORD—Ar 20th, sch L D Wentworth

Dean, Bangor.

BOSTON—Ar 21st, scha Onward, Higgins, Philadelphia; Julia A Martha, Crowley, do: France* Ellen, Burgees, and Sami Lewis, Wood, EUrabetfenort:
Robt Foster, Clark, and E H Nash, Mworo, J«r*ey

Rangoon.
At Havana 16th, brig Minna Traub, Norton, fcr
Philadelphia. Idg.
Ar at Cienfaegos 7th inst, brig Jacinto, Simpion,
Bangor.
Ar at Sagua 5th inet, brig Theodoras, (Hr) Cox, fin

DR. TIB3ET3’ PHYSIOLOGICAL nAIR RE-

GENERATOR,

THE

MOST

WONDERFUL DISCOV-

ERY of the aok, wfll
positively restore Gray Hair
I to its original color, whether black, brown or auburn,
and being a delightful dressing, it Imparts to it a
MRS. A. COLBY
beautiftil glossy and healthy appearance. It will also
Hu removed hev stock of Millinery to rooms over
promote a growth of new hair on held heads, where
the clouds or roots we not disorganized; and effecber old Store, No. B Free Street Block, where sho Is
tually remove all dandruff', itching and humors from
the scalp. It is warranted to produce the abovo reto
her
easterners.
receive
prepared
sults or money refunded.
TEBBETTS BROTHERS,
lwedtheneodtf
Portland, Sept. 11, 1866.
Proprietors, Manchester, N. H.
W. W. Whipple, Agent for Portland. Sold by

Druggists everywhere.

Portland.
Cld at St John MB 10th Inst, ship J Baker, Alien,
Fenarth Roads.

[Additional per steamer Australasian.]
Liverpool 7th, Jeremiah Thompson, Blske,
Now York; Albart Oallatin, Delano, St John NB;
»th. Cultivator, Russell, New York.
Sid 8tb, Polar Star, West, New York; Father, OsAr at

born, San Francisco.
At Shields 8th, Eastern Star, Given, ft>r Boston,

maylleodOm*

SHARP’S

Brighton Lire Stock Market*
Wednesday, Sept 20.—Amount of Stock

BITTERS.

Cattle. Sheep. Shotes. Fat Hogs. Veals.
Tills week,..2773
500
1013
70
10,963
925
12jo
Last week,.. 2010 11,034
75
Amount .from Each State.
Cattle.
Speep.
923
Maine...4G8
New

Hampshire.

COLGATE’S HONEY SOAP!
THIS celebrated Toilet Soap, in such universal
demand, is made from the choicest materials, is
mild and emollient in it9 nature, fragrantly scented
and extremely beneficial in its act upon the si in*
For sale by all Druggists and Fancy Cood?s Dealers
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$35(565.

june31dlyr

Cows—Sales at $55 *@ 80; Extra, $85 @ 115;
Farrow, 28 % 45.
Sheep and Lambs—Old, 65.'7c per lb; in lots, $3 50
&1 50 per bead.
Swine—Shoates, wholesale, 12(513c; retail, 155164;
Spring pigs pii>, H@14b wholesale, and 12;alG retail;
Fat hogs ia@134cy live weight.
Hides—&MjCc p ft; country lots, 74<®8c.
Tallow—Sales at
lb $>.
Calf Skins—At 16518c p fi>.

Sid frn Cliefoo 16th, Lizzie
Boggs, Pizcr, Foochow.
Ar at Messina 2Sth ult,
Mary Stewart, Dennison,
from Marsala.
Ar at Lisiueur 30th ult, Andaman, Otis, Philadelphia for Croiibtadt.

NPOKE.V.
5, no lat, &c, ship Ocean Home, Brown, from
Sunderland for Aden.
June 13, lat 31 33 S, Ion 33 20 E. ship S C Grant,
June

Hinckley, from Akyab for Liverpool.
July 10, no lat, «£c, ship Statesman, Pendleton, fm
Maulmaln for Falmouth K, (by ship Spark the Ocesn
at Mauritius.)

New

Advertisements.

NEW FALL GOODS!

Milch

Hall’s Rubber Emporium
IS at 147 Middlo Street, where evory variety of Rubber Goods can be procured, at Manufacturers' prices.
Their assortment ot Rubber, Jewelry and Fancy
Goods is really magnificent.
june23tt

Pelts—$1 OOrtfl 50 each.
Poultry—19@20o p ft, live weight.

E. S. WORMELL,

PHOTOGRAPHER,

Boston Stock List*
Sales at the Brokers Board, Sept. 22.
American Gold... 143
U. S. Coupon Sixes, 1881,. 107!
United States 7 3-10ths Loan, 1st series. 99
do
2a series. 99,
United States Five-twenties, old. 107
do
new. 106
do
small.105]
United States Ten-iortles... 97$
Vermont Central R R First Mortgage Bonds.. 80
Vermont Central 2d Mortgage Bonds. 25]
Western Railroad... 13

Mo. 00 Middle Street, Portland.
Photographs at Three Dollars
best In the City.

doze*,—the

may25snd6m

MRS.

WINSLOW,

AN EXPERIENCED NUESE and Femalo Physician, presents to tlie attention of Mothers lier

CHILDREN

_MARRIED.

TEETHING

In tbR city, Sept 21, by Rev H D Mcore, Harlan P
Ingalls, of Portland, ami Mrs Olive A Dennett, of
Lewiston.
In Capo Elizabeth, Sept 19, by Rev E Robinson,
Josephus Hudson. U S A, of Portland, and Miss
Mary A Roberts, of Cape Elizabeth.
In Augusta, Sept S, S K Oilman, Jr, and Belle J

which greatly facilitates the process of Teething, by

softening ho gums, reducing all inflammations,
allay all pain and spasmodic action, and is

will

SURE TO REGULATE THE BOWELS.

Depend upon it, mothers,
selves, and

it will

give

rest to

Wright.

your-

Health to tour Infants.
We have put up and sold this article for over thirty
years, and can say in confidence and truth ot It
what we have never been able to say of any other
medicine— Fever has it failed m a single instance to
effect a cure, When timely used. Never did we know
an instance of dissatisfaction
by any one who used It.
On the contrary, all are delighted with its operations,
and speak in term? of commendation of its magical
effects and medical virtues. We speak in this matter
“what we do know," after thirty years experience;
and pledge our reputation for the fulfillment of what
we here declare.
In almost every instance where the
infant is suffering from pain and exhaustion, relief
will be found in fifteen minutes after the
Syrup is ad-

In Augusta, Sept 7, Obed H Norcross and Jane

Maynard.

Relief and

ministered.

Full directions for

will

In East Pittston, Sept 16, Charles F Choate and
Linda M Hunt, both of WhiteMd.
In Bellhst, Sept 10, Tyler R Waegatt, or Hampden,
and Ella S Miller, of B.
In Belfast, 8cpt 16. Thos H Bonner, ol Belfast, and
Caroline M Avery, of Greonfield.

j

In

Cape Elizabeth, Sept 21, Un Sarah E Sawyer,

aged 40

years.
iy Funeral thhs (Saturday) afternoon, at 3 o’clock,
trom the residence of Charles H Waterhouse.
At
Sept 20, Celin E, only (laughter of Mr Charles E
Perkins, aged 10 vears 11 nios;
also, widow OMve Itbodes, aged 71 years.
Ia Troy, Me, Feb 2, of
dlptheria, Elmira, aged 19
years; Gertrude, aged 10 years 11 months; March 181,
John C, aged 1 year 2 months; April 2, Henry F,
aged 2 years 8 months; April 16, Leamfer S, aged 13
years 9 months—all children of Jonathan and Martha Fern aid.
In Auburn, Sept 18, Mrs Lewis Phillips, aged about
33 years.

& Bowen,

No. 2 Free Street Block,
Large and desirable Stock of
Have
Foreign and Domestic Dry Goods, consisting In
received

a

part of

Black and Fancy Silks, Plaid and
Plain Poplins, Thibet*, Black Alpaceas. Wool DcLaiaes, Sau

Housekeeping

and Domestic

WHITE

GOODS !

In Plain, Striped and Cheek Nainsook, Brilliants,
Bivils-Eye Linen, Linen Haiti's, with a good assortment of

FANCY GOODS.
good variety of BROADCLOTHS, DOESKINS, CASSIMERES, FLANNELS, Ac, lor Mea
and Boy’a Wear.
a

VICKERY A BOWES.

Sept 23—d2w

Dissolution of

Copartnership.

copartnership heretofore exit log between the
undersigned, is this day dissolved by mutual consent. The business of the concern will be settled by
either partner, at the old stand. No. 07 Commercial

THE
Street.

QAIIBERT A CHASE.

Portland, Sept. 22,1«83.

MARINE

sep23dlw

Copartnership.
GADBERT and JAMES KEAZER hare
a copartnership under the firm

this day formed
JH.
of
name

GAUBERT &

Kennebunkport,

oun

Goods,

Blankets, Quilts, Damasks, Napkins,Towels. Diaper,
Crash, Bleached and Brown Cottons, &c.

DIED.

using
accompany
dispatch
—Bev. F. E. Kittredge will he ordained and
tlle. None genuine unless the fac-siniile of CURTIS
a neighboring town in
regard to a missing installed as
pastor of the Universalist Society & PERKINS, New York, is on the outside wrapper.
trunk. The operator sat down to the instruSold by all Druggists
in Marblehead to-morrow evening. The serthroughout the world.
ment, and click, click, olick went the message
Prioo only 36 Cents per Bottle.
mon will be preached by Rev. J. G. Bartholoover the wire. The man waited and
departure of oceax steamers.
watched, mew of
jane3snd&wfim
Boxlmry.
NAME
FOB
DATE.
FROM
evidently expecting something. “Your mes—Bev. G. H. Gould has become
Helvetia.New York. -Liverpool.Soft 28
sage has been sent all right,” blandly remarked
pastor of the
Hostetter'g Bitters on the Battle-Held.
Hibernian.AUuebec.Lhrerdool.Sept 23
the operator.
“Yes, yes,” exclaimed Patrick Baptist Church in Lebanon.
It is satisfactory to know that our field hospitals City ol New York. New York.. Liverpool.Sept 23
Hibernia.NewYork. .Gtasjaw.Sept 23
—Tne York Baptist Association held its aneagerly, “but has the thrunk coom ?”
York. .Bremen.Sept 23
are no longer
nnsupplied with this life-saving prepa- America.New York.
China.New
B5r“ President Juarez, in a letter announ- nual session last week at North Kennebunk— ration. Soldiers
Liverpool.Sept 27
as private citizens, had become
who,
27
Asia.Boston.Liverpool.Sept
cing his determination not to leave Mexico, re- Bev. E.Worth, Moderator, ind Rev. G. D. BalKangaroo.New York. .Llverpoon.Sept 27
instanin
have
with
acquainted
its
many
properties,
Cleric. The season was one of interColumbia..New
marks : “I shall fulfill the
lantine,
York..Havana.ScntM
duty of preserces made a
special request that HOSTETTER’S Coma Kica.New York. .Bio Janeiro.. .Sept 28
ving the existence of the only popular power est.
Krin..New York.. Liverpool.Sent 30
CELEBRATED STOMACH BITTERS might be
City of Boston.New York.. Liverpool... Sent 70
established by the will of my follow citizens,
20
The Monthly Jotjbnal of the American added to the medical stores of their regiments, and Damascus.Quebec.Liverpool.Sent
and I do not despair of the success of our
Manhattan.New York. .Vent Cruz.
cause,
Oct 1
Australasian.New York.. Liverpool..I
when I see the Mexicans everywhere
res'sting Unitarian Association, published by Walker, their wishes have not been unheeded. As a means Moro Ca.tle.New
York..Havana.Oct 5
the yoke of the invader, and
maintaining the Fuller and C?., Boston, is the official organ of of sustaining wounded men on th» battla-flold, and Corsica.New York..Havana.Oct 7
struggle In all our States.”
that Association and is devoted primarily to of enabling troops to bear fatiguing marches under a
Moravian.§jMtoeLiverpool..... '.Oct 7
SSt.v" r-fLIv^oo..Oct 11
£5>“Thc trial of the rebel steamboat burn- the promotion of its interests and practical blazing sun, it has been
strenuously recommended ye“aa-.-Kew Yotk. Liverpool.pot 13
ers before a military commission
began at St. purposes, but in addition to these objects, it by distinguished medical men, and the prospect is
Louis, Tuesday, and the case of William MurMiuiatnre Almanac
September 23.
gives space to much matter of interest to the that it will eventually supersede all the adulterated
phy was taken up. Colonel Mills, attorney for
rues....0.48 Moon eet*. 7.47 pm
reader of a
Sun
general
It
has
religious journal.
»eta.5.65 HitfU water.12.45 P.\I
tinctures, liquors and dangerous Tonics that have
the prisoner, has given notice that he shall
recently passed into the editorial charge of heretofore been considered modical Btaples. The fiict
summon as witnesses Jeff Davis and SecretaRev. Charles Lowe, who will aim to
ries Mdllory and Seddon of the late rebel
give it a that a small quantity of the Bittc .-s mixed with water
govnews
truly catholic and liberal character and to ren- from
ernment, and Admiral Farragut and Porter.
any of the Southern or South western rivers will
der it at once an attractive and valuable magawe
heard
of
a
POUT OF POSTLASD.
cattle plague; then,
fcS^Firat,
prevent it from affecting the bwwels or the Hver,
zine, and a worhy representative of the recame the hog-cholera, and now we learn that a
should he borne in mind by army physiciansjsoldiors,
sentiment
of
the
The and alt who have occasion to visit those
ligious
Friday, September 22,
Association.
fatal disease has prevailed for some short time
portions of
ABBIVED.
dumber contains among its most our
country. The man who uses Hoatetter’s Bitters
past among poultry in the environs of Paris to September
Steamer Franconia. Sherwood, New York.
interesting articles one on •‘The Social Chang- in conformity with the directions, may set at defiance
Steamer New York, Chisholm, from St John NB
such an extent that some persons have lost all
for Boston.
es affecting the Ecclesiastical Life of Hew
their fowls in the course ol a day or fro A
Eng- Intermittent Fever and all other diseases generated
Steamer Forest City, Donaran, Boston,
land Towns,” from the pen of Rev. Dr. Bel- by the action of an unwholesome atmosphere upon
strict supervision has, in consequence, been exsteamer Lowlaton, Knight, Boston.
an overtaxed frame.
®r'S ®1° Oramle, Williams, Boston.
ercised in the markets, to prevent poultry so lows. The ptfce of the Monthly Journal is
Beb Bengal, Pmslrary, New York.
New York House, US Cedar Street, N. T.
Sch Ann, Leathers, Boston.
one dollar a year,
dying from being offered for sale.
15—d*w2w
Sept
Sob Trumpet, Orr, Harpewell.
each bot-

Vickery

Also

Soothing Syrup,
FOR

315

Vermont.1030
3285
Massachusetts. 56
00
New York. 286
1684
Western States... 812
191
Canada..799
4134
Prices—Boot Cattle, extra, 13 '5 14; First quality,
consisting of good oxen, best steers, &c, 12 ^ 13;
Second quality, or good fair beef, 11 % 12; Third
cattle, cows, &.c, IQ& 11,—total
quality,ofn*ut young
weight
beef, hides and tallow.
Working Oxen—$1255275 p pair; steers $855150.
One pair 6 years old, 7 met, 0 inches.$237
•*
from Maine 6 feet 9 inches,. 180
6 years ©Id, 7 feet 0 inches. 250
7 years old, 6 feet 10 inches..... 205
5 years old, 6 teet 6 inches.
185
6 years old, G feet 6 inches,. 180
Stores—Two years old, $25510; three-years old,

nearly ready.

Cld at London 7th, Southern Rights, Ross, fcr
Shields.
Ar at Dublin 6th, Woodland, Hammond, ftn New
| York.

|

at

Market.

The constantly increasing demand for the above
article has induced the Proprietor to lease the premises on the corner ol Congress and Chestnut Streets,
as a Laboratory, where,with every lacility for manufacturing, and with a stock ot the best articles the
English and American markets afford, ho is now prepared to roceive orders at the above address or at the
office of his sole authorized agents.
MOORE & SMITH,
1S7 Fore Street,
Aug. 25—sn dl m
Portland, Me.

Card

Mljt

City; H B Metcalf, Rogers, Albany.
Ar 22d, ship Oen Grant, Clough, Calcutta; brigs
Proteus, Mahoney, Cienftngoe; J P KlHcott. Br»v
Maria Wheeler, Wheeler, PLliadelpbia; acbsA
do;
WHY NOT USE THE BEST.
I Hammond, Paine, do; Luclilel, McRae, Calais; AraOver twenty years’ increasing demand has estab- ; bella, Friable, Bangor; Phenix, Henley, Portland.
Below, ship Dam Draper, Cm Palermo; brig Aana
llahed the tact that Mathews* Venetian Hair Dye is
D Torrcy.
Cld 22d, brigs Almore, Cook, BaTbadoes; A Horta,
the best ia the world. It is the cheapest, the most
Charleston; Star of Peace, Bonner. Baltireliable, and moat convenient. Complete in one bot- Young,
more ; sells Koret, Elliott, Philadelphia; Jerusha
tle. Does not require any previous preparation of the
Baker, Barberiek, Portland.
SALEM—Ar 19tb, sclis Union, Arey, Rockland for
hair. No trouble.
No crock or strain. Does not
Now York; Magnum Bonum, Rich, from Boston lor
rub off or make the hair appear dusty and dead, bu)
Bangor.
Imparts to it new life and lustre. Produces a beautiAr 21st, brig Canlraa. Marshall, Philadelphia, with
sails spilt; scha Abby Weld, Hutchins, and Presiful black or brown, ai preferred. A chfl<f can apply
dent,
Perkins, Bangor; Thos Bartlett, Carle, Bowit.
satisfaction.
75
cents
per
ly
Always give
Only
doinham.
bottle. Sold everywhere. A. L. MATHEWS, ManuFOREIGV PORTS.
facturer, N. Y.
Ar At Falmouth, En.,, 6th inat, ship Masonic, LamDema.8 Barnes & Co., New York, Wholesale
pher,
Rangoon.
Agents.
mayl2oodly
Ar At Liverpool 8th Inst, ahip Zouave, Blair, trom

REMOVAL!

pRr

_n

P li ilaUflpl >ia.

A Magical Preparation

RESTORING,

_

RICHMOND—Sid loth, sch Kate Walker, Gulllte

LIFE I

•"*

TONTC

—.

MOBIJaE—At 9th, barque* John Kerr, Sftnrso
and W K Anderson, Pierce, New York.
Ar Utb, ships Caravan, Marshall, and Uesolul
McDiarmld, New York.
Ar 12th, barque Walter, Libby, Ponaaoola; ljtl
ehip Alhambra, Whitman, New York.
Cld llth, barque Emma F Uerrlman urittlu, Ne
do.
Tort; 13th, brig Baron do Castlne. Johnson,
lew Tor
Adv, harque R U W Dodge, Wolls, lor
few dav*.

Aug. 23d—sneodlm
i,

or

SBELE’8 HAIR

During tka year ending December 31,1884, the Company Issued 4,905 hew policies, insuring the aggregate
amount of $18,147,558. This is just as many policies
as would have taken a Company throe or four years
to liavo accomplished a few years ago.
Such is the
progress that Life Insurance is making at the present
day. (The feet Is, excepting Government contracts
for ftirnlshing Army and Navy supplies, we know of
no business that has flourished so prosperously during the past fbnr years of war as the Life Insurance.)
The New York Life Insurance Company, we are
pleased to see, has got a fair share of the spoils.
The Trustees have declared a scrip dividend of fifty
per cent, upon all participating life policies.
They
have directed the payment of the fifth and final in-

J

irom Uoflton.

Faulk.

Champion,
Market Beporte seut daily

to its

the year, of

DOMESTIC FORTS.
NEW ORLEANS—below llth, ship Northamptc
Mors.-, from Boston; barque B A Allen, Andrev

MILWAUKIE, WISCONSIN.
Buy for Entern account Orain, Floub, Beef
Point, Labi>, IIams. Butter, Seeds, etc.
Tlie following choice brands ol Flour on hand:—
Bebtshy’s Best,
N. Warren,

policyholders protection against
disaster and ruin in the future. Hence the perpetual vigilance and supervision exercised by State officials over our Life Insurance Company's operations.
In this connection we are pleased to say that the officers of the Now YoA Life ana well tried and experienced underwriters; and if any of the policyholders are uuacquaiuUid with them, they have only of
iconsuh tiie file of this magazine to satisfy their curios
ty.
The amount of assets held on January
1861.
$2,663,33T 92
Amount of premiums,endowments,an-

of October next, in order to express the sym-

pathy and fraternal interest felt by tho Church
of England in Canada for the Protestant Episcopal Church in the United States; thus bearing public testimony to the oneness in Christ of

Portland, M*.

09 anil 71 Gsi: Water St„

resolution was

adopted: Resolved:—
‘That the Bev. Prolooutor be a deputation from
the Provincial Synod to the Convention of the
Protestant Episcopal Churah in the United
States, to attend the next General Convention,
which is to be held in Philadelphia on the 4th

KENNEBUNKPORT, Sept 21-Ar, sch. Gee
Kimball. Jr, Crockett, New York: Jiaiie,. UUJ
riek, Philadelphia.
Sid, sch olio, Heckman, Breton.
Soft 22—Hid, sobs Fred Warren,Robinson, Bang
Wm Penn, Cilrtiss, Boston.

That Rubber Goods can ba repaired in a neat cad
substantial manual', at
HALL’S BUBBLE EMPORIUM,
1« Middle St.
JulyZlsntf

Onr readers hare
long since become acquainted
with the New York Life Insurance
Company, and
been made somewhat familiar with the character of
the men who conduct its adairs. II insurance journalism did no more for the
profession than this, its
services are
surely worth all that they cost. For wo
hold, after all that lias been said and written on the
subject, that it is the men who make the Company,
and this making
may either prove successful or disastrous, according to the fashioning of the workmen.
This is peculiarly so with regard to Life Insurance institutions. A knowledge of the men, therefore, gives
us an insight into the
workings, conduct, and management of the Company, a largo capital, with
handsome surplus, may do something for a Fire Insurance Company to help it
along, but a life office
must ever d.epend upon the men and the method
they

f

and dwelt at some length and with gteat earnestness on the cause in the West, and the necessity t>f building up in tile valley of the Mis-

....

leaner.

Mill*

F*9U OU* COBBESPOHDEXT.

ALONZO 9. DAVIS,
Pfopfiktof,
No. 80 Middle Street,

New York Life Insurance Comp’y.

—A Boston paper of Tuesday says,.“A large

congregation assembled last evening in Tromont Tempie to bate a to Dr. N. Colver, formerly well known as a Baptist clergyman of this
city. He spoke Indireotly ol the Baptist canse
in this city, and of his identification with it;

Macombcr,

“sdTjuHa, (Br) Seely, SI Goorge NB—N J

photographic galllery,

in the island of jEgiuaj of a national cenuitioe, and interest received and
Alexander Mavrocbrdito,5 one of the
I
accrued, including premium.) on
fewsurviving actors In the war of independence,
gold, etc., etc., during the year 1804, 1,729,811 17
died on the 18th of August.
Total,
$4,383,313 09
ty The wags say that Cob Forney, clerk of Disbursements
during the year ld64, Inthe senate, will
eluding paid losses by death, paid
resign that place on the first
on deposit for minoro, for redempday of the next session, with the patriotic hope
tion of dividends, annuities, and
that his place may be filled by some officer who
surrendered and canceled policies,
printing commissions, physician’s
has been crippled in the service.
fees, taxes, ect., etc.
734,593 54
ty Pat, buy you a trunk to put your
Gross a*®ets for the year,
clothes in," said his Yankee companion. What,
$3,658,755 55
Last year the assets on January 1, 1864, 2,653,537 i>2
an’ go naked this cold weather ?” asked the
Thus making a net increase of assets for
honest spalpeen of Killarney.

lebrity.

longer

PORTLAND

[Prom the U. S. insurance o&zeile.]

Annual

no

BBOTHEBS.
seplSsndlw

HARRIS
1865.

Portland, Sept. 16,

Portland, Sept. 23,1865.—dlt

interrupted, is rapidly being resumed.

ter

Notice
hereby give* that CUES. S. OBOSS to
to o»r employ.
—

I»

_

By The “Stars and Stripes” sailing this week
Philadelphia for Havana, is the first of a
line of steamships to be established between
the two ports.
The connection of our great
cities with various parts of the world so long

Sch Georgia, Alley, Ellsworth (br Boston.
Sch Victor, Collamore, Bangor tor Boeton.
Sch Pennsylvania, Scott, Bath for New York.
Soli Orison. Howe, Balli for Boston.
Sch Santa Maria, Fuller, Bristol lbr
llinghamCLEARED.
Abbot
Brig
Lawrence, Gregory, Rljturond, V
E Freeman, Jr.
Sch Thos Dickson, (Br)
Windsor S

8PMCIAZ NOTICES.

MBS.

from

j

—interspersed with singing,—the speakers, by of your correspondent “Traxi” in regard to the
appointment, being as follows: J.T. Gilman, good old Pine Tree State, as a place of resi«
Esq., of Maine, Rev. James Eastwood of Vt., dence.
Rev. C. H. Fay of R. I., Rev. G. H. Emerson
If the discontented could only know how
of Boston, Rev. J. B. Gilman of Michigan, Rev. many who leave the State are unsuccessful,
A. C. Thomas of Conn., Rev. W. Spaulding
they would remain where they are. Three
of Salem. A few remarks were made by a
years ago I travelled quite extensively in CaliSlocum, who made himself very unpopular in Mrs. Griffin from
Washington, an agent of the fornia, and as is my custom when abroad, I
New Orleans among the secesh, by his firmFreedmen’s Aid Society, who is laboring under inquired for Maine men, and when I found
ness in carrying out the policy of (the government. He was a Republican before the war.
the auspices of Gen. Howard’s Bureau. The
them, as I did in every county I was in, I inIn short, the Democrats have adopted the
was
the speeches brief quired in regard to their success.
meeting
spirit-stirring,
platform of the Republicans; and will, proba- but
pointed, and the enthusiasm was kept up
One day I was in the government saw-mill
bly, rest their hopes of success in the canvass,
to the last.
in charges of mal-administration against their
at Mare Island, and I said to a young man at
CHRISTIAN COURTESY.
opponents. We fancy the people of New
work there, “This noise is a very fafntliar one
York will hesitate to place their trust in men
The Convention passed a vote of thanks to
to me, as I have gone to sleep many a night to
who made mistakes so gross during the last
few years. The Democrats have taken the President Cummings of Wesleyan University the music of a saw-mill in Maine.” “Then you
and
the Faculty, for their courtesy and attenright course to brine themselves back into
are from Maine?”
“Yes.” “So am I.” “How
agreement with popular opinion; but the tions. They tendered the hospitality of their much have
you gained by leaving Maine and
wheel-about is very sudden, and they must house,—as did
of
other
denominations—
many
allow some time for the people to get accuscoming to California ?„ “Well, I am really no
and invited the Convention to visit the Unibetter off in money, but I get higher pay when
tom^ to it.
We have the same “fancy” the Globe has, versity and its spacious and beautifully laid- I do work.”
out grounds, which invitation was gratefully
I found this to be true in many cases; and
has, that the people of New York—especially
those who reside in the “rural districts”—will accepted. This is a Methodist Episcopal insti- tc one who has not the means to establish
tuiion, and is conducted on no narrow guage, himself in some business, the chances of
hesitate a lohgffhlie
getjbpfpre. |hey place any
confidence in men who id all they dared to hut on that high and truly catholic ground ting ahead were very small.*
which characterizes the great denomination
do to cripple the energies of the
Enforced idleness consumed the savings of
govegnment', under whose
auspices it has long flourished.— months of industry,besides exposing the
and paralyze its efforts 10
put down the reyoung
bellion. Jefferson said truly that large cities By invitation Rev. Dr. Fisher, President of the man to fall into bad habits.
TJniversalist Theological School in Northern
In another part of the State I met a graduare sores on the body politic, and New York
N. Y., was the guest of Rev. Dr. Cumming, the ate of Bowdoin who came out there in 1849 in
city has always been one of the most festering
President of this Methodist College, and Rev- the palmy days of gold-gathering. On one ocsores, so far as politics are concerned; but the
casion he raised with his pick a lump of gold
Dr. Miner, President of Tufts Coliege, had he
inhabitants of the rural districts have generally had virtue, patriotism and intelligence
enough to overcome and counteract the unhealthy political atmosphere of the city, and
save the state from the power of demagogues and harlequins. We trust and believe
the loyal and patriotic people of that state
will be triumphant at the next election.

since lii3

Many years ago, great numbers ot sugar ma- affairs of the Bank have been placed in their
ples were set out in one ot the rural cities of jurisdiction for investigation and settlement.
our States.
But to make handsomv trees of The necessaay legal steps will immediately be
taken to notify bill-holders apd all other credithem, every tree was decapitated. It lived,
tors of the hank to present their claims.
indeed, and put forth lateral branches; for
E3P”The dwelling house of IsaaoLoring and
as
it
but
belooked
it
and
well;
years
grew
a barn owned by Bobert
Loring in Perry, were
came old, the weight of the top split the
burned on Friday of last week.
trunk at the intersection of the upper limbs,
E3?”Tbs Eastport Sentinel says a mari'fell
and deformity and death followed. That city
overboard from the steamer New Brunswick

wood,)
pine, fir,
vitae,
as much as possible of the egotism,
maple,
aristocracy
mittee of the Convention, at which a series of larch, &c., are handsome enough for any counpride and arrogance of the small minority of
resolutions was offered, discussed and unani- try, and they arc, most of them, healthy, beWhits gentlemen, whose divine right it is, to
mously adopted. A copy of the resolutions I cause indigenous, and cleanly trees. We need
own and ran the Soverign State of South Carenclose. [The resolutions are necessarily de- not go to Europe or the East Indies for handlina, as their special domain and one of the
ferred until Monday}.
some tree3; onr own forests afford such a3 the
chief kingdoms of the earth.”
The spacious house was crowded to its utpeople of any other country would prefer to
most capacity, and the meeting continued
Tbaxt.
their own.

The Toronto Globe, a journal which has always had a good deal to say about American
politics, and has advocated the rights of the
nation during the past rebellion with earnestness and power, speaks of the late movements of the Democratic party in the Empire State:
The candidate for Secretary of State is Gen.

MWe
man

Ur-Ag^e

State Agricultural Mtow held &
SPECIAL NOTICES.
last week in New York, was exhibited a monster cheese which weighed ovcrkOCO pounds. It
Situation Wanted
was sent from Can»dn, and took the first
prize 4
In an office br store, by an active elderly man.
a feet ovdr'which the Canadian papersare
very
^
—1
»^i Best ol,*efere*#SASiVen.
exultant
sep21d2w»
Address Box 2001.
An
is
to
investigation
shortly
jy
take place
in Nashville, in regard to a detachment which
CARD.
waB sent out by General Thomas in search of
The subscribers tender their sincoro thanks to the
stray cattle, to Alabama. While near Galeeville, the squad was attacked by tbs sheriff firemen and other citizens, for their arduous labors
In endeavoring to save their property Mm the dewith a mob of men. The sheriff said he was
acts
acting under orders of Governor Parsons, of vouring element on Wednesday Morning. Their
of kindness, and earnest efforts to save their properAlabama. One Union soldier was killed, and
ty, will ever be held in gratetul recollection.
nineteen of the sheriff’s party captured. The
EDWARD HARLOW,
sheriff and the murderer of the soldier esALMIBA HARLOW.

gy The Ellsworth American says Mr. Seth character and career appear In tha Indian local
T. Jellison of North Ellsworth one day last journals. The body was consumed in accorrior. We cannot have too many of such trees week" shot an old bear that hadbeen committing dance with Hindoo rites.
the sheep in that neighborsrA fellow in Portsmouth stole a meerand proposes to raise $100,000 during the com- for use or ornament. A few on one’s premis- depredations upon
borhood. The gun used was one that was sur- schaum pipe from a show-ca3e, was detected, stallment of twenty per cent, on dividends of 1850 to
in
a
or
afford
rewill
yards
by roadsides,
ing year to carry out its plans. A Board of es,
rendered by the French to the British troops at
arrested, and to save exposure, paid $45 and re- 1860, inclusive, and and the redemption in full ofthose
Trustees was chosen, and they were instructed spectable stock of richest syrup or most toothdeclared in 1861 and 1862.
Louisbnrg, N. S., in 1755. This same gun was turned the pipe to its owner. A dear pipe.
some sugar.
The elm is often a magnificent
to secure an act of incorporation.
used in the battles at Concord, Lexington and
gyThe excitement about the haunted j Policies subject to notes will be credited with the
Reports of great interest were read, on the tree, but unfortunately it is not cleanly like Bunker Hill, and also at the siege of Castdue, clmrcli in Jersey City continues. But many dividends on the settlement of next premium.
We trust the future will prove as successful as the
subject of Sabbath Schools by Rev. C. H. Fay, the sugar maple. The poplar, (aspen,) and and in the war of 1812 with Great Britain. Ita people do not know the location of the ghostly
past.
balm-of-Gilead are foul things. They breed
of Providence, on the State of the Church by
edifice, and the sexton of one society was
history is traced back for 110 years.
The officers are: Morris Franklin, President; Isaac
insects which defile the wlioiejpreinisej. Some
Rev. E. G. Brooks, of New York, and on Ed!J5P“The American says the crop of potatoes obliged to send for the police last Sunday after- C. Kendall, Yioe-Presldent; William H. Beers, Acwho
ucation by Rev. M. Goodrich, of Canton The- elms are much handsomer than others. The in the vicinity of Ellsworth is a light one.
in
order
the
idlers
to
keep away
noon,
tuary ; Tjioo. M. Banta, Cashier.
A branch line of telegraph is in prooess
lounged about trying to hear the “mysterious
ological Institution. That by Mr. Brooks was weeping ehns are nearly as handsome as the
JOHN E. DOW & SON. Agents,
very elaborate, and the reading of it occupied weeping willows, and in this latitude are more of construction from Thomaston to Tenants noises'.”
v"
29 Exchange Street.
Sfc.
suitable
Harbor,
for
1
cemeteries than those. Weeping
over an hour’s time.
George.
(,
It spoke of the effect of

public pelicyof-his state, changes which are
highly desirable as calculated to render more
equal and popular the' constitution of a state
which has hitherto been the most unrepublican in the Union.

much so as limeIt
stone In Montreal, or granite in Boston.
t£kss the piece of marble in the cemeteries,
and of granite for basements and doorsteps.
Back from the river a '"few
squares, the
ground rises gently, and streets are found of
magnificence and beauty. Several of them
are equal to
any in the Forest City in width,
rural beauty and architectural taste, while in
their ample gardens, neatly laid out and highly cultivated, they excel any streets in the
“
down east ” metropolis. Individual gardens
stone is

GOVERNOR PERRY.

everywhere,

uniformity.

^

who shot
ago, wado
have Jjie JIB at

:e

*/<& thiffliet

aVi’/M£-fS»00 per

gives

oth#dav*bave

had

as we
f jtt rana beauties.—. ■It those of handsome shape 5~*nd
care should be taken from their infancy
broad
though
said,
street,
business
principal
both of soil and
and straight and level, is not calculated to im- to allow each one ample space
tree on a
bad
looking
One
Its
buildings are air on every side.
press a stranger favorably.
mars the beauty of the enothers
and
row
with
were
unimposing,
erectand
generally old
defect in any work of nature
ed by a past generation with very little regard tire row, as one
more attention, than the
Free- or of art attracts
to architectural beauty or

Saturday Morning, Sejt
n,

Jpckly

ancieajt locality,

_

Improved In their arbotfal ornaments, by cutclustered’
ting out ill-shaped or too
fees. They Injure the fnr0t °f neighboring,
fees which otherwise w$gfld became mom-:
Mautiful. None should b* alIowe$4,o stzaM

KEAZER,

Chase, No. 57 Commercial St.

Portland, Sept. M, IMS.

Book* Folders

tranbert A

J. H. GADBERT,
JAMES

££££“'

Wanted.

EXPERIENCED FOLDERS, to whom
RnJ
Dollar* per week wUl
be guaranteed,'T"k
till January 1st, by

QO
irM^y

BENJ. BBADLET * CO.,

_

Boston,

AT Washington Street,
BOBTOX.
Sept a, 1665.
sep23dlw

Notice of Foreclosure.
subscriber, Sylvina Cushman, of Portland,
hereby gives puttie notioe, ot her claim by mortgage to a certain parcel of Real Estate in Portland,
on the ca terly sido of State Street, between Con-

THE

gress and IJoering Streets, numbered 07 and in
possession ot Abialc'artor; said premises being ths
same described in said mortgage to her from E. P.
Millett. beating dale Nov. 9,1164, and recorded Cumberland Records, Vol. 330, page 205, and given to secure he payment to her by said Millett, of 114500
in live years with semi-annual Interest.
The condition of said mortgage Is broken, the interest secured tliorcby being dne and unpaid, and by reason
thereof, the subscriber claims a foreclosure of said
mortgage from said E. P. Millett tn her, bearing
date Nov. 9,1864, and recorded as aliovo stated, and
gives this notice for the purpose oi torecloslng the
saiuo ou account oi the breach of tbe said condition.
SYLVINA CUSHMAN.
»ep23d3t
Sept. 22,1SC5.

WHEREAS

Caution.
Nancy Cook, my wife, has left my
board, without my consent, 1 turbid

bed and
all persons harborin ; or trusting her on my account
tori will pay no bills of her oou trading.
KCD1N COOK.
Sept 3—dlw»

Lost!
/"VN THURSDAY last, between the Observatory
\ 7
and Grand Trunk Depot, a Cashmere Shawl
The Under will be suitably rewarded by leaving It at
this office,
sep23d3t*

T

Ifg.

■

--

Hail bo ad Mattkba—A Dover, N. H., correspondent of the Boston Traveller writes as

B«pt»mb*r23^1866.

Saturday Momicgi

VICINITY.

PORTLAND AND

tV Advertiser, will benefit tbmfidAU,
accommodate ue, i»w sending in their advertisements
at an early hour in the day.

Adrwli.—T.-D.T.

Jf»w

SPECIAL IfOIICB COLUMN.
Card—Edward Harlow.
auction column.
Pianos at Auction-Henry Bailey & Co.
raw AOVSimSEMUNT COLUMN.
New Fall Goods—Vickeiw & Bowen.
Wanted—Benj. Bradley & Co.
Folders
Book
Dissolution—Gaufcert & Chaae.
Copartnership—Gaubert & Keazcr.

The property owners, we understand, have
given the land bordering on the route, and
several enterprising Boston capitalists, some of
them largely interested in the Eastern road,
guarantee the requisite funds.

Notice of Foreclosure—Sylvina Cushman.

BELIGIOTJS NOTICES.
Religious notices of twenty-five words or less, free;
excess o( this amount wifi
be charged ten cents a

all

™8 rule hereto.—[Pub. Press.
a

'Washingtonian Society will hold meeting
£The
oanrlay evening at Sons of Temperance Hall, 258
^ ^ o’clock.
inThe public
vitedieSS
a

are

CONGRE33 Hall.—Mrs. Augusta A. Currier of
Massachusetts, Trance Speaker, will lecture in Congress Hall to-morrow afternoon and evoning at 3 and
7 o clock.
Subject, afternoon, Woman in Politics.”

Evening, “Association
Free

in

Spirit

Life.”

conference 1(M A. M. Children’s Progressive
IP. M.
Church.—Rev. Calvin Stebbins of
J'rasT Parish
Charleston, S. C., will preach to-morrow morning. At
the Vesper service a discourse will be delivered upon
the condition oi things in Charleston, and a contributionfwill be taken up.
Rev. Robert Southgate, of Ipswich, Mass., will
preach at the Third Parish Church to-morrow.
Pearl Street Universalist Church.—Rev.
I. M. Atwood, ot N. Y., will preach to-morrow. Services will commence at 10£ A. M. and 3 P. M.
Rev. George Pierce, Jb., of Lowell, Mass., will
preach at tne High Street Church to-morrow.
There will be a Sabtyth School Concert at Mission School Room, corner of Spring and South streets,
Sunday evening, commencing at 7 o’clock.
MiBS Clark proposes to speak concerning “The
Message of the Third Angel or the Apocalypse,” near
the Nortli end of Tukey’s Bridge, to-morrow at 1
o’clock P. M.
Rev. Mr. Cobleiqh of Boston, (Editor of Zion’s
Herald) will preach at Chestnut Street Methodist
Church, Sabbath forenoon and afternoon.
The twelfth and last lecture on
The Cross Bearcr," wiU| be given at tbe West Congi egotional Church

Lyceum,

“rJaM

71

°’cW

Considerable Interest is Doing manifested in
proposed extension of the York & Cumberland Railroad, now running from Portland
to Saco
River, to Great Falls, N. H., via Alfred,
^e*
Other rumors exist that it will be extended to Rochester, N. H., on the Dover &
Winnipisseogee Railroad, bringing the latter
place nearer Portland than Boston.
The Great Falls & Conway Railroad is also
of ultimately connectmoving, with the idea Trunk
near Gorham,
ing with the Grand
which will cut off Portland from the Eastern

Subject’

Under these circumstances the Boston &
Maine Railroad would do well to give especial
attention to the interests of Dover, Rochester
and Great Falls.

The Latest and Greatest discovery In
dental liygenic, is Sozodont. It has superseded all the ordinary dentnfices, and for thi3
reason: that while it contains no solvent principle injurious to the enamel of the teeth, it
obliterates tartar and every other dental concretion, prevents canker of the gums, removes
blemishes, both from the molars and incisors,
and leaves the breath
pure and sweet.

Robbed.—On the passage of steamer New
York from Eastport to this place, Thursday
night, one of the passengers, a gentleman belonging in St. Andrews, N. B., had his pocket
cut open, and his pocket book, containing $200
in gold, two $100 bills, and other bills of a
smaller denomination, in the whale amounting to about $500, stolen.
Harper’s Magazine.
The number for
October is a rich and refreshing one.
It ha3
been received at the bookstores of Messrs.
Davis Brothers, No. 53, Bailey & Noyes, No. 55
and Short & Loring, No. 68 Exchange Street.
Also at the music and periodical depot of E.
C. Andrews, No. 07 Exchange Street
—

..

re^^tree^h^fefbSir^.^^11

at

St' Law‘

..

---

■

Notice.—The members of the O’Donahue
Fenian Brotherhood, are requested to
meet at their hall, on Free Street, on Monday
night, Sept. 25th, on business of great importance.
Per Order.]*

Circle,

PUBLIO schools.
Mb. Editor :—“Quod” in your
paper of
of yesterday says that Mr.
Higgins did not
resign on account of “inadequate compensttion” but because he could
get more pay else
where. Wiseman that Quod—teasons well—
says that Mr. Higgins was satisfied—liked
Portland—bought a hottse and all that—and
only resigned because some other place paidhim more money than we would.
“Quod” also says that we ought not to blame
the city authority's for the low salaries
paid
our school teachers.
I agree with him In this—for I know that we never have had and never shall have a
City Council unwilling to pay
fair prices to those who are teaching our children.

No,
Editor, it is not our City Council
but the School Committee who are to blame;
and I call on the City Council to see to it that
some of the lew-priced committee men are
left off next spring, for the salvation of our

sept23—2t

Dbt Goods.—Attention is invited to the
advertisement of Messrs. Vickery & Bcwen,
No. 2 Free Street Block, who have just received a splendid assortment of Dry Goods,
suitable for Fall and Winter purposes.

Pebiodicaes.—The Atlantic Monthly for
October, and Our Young Folks for October,

have been received at the bookstores of Messrs.
Bailey & Noyes, Davis Brothers and Short &
Boring, Exchange Street.
Fob the Teeth.—Use Dr. C. Kimball’s
I. 2. L. Dentrifice.

Mr.

schools

depends upon

it.

Why sir, the salary

of female teachers will barely keep body and
soul together. Hence all of these resignations.
Miss Merrill recently resigned, cause “inadequate compensation,” Miss Dana resigns for
same cause, Miss Lord for
same, Mr. Stevens
for same, Mr. Higgins—not because he did not
like a small salary, but because he liked a
larger one better, (vide Quod.) At this rate
we shall soon lose all of our best
teachers; and
it is time that parents as wall as every one interested in our schools should wake up and
urge upon the committee the necessity of
changing a course which is sure to bring ruin
upon our schools.
I know that many members of the committee feel alarmed at the condition of
affairs,
but have not the power—that is the votes—to
change it. Every one knows that our High

School, since it has occupied the new schoolhouse, has been a failure—at times totally demoralized 'for want of competent teachers,
while the School Committee is groping round
in the dark trying to get a man for $1000 that
is worth $2000. In Mr. Stone we have everything wanted, providing the committee sustain
him, but letting all of his, best assistants be
taken away is not the way to do it.
“Quod” thinks we should be careful how we
publish to the world that we pay small salI don’t blame him for

aries.

wanting to keep
being the leader
in the School Committee in voting down salaries. He says that we pay as high as any other
place of the same size. How is it it that Miss
Merrill gets $600 in Salem when we only paid
her $400? The very fact of teachers leaving
dark, for

he has the credit of

their homes in Portland is evidence that other
places pay more than we do. Come Mr. “Quod
wake up and do the right thing—you have the
Parent.
power—use it.

by

telegraph
-TO the-

EVENING- PAPERS.
Reported Discovery of a Fabulous Quantity
of Precious Stone*—Murder and Arrest.
New York, Sept. 22.
The World has a sensation tp-day in the
narrative of a Piedmontese named Tagliare, of
the discovery by himself and others of
large
diamonds and fabulous amounts ot other precious stones, including topaz, emeralds, sapphires, in the Mount Cenis Tunnel. One of
their number claimed the whole and was murdered by some of the others; then all the ex-

cavating machinery was destroyed and the
stopped. The others went away with a
large amonnt of gold, and he hid the mo3t valuable gems.
Ottering one for sale at Suez, he
was accused of the murder of an
English traveller named Stonewald, in consequence of the
work

resemblance between the diamond offered for
sale and the one the latter had.
Escaping
from prbon, he was again as-rested at Marseilles, but previously handing the narrative to
Mr. Entwistle. an American citizen there.
The French and Italian papers announce the
stoppage of the work on the tunnel, and the
appointment of Mr. Frouseuto, a lawyer before
whom it is alleged Tagliare’s narrative was
sworn, to the directorship of the tunnel.
The Italian and French governments are
said to be dividing the spoil.
An

Officer Exonerated.
New

York, Sept.

22.

The Time’s special Washington dispatch
says that Col. J. Cushing Edmonds, of the

82d Massachusetts Regiment was dishonorably
dismissed from the service by the War Department, July 11th, I860, for alleged neglect
of duty and disobedience of orders.
Before
the order of dismissal, he had been honorably
mustered out of the service, and, therefore,
could not be afterwards dishonorably dismissed.
He, however, sought no protection
against the order because of Ills having been
out of the service when it wa3 issued, but
asked for a trial by court martial, which was

granted.
The

has just been tried at Annapolis,
and the total want of evidence of crime or iault
by Col. Edmonds shows how injustice is often
done to meritorious officers by summary dismissal, l>ased on hasty or malicious accusations.
case

MUNICIPAL. COUBT, SEPT. 22.

The

of Michael Sisk, for keeping

case

The
a

hog-style too near a dwelling house, in which
Judgment was suspended, came up in its regular course. The respondent failed to appear.
Michael Wood, for drunkenness and disturbance, paid a fine of three dollars and
costs.

Opera.—Faust was performed la3t evening
to the largest and most fashionable audience
we have yet seen in Deering Hall.'
This opera was placed upon the stage under
many disadvantages.
Signors Susini and
Mancusi were quite unwell, and under other
circumstances would not have gone on to the
stage; but, as Faust was expected by the pub-

lic, and the Director had no time to change,
they did the best they could under the colds
with which they were laboring. Under these
embarrassing features the opera went off very
well. The soldiers’ chorus was admirable, and
was

encored.

The manager expresses his indebtedness to
the Portland public, and hopes another year
to appear before them with a ftill opera company, and give them some of the gems of the
best authors.
The troupe leave to-day for

Quebec.
Tom Thumb

again

notice that Mr. Bradley

on the

Tubf.—We

has matched his horse

“Tom Thumb” with Mr. G. D. Miller’s mare
Sea Foam, to trot on Ling’s Track, on Wednesday, Sept. 27th, best three in five to harness.
This race is for one thousand dollars;
and it is stated by the
knowing ones, it will be
a close and
exciting match, as Sea Foam is
known by her backera to be
very fast, and
Tom Thumb indicates to his friends that he
will be with her in speed. As both horses are
backed by their owners, and lor the amount
of money stated, it promises to be a race
worthy of seeing, and there is no doubt that
Tom Thumb will please his many friends, as
General Tom Thumb pleases the ladies.
Saved fbom Dbowning.—An Irish lad
fill overboard from Atlantic Wharf yesterday
He was stoking for the third time,
noon.
when one of the employees of Prince & Co.’s
Express, Mr. B. F. Sweatt, who was at work
on the wharf, plunged overboard and saved
the little fellow.

Such

an

act is to be

highly
men (?)

commended, more especially as two
were
standing near the scene of the disaster
without offering to assist the struggling lad.
Accident.—A Swede named Dukeyke, who
resides on Hog
Island, came up to the city

Thursday,

and either in a drunken

fit or
drunken row got tumbled into the dock between Custom House and
Maine wharves.
His head was badly bruised
from coming in
contact with the rocks, and
his upper lip was
split open. Dr. Bascom dressed the wounds,
and the man was sent back to the
Island.
Chbisty’s Minstbels.—This
troupe will
give tbeir first performance at City Hall this

evening.

There will, undoubtedly, be a fUU
greet them. They give but two en-

bouse to
tertainments in the

fy^nings,

city,-this

and

Monday

Turf.

Boston, Sept. 22.
At the Riverside Trotting Park yesterday, a
took place between Arteinus Ward, Honest Abe, Ticonic and Benicia Boy, which was
won by the former in three straight heats.

TELEGRAPH,

TO THE DAILY

the

road.

Lost—Shawl.
Caution—Ruben Cook.

Lfe^St^'^0nBi‘tutlr'g
sy®1 w*.l be rigidly adhered

follows:

BY

—-■—■■■——-From

Washington

Frank Vernon won in 2.29 1-2.
For the stallion race Gen. McClellan, Leviathan and Ticonic entered.
Gen. McClellan was in front through the
race, and took the premium of $150.
Time,
2.33 1-4, 2.82 1-2 and 2.32 34.
The second premium of $100 went to the

Leviathan.

RAVAGES OP THE CHOLERA LN CONSTANTINOPLE.

A correspondent of the New York Tribune,
writing from Constantinople under dat9 of
August 23rd says that in fifty days the deaths
by cholera amounted to not less than 50,000.
Some days the deaths averaged three thousand
a day.
The authorities did not publish the
whole number on any occasion.
More than
one hundred thousand
people have fled the
city. The city instead of being a mart of
trade, is a vast hospital. At certain points
dead bodies, in some cases uncoffined and
naked have been literally piled np by scores
waiting transportation to the burial places.—
One of the cholera hospitals on the old city
wall next the sea had a little slide arranged
down which the dead bodies were shot Into
boats to be buried in the sea.
Only one death has occured in the little
American colony here. The youngest son of
the Rev. Mr. V ashburne died two weeks ago,
after a few hours’ illness.
The American missionaries have devoted
themselves to the care of the sick and dying
among the poorer classes, and under their
treatment hundreds of lives have been savedWhile the average mortality in the city has
been about sixty-five per cent, of those attacked, under the treatment of American misaioanries the mortality has not exceeded Jive per
cent., or setting aside all those lighter cases
which

might be classed

as cholerine.

The cholera has not followed any known
laws in its progress here.
It has been supposed that it avoided high and airy localities,
but here it has
raged with the greatest severity in some of the highest, be3t ventilated, and
most cleanly quarters of the
city, while in previous epidemics not a
single case had occured.

Another singular fact Is, that
themortality
among the Europeans has been much greater
since the decline of the disease than it was
when at its height.
Another fact is, that those who have fled
from infected districts, in perfect health, have
generally been attacked with disease as soon
as they reached their new and before that
healthy place of refuge.
The Calais Adveitiser, in an article upon
the European & North American Railway, reminds the Bangor people that Calais will be in
railroad connection with Houlton in a twelve
month, and that, too, without begging assistance of
any legislature.

Thrilling Scene

in

the

Vers Trial.

WABHisoiojr.

1C.

President U>-day granted Sept.
pardons to
sis Virginians and
ninety-three North Carohnians including ex-members of
Congress
Kenneth Raynor and Alfred
Lockery. Also
to seven South
Carolinians, including ex-member ol Congress John
McQueen, an? the same
number of Mississippians.
Our consul at
Smyrnia, in a letter to the
State Department, dated
Aug. 19tli, says the
cholera mortality was still on the
increase, and
its progress
alarming.
stated in another communication that
J®
the cholera has appeared at
Majoria, and our
consul says the
scourge is still advancing eastward.
There is no doubt that a number of
cases have occurred at Port
Mahon.
Our consul at Barcelona
reports to the State
Department that from the 24th to the Slst of
August, the number of deaths from cholera In
that city
averaged about twenty-four per day.
_

On the 1st of

deaths.

September

there were

forty-two

James

of the outrages on the part of Werz that
had not been put in evidence before. He said
that a party of prisoners, in whose company he
arrived at Andersonville, were ordered to place
their blankets, haversacks knapsack, &c., in
one place, when an officer mounted on a gray
horse rode up and told tho confederate soldiers
to help themselves, and let the prisoners have
the remainder.
The confederates helped
themselves and there was nothing left.. Was
not certain whether the mounted officer was
Capt. Werz or not In June or July, 1SC4, the
witness and a young soldier named Underwood, of the Indiana cavalry, his own regiment, went to the sutler tent. Werz was there;
Underwood asked for something to rub his
wound with, and the sutler said he would give
it, when Werz said “he cannot have it unless
he pays me a dollar.” Underwood gave Werz
his only money which was a ten dollar bill;
when he asked for his change Wirz kicked
him out of the door. Witness was put in the
stocks four days for attempting to escape. He
knew a man to die in the stocks in August or
September, 1864. Negroes took turn out, of
the stocks after he was dead, threw the body
into a wagon and hauled it off. He knew
Werz to|shoot a young fellow named Stewart,
belonging to the 9th'Minnesota Infantry. He
and witness had gone out of the stockade with
adead body which they had
begged when they
met. Capt. Werz rodetup to them after they
left the body in the dead house, and asked
them by what authority they were out there.
Stewart replied that they were there by proper

with the Canadian Government and others,
relative to British capital with the grants of
the United States in the construction of the
Lake Superior and Puget Sound Railroad.—
Col. Rowland is confident that the commercial
interests of Canada will be most fully accorded
to the project as one of great international importance to the people of both countries, and
has no doubt that the mission will b* crowned
with success.

gates from the maritime Provinces,

other to Sir Morton Peto and party, who arrived at noon and made a hasty viat to the
exhibition. Sir Morton Peto made a speech
fhll of kindly feeling toward the American people and ieft for the east at 8 P. M.

stitution of the United States, and also an ordratifying the present Constitution except the insurance of treasury notes and State
bonds.
nance

Meeting of the Grand National Lodge of I. O.
of O. P. at RalUmore.
Baltimore, Sept. 22.
A grand banquet was given to-day by the
merchants of this city to the Grand Lodge of
the United States.
Gen. Hancock made the
address of welcome.
Escape of

more, but drew his revolver
and shot him. After he was killed the guard
took from his body twenty or thirty dollars.—
Wirz took the money from t“e guard and
made off, telling them to carry witness to prison.
It was witness’ determination to escape
if he could, and tor that reason he had
gone
out; but he was not attempting to do so at
the time. When prisoners were being removed to the ears for exchange, Werz gave orders
to Lieut. Davis to bayonet any man who laid
down on the road, and witness had seen men
who were crawling on their hands and knees
to the cars bayoneted by the guards. Witness
heard one of the surgeons ask Werz when he
was going to remove the Yankees, and Werz
reply was, “damn the Yankees; they will all
be dead in a few days, anyhow.”
He said
one prisoners who had been caught
by dogs,
had a part of his cheek tom off, and his arms,
hands and legs ground up so that he only lived
twenty-four hours. The first time he had
known Werz personally, was one day when
he heard Lieut Davis call his name at the
no

gate.

Judge Advocate Chipman—Capt. Werz, will
yon be good enough to stand up ?
The prisoner, who had been lying all day on
a lounge, squirmed round,
partly raising himself, till his eyes lit up with a wild, haggard
expression, and yet daring and defiant, like
that of a wild animal brought to bay.
Col. Chipman—Witness, do you
recognize
that man as the man who shot your comrade ?
Witness, slowly and emphatically—That is
the man.

The prisoner here made an effort to contradict the witness, muttering incoherent expressions about having been seen bv witness with
Lieut. Davis. He was with difficulty restrained and silenced by the officer in charge.
The Judge Advocate, apparently satisfied
with the opportunity which witness had for
identification, asked the prisoner to rise.—
Gathering up as well as he could, his loose, illjointed frame, which appeared as if it might
fall to pieces, the prisoner tottered to bi3 fees
and was supported iu that attitude by the officer of the guard.
His eyes had a wild
expression, and it was hard to repress sympathy with
the unfortunate man.
Again the Judge Advocate repeated his
question to the wituess, who e reply* this
Is that the
time, was more hesitating.
man ?”
Another wild and fruitless attempt at
contradiction was made by Were, when he
was partly drawn and partly sunk on the
lounge, where, by order of Gen. Wallace, he
was furnished with water, and fanned
by the

a

ties knew of the condition of the Andersonville prison, and that Winder had authority
to apply a remedy.
On Dr. Hopkins’ cross examination, he said
it was Winder’s implicit confidence in Wert
that caused the state of things to exist.
Dr. Rice, on duty at Andersonville, also testified to the terrible condition of the stockade,

corroborating previous testimony.
Five more soldiers, who had been prisoners
there, repeated the horrors of the pen, when
the commission adjourned until to-morrow.
From

California.
San Francisco, Sept. 18.
The steamship Colorado sailed from Panama
to-day with $1,350,000 in gold for New York,
and $68,000 for England, and 950 passengers,
among whom are Judge Field and Professor
Jackson.
The steamer Moses Taylor has arrived from
San Francisco with the passengers who left
New York on the 20th ult.
The State Agricultural Fair opens at Sacramento to-day under favorable auspices.
San Francisco, Sept. 19.
race of the State Fair, between
v
fe11^rea,t
Norfolk and Lodi
yesterday, was won by
the former. Norfolk won
the first mile of the
two mile heats in
1.45, and completed the two
miles in 8.40. In the second heat Norfolk
in 1-46> and the entire heat
bix thousand
in 3.08.
people witnessed the

P^ao^/PP.v''6

race.

San
Francisco, Sopt. 22.
The steamer Sonora arrived last ni"ht from
Panama, with the 2nd U. S.
of
Regulars, Brevet Gen. French

Artiller^Re-t

commanding.

Sew Sark

Markets.
New York, Sept. 22.

Cotton-dull; sales 1600 bales Middling Uplands
at 15 % 45)c, chiefly at 40.
Also by auction for government account 1500 bales Mobile cotton at 39) @
48} for ordinary to good middling.
Flour—State and Western 10 @ 20c higher; sales

15.000 bbls. State T10 @ 8 20.
Ttound Hoop Ohio 8 00
Western 7 10 ® 3 35.
@ 10 90.
Southern firmer;
sales 750 bbls at 8 50 ® 14 50. Canada 10 <a 20c higher; sales 150 bbls at 7 85 @ 10 90.
Wheat—2c higher; sales 74,000bushels. Chicago
Milwaukee Club 1 56 @ 1 65.
Spring 1 54 @ 1 60.
Amber Milwaukee 1 65 @ 1 C6.
Winter Red West2
00.
Amber
State, new. 2 06M 2 08. Amern, old,
ber Western, new, 210. White Western 2 28 @ 2 30.
White Canada, common, 2 22.
Com—le better; sales 88,000 bushels.
Mixed
Western 93) @ 94}; unsound do 89 @ 93.
Oats—lc
with more doing; Western 5*4®
58c.

higher,

Beef—more active, but prices unchanged; sales
3,380 bbls.
Pork—heavy; Bales 2300 bbls. new mess 32 25®

37}, closing at 32 31).
Lard—higher; sales 800 bbls

at

24} ® 29}c.

Freights to Liverpool—quiet and
per steamer jd.

heavy.

Cotton

Stock Markets.
New tore. Sept. 22.

Second Board.—Stocks firm.
Ameiican Gold.
143j
United States coupon Sixes, 1881, registered.108
United States sixes, 1881, registered,.107J
United States 5-23 coupons, (new issue).106i

United States 10-4Q coupons.94|
Treasury Notes (3d series)...;..
09
Missouri Sixes. 761
Cumberland Coal Co.*46|
New York Centra).i'3|

Erie.88}
109
Road^.
Michigan Central.110

1091
Hudson..
Michigan Southern.
6S|
Cleveland and Pittsburg.711

Chicago
Chicago

Western.ft.28}

and North
and Rock Island.112

JOHNSON’S

JIEPRODUCTQR.

Please Read the following Notices.

free from the objectionable qualities of
preparations of that
kind. I believe it to be
capable of doine all
lor the scalp and hair
that can reasonably
be expected frtm any
aopuoauons

LUbWIG,

to

inose

M. D.,

Congress Square.
Portland, May 17 th, 1865.
Johnson:—Sir—I commenced using your Relast February, my head being almost bald.
have used but one bottle and now have a healthful,
thick head of hair which does not foil off. and is in as
good order as I could wish. Being convinced that in
its producing a good head of hair for me where I had
almost none, 1 am glad to add my testimony to it# excellence a9 a remedy.
WM. J. GARDINER,
No. 18 Middle Street.
Mr.

Froductor

Mr. Johnson:—Sir— My wife for a long time was
sorely troubled by her hair foiling out, ana we ieared
she would bocomo entirely bald, notwithstanding she
had used almost all the aave tised remedies. She has
used your Reproductor, and to our astonishment the
falling oil has entirely ceased, and she now has a fine
head of hair, and I am
in this manner to testify to it» value, or we are willing to give (hi ther personal information of the good results which follow the
use of your honestly termed Haiv
Reproductor.

ready

Cor.

WHITE

I have-used and

Portland, May 16, 1865.

shall continue to

use

Johnson’s

Reproductor, which I have found to be a iplendid
lasting Hair Dressing, which also keepa the Bcalp
perfectly clean and tree from dandruff.
9. H. DOTEN,
No. 12 Spiring Street.
Manufactured and sold by. HORACE H. JOHNSON, No. 80 Middle Street, Portland, Maine. Price
Single Bottles 60, 76 cents and 91. Sent to any address on receipt of letter. Liberal discount by the
quantity.
septl8eod8w*

RIFLE

Dry

Goods!

Proprietor and Manager.
Stage Manager.
Moalcal Director.
F. HOFFMAN,
This Mammoth Company comprises
The management hare spared no expense In malting this the N£ PLUS ULTRA of all Minstrel organis&tiona.
The Funniest Comedians, the Most Perfect Quartette, the Most Superb Orchestra, tho Greatest Dancers, together with a magnificent
Brasa Band, of Ten Solo Perforators.
The Grual Comedian,
M A. 6 T E B
BOSE'S".
J. RC8IITON, the Champion
Clog Dttnoer of the World I
And the

WONDERFUL

Will appear each

Goods!

Fancy Goods, Hosiery
To which

Sept 81

invite the attention of the former patrons of the store and the public
generally. With
our facilities for
purchasing we can confidently offer
extra inducements to customers.

SECOND

Co.,

RICE
BROTHERS. COMPRESSED PAPER
'Yf—AKS, equal in every respect to any Collar
which has ever been offered to the
public.
it has the f>rm and
space of the “Moulded” Collar, and is “superior,” trom the improved method ol
^ 48 ^ t*°C9 not absor^ Perspiration, 01
** ^PP11®4 at aU timos, and in any
on

hand

good

as

an

assortment oi

Brass

Positively

Rifles

!

40 Rods. First Prize, at rest,
Pure
DISTANCE
Silver Mounted Telescopic Rifle, Folse Muzzle
a

Starter, &c., with fine Mahogony Case, formerly
known as the Waterhouse
Rifle, made by Whitmore,
Mansfield, Mass., acknowldged to be the beet Rifle
in this

State.
Second Prize, off-hand, Distance 126 yds, a Silve
Mounted Rifle, with Starter,
Leveller, &c., built by
O. Brow:i, Portland.
Tickets ior sale at 114 Middle
St., and Otis Brown,
Union St.
aad time wiU h® »lven*

Sopt^^odjir**

CITY

TRUE &

53 and 56 Middle St.
Sept 15—dSw

Copartnership

CO.,

Notice.

S. KING and F. G. RICH, have this day
CYaUS
formed copartnership under the lirm
of
a

name

KIN G &

RICH,

IN

QRDEBS^ted

Boxes !

SHOOK.
por

Cigar, Soap, Candle, Boot,

Any Kind of Packing! Boxes,
made of 5, J or J inch lumber, at short notice, and at
the lowest prices, by
S.. T. SHANNON, Saco Maine.
Saco, Sept. 19,1866.
sep20eod2m

C. H. OSGOOD,
dentist,
No. 8 Clapp’s Block, Market Square,
PORTLAND, MAINE.

HALL 1

Wednesday Evenings,

TRIENNIALJESTIVATI

A1I orders promptly and personally attended to
dispatch, and at the LOWEST
POSSIBLE PRICES.
CYRUS S. KING,
FRANK G. 1U..H.
eod2w
Portland, Sept. 13, 1865.

Artificial Teeth inserted on Gold, Silver and Vulcanite base. All operations warranted to give salisaction.
aagll’65eodis&wly

1,000

COPARTNERSHIP heretofore existing between the subscribers under the name and style
of J. G. TOLFORD St 0O„ is hereby mutually dissolved. Either of the partners is duly authorised
to nse the firm name in liquidation.
The notes rnd accounts ot the late firm may be
found at the Store of J. M. DYER St CO., No. 6 Free
street Block.
J. G. TOLFORD,
T. B. TOLFORD.
seplleodtir
Portland, Sept. 8, IMS.

Dollars !

SCARBOROUGH,
The Praise of Zion.

A

new

collection of Mu-

Singing Schools, Choirb, Musical Societies and
Conventions and the, Home Circle; containing a system of Musical Notations, a variety of
Exercises,
Songs, Glees, &c., for School and Choir practice; an
sic for

Extensive Collection of Tunes of at.t. metres, with a large assortment of Sentences, Anthems,
and Chants. By Solon Wilder and Frederic S.
Davenport.
The publishers call attention to this new work with
much confidence that.it
tractive and practically

will prove

of Uie

one

most at-

useful works of its class given
the pnhlio in many years. Its contents are characterised by freshness, variety, real merit, and adaptedness to popular use. They are derived from many
minent sources, American and foreign. The best old
tunes are Included, with a rich collection of new music. Sent free by mail for the price, $1.50. To facilitate its introduction, we will sand a single
copy for examination to any teacher or choir leader, post-paid, on
eceipt of soventy-five cents.
Catalogues of our musical publications, including
the popular works ol Lowell Mason, Win. B.
Bradbury, Geo. F. Root, and many others, free to any
address. All our publications are sold in Boston, at
our prices, by Mason & Hamlin.
mason brothers,
596 Broadway, New York.
Aug 30 —dlawSCw&w3w
to

$2,000

Reward !

Bonds, B-20s, $1,000
100
Bonds, 5-20s,
Bonds, 7-30s, 1,000
600
Bonds, 7-30s,
500
Bonds, 7-30s,

Each,
Each,
Each,

$3,000,
1,000,
2,000,
1,000,
2,500.

Each,

Each,

Among the Bonds Stolen were,
*1,000 7-30 Bond No. 75,072, 1st Series.

$9,500

1,000 7-30 Bond No. 75,067, 1st Scries.
500 7-30 B nd No. 90,886, 1st Series.
500 7-30 Bond No. 90,887, 1st Series.
N. B.—The following additional numbers of Bonds
have been ascertained.
$1,00. 5-20 Bond No. 7571
1,000 6-20 Bond No. 14242
1,000 5-20 Bond No. 14213
1,000 5-20 Bond No. 25079
The above reward will be paid for their recovery
and conviction of the thiei, or a
proportion for whatever may be recovered.
STEPHEN PATTEN.
(•■August 18—dtoct4

Doors, Sash and Blinds.
FOR DOORS, SASH, BLINDS, and
aU kinds of
ORDERS

SHORT

U*

u. m.

b

LUMBER!

Dealer,

HAS REMOVED TO

NO. a CENTRAL
Sept. 22*1865.

WHARF,
dlw

J. EDWARD GOVE & CO.,
PRODUCE

Commission Merchants,
ASD WHORES ALE DEALERS

ness.

GOOD DAY AND GOOD TRACK.
G. D. MILLER unini-i S. M. SEA FOAM.
HARRY BRADLEY names CH. G. TOM
THUMB.
This match bos already caused a very
lively interest nmnog all lovers of good
Trotting in this vicinity,
which must continue to increase
up to the day of the
Race. Both Horses have already obtained consider
able celebrity ae among the best Trotters in the
State,
and the match is for more
money than was ever trotted for befoie in Maine.
SEA FOAM was the winner of the
Wagon Race ol
June 21st, in 2.4G, 2.48 and 2.47; and TOM THUMB
has recently made his debut
upon the Turf os the
w 110161 of Uie Silver Gablet at
Scarborough, Septemh«12tb. 1 he race will be close
and warm, and wortliy of public patronage.
Hhould prove unfavorable on that
day
^
notice will be given of the
postponement.
Trottjng wUl commence at 3 o’clock, promptly.
TICKETS 50 cents; Ladies free.

S.W„.

PORTLAND HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY will hold its Annual Exhibition of FRUITS
FLOWERS, and VEGETABLES, on THURSDAY, September 28th at the new City Hall, to open
at 2 o’clock P. M., and continue till the close of the

THE

specimens intended for the Exhibition must be
presented at the hall belore 1 o’clock P. M., on the
day of the opening.
Lists of the premiums offered, and the rules and
regulations, may be obtained of the Treasurer. Samuel Rolfe, Esq., at 159 Middle St.
Tho Exhibition will closo on Friday Evening, with
a Grand PROMENADE
CONCERT, in the Bgroat
Hall.
Per Order.
S. B. BECKETT, Secretary.
e
...
Sept 1G—32w
All

LITTLE’SFIRE AND LIFE
Insurance Agency.
Established in 1843.
undersigned having the Agency ot the following well-known, sound and reliable Companies,
continues to issue Policies on
Building*, Merchandise, and other good property against loss or
damage by FIRE, at rates as low as other FIRST
CLASS Companies, to the amount of §50,000 If
wanted, viz:
Phoenix Insurance

THE

Company,

Portland,

Merchants’ Insurance

Produce,_

sepaodlyr

AT

THIS!

OF HARTFORD, CONN.
Cash Capital and Surplus,
8350,000.

North American Fire Insurance Co.
OF HARTFORD, CONN.
Cash Capital and Surplus,
8100,000.
New England Fire Insuragce Co.
OF HARTFORD, CONN.
Cash Capital and Surplus,
8250,000.
Atlantic Mutual Insurance Co.
OF EXETER, N. H.

style, and at short notice.
tng bought and sold.
*ooa

or

Second-hand Cloth-

septttodti
a

Memorandum

with Mils account.
The Under will be
rewarded by leaving It at STEPHEN

^pfelS^L0ON’°nUnl0USt-

Great Chance
disabled Soldiers,
FIR
money. Enquire of

___C.

H.

or

any

DAVIS,

active
at

£PT^£.WestW!"e-

men

to make

the Elm House,

Found Adrift.
STREAK BOAT, 18 feet long. The ownc?“ have the same by proving property and
paying ohargea on callUng
* at
So; 22 fit. Xawrenoe
Street.
septaadSt*
To Rent.
TWO Furnhhed Rooms In

a

HAVING

CONSISTING IN PART OF

CORSETS,

KNIT, WOOLEN, On Tuesday, Sept. 26th, 1865,
AT 1 O’CLOCK P. M.,

AND

FANCY

At

GOODS!

Hosiery, Gloves,
AND

EMBROIDERIES,
AH of which

wo

&c

Cost I

on

«0 Hoop*, 3 in* Tape, 6 Tape*, Heavy
onr own

make.

$1,50.

Only

Decidedly the cheapest Shirt ever aold
Ladies do notfail to oome and see them.

Hosiery

and

Glares,

la

Portland.

at Cost!

central location.

Vt«rcenK™stRead Db. Hughes’ advertisement, in another
column. In his
specialty Dr. Hughes is unequalled
by any physician in this country.
Jan 1—wly

}

Sale,

Brass

CORNET,
CORNET
ALTO.

A Splendid Aasortment—10 In 50c

a

AT AUCTION.

Genuine French Corsets for $1.50
Per Pair.

‘*UW* been u8ed by tt* E*®*1

person, or by letter, to Regimental AdjuWnt, 17th TJ.'S. Infantry, Fort Preble, Maine.
Fort Preble, Me., Sept. Ip,
1865._ sep21d3t
sale at the Grocery
TRY IT,

Charcoal.
FIR

Sept lt-d2w*

A substitute for

over

wo

Chickeriog

A Sou’e Manufacture.

Octave—A Seale—Over Strung, Modern In make
•trie, and finish: lino t med and every way splendid
in ROSE-WOOD CASES,—one in
Instruments,
Carved Case, all round; the other plain, oil round
T

Be not deceived by advertisement* announcing
“Loto Prices P* We are determined to sustain our
reputation for scQiug goods at less prices than any

house in the State.
We are situated at present with a stock ot goods
purchased long be-to re prices had reached their high
elevation, consequently no merchant buying goods
from day to day can afford to
*

compete'.

FITZGERALD & HODSDQN,
148 and 150 Middle

ME.

P. S.—That 30-hoop Skirt is a Braaty f
4o aot fail to come and get one before they
are all gone.
seplSd'mis

REMOVAL!
DR.

W.

N.

^Medical

DEMING,

HEHEY BAILEY & 00.
Sept. 23—dtd

Adctiostkkbs.

U4B. Navy Yard, Portsmouth, N. H.
Office, Sept. 7,1865.

U. S. Steamers “Dawn,” and “Monticello,”
and the Schooner “T. A. Ward,” will he sold at
Public Auction, on MONDAY, Sept. 35, 1865, at 13
o’clock M, at thia Yard.
The “Dawn,” Is a screw steamer, with two masts,
aobooner-rlgged; one vertical engine; diameter of
cylinder, 48Inohes; stroke of piston, 30 Inches.
Registered dimensions per new tunnsge law—
length 125.24 feet; breadth 28.57 feet; depth lull leet.
The “Monticello” Is a screw steamer, with two
masta, schooner rigged; one vertical engine; diameter ot cylinder, 40 inches; stroke of piston 42 Inches.
Registered dimensions per new torihage law—
length 173.30 leet; breadth, 37AO feet; depth 17.35

THE

schooner “T. A. Ward,” k> of the following
dimensions per aew tonnage law—length
.95 leet; breadth 28.16 leet;
feet.
Each ol the vessels is well found, and will be sold
ss she now stands, wltbrigglng,
.boats, cables,
anchoi s, furniture, etc.
An inventory ofthe articles to be sold with each
h* seen at this Navy Yard, and will be cx! Whited on the day of sale.
Five per centum of the purchass
money must he
prt.l on the day of aale, and the remainder before tho
vetsel is removed from the Navy Yard, wWrh must
be done within six days after the date of sale.
The

Electrician'
Clapp's Block to

flawed

depthS.50
sails,

STREET,

Nearly Opposite the United States Hotel,
^ITpttEKE he would respectfully announce to the
▼ V
citizens of Portland and vicinity, that he has
permanently located in this city. During the two
we
have been in this city, we have eured some
years

ot the worst forms of disease in persons who have
tried other forms ot treatment in vain, and
curing
patients in so short a time that the question is often
asked, do
stay cured? To answer this question
we will say that all that do not stay
cured, we wiU
doctor the second time.
Dr. D. has been a practical Electrician for
twentyone years, and is also a regular graduated
phvsician.
to chronic diseases ia
Electricity is perfectly
the form of nervous or sick headache;
neural^da *in
the head, neck, or extremities; consumption
in the acute stages or where the lungs are not fully
involved; acute or chronic
scrofula, hip
diseases, white swellings, spinal diseases, curvature
of tbs spine, contracted muscles, distorted limbs,
or paralysis, St. Vitas* Dance, deafhess, stammering or hesitancy of speech, dyspepsia, indigestion, constipation and liver complaint,
cure
every case that can be presented; asthma, bronchitis, strictures of the chest, and all forms of female

they

adapted

“when

rheumatism,

palsy

piles—we

complaints.

By Electricity

The Rheumatic, the gouty, the lame and the
leap with Joy, and move with the agllitv and electricity or youth; the heated graid ia cooled; the frost-

bitten limbs restored, the uncouth deformities removed; faintness converted to vigor, weakness to
strength; the blind made to see, the dess to hear and
the palsied form to move upright; the blemishes01
youth ars obliterated; the accidents of mature lire
prevented; the calamities of old age obviated and an
active circulation maintained
LADIES
Who have cold hence and fret: weak stomachs, lame
and weak backs; nervousfcnd sick headache; dizziness and swimming in
thopead, with Indigestion and
constipation of the bowel?* pain In the side and back;
leucorrhcea, (or whites); tailing of the womb with Internal cancers; tumors, polvput, and all that long
train of diseases will find In Electricity a sure means
of cure. For painful menstruation, too profuse
menstruation, and all of those long line of troubles
with young ladles, Electricity Is a certain spscifle.
and will, In a short time, restore the snfferor to the
vigor of health.
TEETHi TEETH I TEETH!
Dr. D. still continues to Extract Teeth by Elsc-

TTticrrr without pain. Persons having docayed
teeth or stumps they wish to hare removed for resetting he would give a polite invitation to call.
Superior Electro Magnetic Machines lor sale
ior family use, with thorough lnstr-nLions.
Dr. D. can accommodate a lew patients with board
and treatment at his bouse.
Office hours from 8 o'clock A. V. to 12 M.; from
to 8 P. M., and 7 to 9 In the evening.

Consultation free.

and half carved.
Also at the same time, Two Extra secondhand Pianos* in fine ord r and condition. Can be
examiued at any time previovs to sale.
PER ORDER MORTGAGEE.

Comma sir ast’s

Street,

PORTLAND,

novltl

JSHf**®*

i'. BAILEY, Commandant.

Sept 9—eodSwaseptaa

STATES MILITARY RAILROADS.
■0NITED
Office
Assistant
of

Quartermaster,

i

Washington, D. C., July 35,186.5. J
ATICnON SALK OF ROLLING STOCK.
Will be sold at PUBLIC AUCTION, to the highest
bidder, the ibllowing rolling stock:
Cn TUESDAY, September 19. at tba Portland Co.’s
Shop in Portland, Maine, Six18)Locomotive Engtn,:.
On THURSDAY, September 21, at HTnkley <&
Williams’ Shop in Boston, Mass., Four (4) I ocotcr.live Engines.
Oif MONDAY, September 25, at Kennett Square,
near Philadelphia, Penn., Fifty 1501 Brx Frelgl ;
Cars, four is^t attbt-and-a-h&lf-inch gauge.
On WJSDN^C'^Y, September 277 al Wilnu.irton, Del., Elghty-Al* (&v) Box Freight Cara, live loot
gauge.
The above stock la an n«>, and ot the very t est

trfT"loot^rlvers,

The Engines are five foot gauge,
and cylinders 16x24 iuebos.
They can
gaugr at a trifling expense.
Sales to commence at 10 A. M.
Terms: Cash in GoYernment ftuids.

narrow

be {hanged lo

H. L. ROBINSON,
Brevet Colonel and A, <J. M.

__

Julv39dtd

of government cars,
LARUESAUB
QINES, AND RAILROAD IRON.

en.

United State* Military Raiiboads,
Office of A*sictaft (/cajstkxu a g feu,
Washington, V. Ct, At gust 11, 1SW.
Win b* »old at CITY POINT, VA., o» WEDNESDAY, October 11, at 11 o’clock A. Jfi.. About lour
thousand (4,0001 (etas Railroad Iron.
At PORTSMOUTH, VA., on FH/D IT, October
It, at IS M:
Fir e (5) first class Locomotive Engine*.
About (50) Freight Cars and ons (I) Passenger Car.
At NORFOLK, VA.. October RjU^X;
One new Locomotive Engine, 0 foot gauge.
At ALEXANDRIA, VA.,on TUESDAY, October
!7th!

Flfty(0O)

flrst-elass Locomotive

Engines,

4 ieet

flveW eauee.
Elgbteen^RsfucW Platform Cara.five
Twenty-five (28) new Box
it

Car.,
(toot gauge.
throe hundruR and fifty (380) Box Cai*, i Ieet
gange.
Abouttwobmidred ami thirty (230) Platform do., 4
Abeut

8j

in.

Sj^ock

tllfrty
do., 4 feet 81 In. gaugo.
Uaeeenger do., 4 ieet 8{ In. gange.
(1) W recking do., 4 feet 8} In. gauge.
Two (2) nrw Truck*.
Sixty do. do.,
lramsd.
Fourteen (14) Flats
About two thousand (2,000) tens Railroad Iron.
Sales to commence at ALEXANDRIA, at* 10 A.
M., and to continue from day to day until all are
sold.
Terms: Cash, In Government Hinds.
H. L. ROBINSON,
Brsv. Col. and A. Q. M.,
U. S. Military RaUrcad*.
10
oct
15—dto
August
About

Dne

NEW PERFUME
FOR THE HANDKERCHIEF.

iillo ■ ’«
rt

•»_

tT*

York & Cumberland Railroad
Bonds.
Is hereby given to the holders at Bonds
of the York * Cumberland Railroad Company,
commonly called “C jnsolidated Bonds,*4 and ol scrip
In Ilea ofBonds, Issued under the provisions of the
deed of mortgage to James Hayward and others,
who hare paid or shall before tbe day of
Trustees,hereinafter
named, pay the assessment heremeeting
tofore made by said Trustees as authorized hr said
Bondholders, upon bonds, coupons or scrip held by
them, or by holders unknown and who bare foiled to
pay the same, ft* the purpose ofredeemlug the franchise and (property ol said Railroad Company from
prior Uens and Incumbrances under a deed ol mortgage to John Q. Myers of February 4, 1881—that a
meeting of the holders so having paid or who shaT
pay, will be held at the room of the Board of Trade,
Exchange street, Portland, on Wednesday, Oatober
4,18«S, at 8 o'clock P. M., tot Ibl eurpeee of forming
and organizing a new corporation in accordance witn
the
tho [.revisions of the act of the Legislature of
State of Maine, approved March *0tB.
of B*u”*d
“An act relating to the redemption
end for the better
gages by subsequent mertagees
protection of
Trustee.

NOTICE

A n«it FxflnWt*. Del tent* nml FrnPcrfauar, Distilfrd Croui lHe
Flower from
and Beautiful
which it lake* its nunte.
Manufactured only by PIIAI.O.'V Sc SOft.

grnnt
Rare

S3T

Beware of

Aziz

Counterfeits.

Fluting

!

pALL

j

Sept. 19,

18«1._

picked

Adrift

up

miles South-East Of YeUow.
Cape Elizabeth, one
tainted
1
it foot DCfRY,
same by preying
property
owner can have the
„<! ,aylK chazpm MOSES
Jr.
G&IFFIW,
Mp99dlw*
Portland, Sept. 90th, 1808.

Thi

_

Sept*—dam*

Wanted.

good Boarders.
Apply corner Bracket
Sept.

and

Salem

girls
country;
other for house; ncneothers need
TWOloon and the
apply at 370 Congress St.
apjdy. Forjiarticulars
smart

Wanted.

FUB

«“

V. L. WOODBURY, X. « L. R.K.C.).
)
GEO. EVANS,

for rjialan**—Take no other•
Sold by druggist* generally.

and tea Sample, at Mr. S. SH*PPAKD'S,
V» 40 Preble Street.
Noticz one door below Oxirrd Street.

Wood.

Stores.

Sept. 20th, at U o’clock A.
at Chambers
shall sell two
0.1*M..FRIDAY.
Office,

SPLENDID NEW PIANOS,

American Corsets 87c Per Pair.

French

Kindling

Lot of Laud of twenty acres,—beautifully
located, In a high state or cultivation—commanding
a complete view of City, Harbor.
Bay, Islands, and
surrounding country, anil splendidly sJbtatcd to cut
up into House Lots. There is on It a comfortable
one story House and a Bam.
Immediately after, we shall sen a Fire Aero Lot of
Land directly opposite the above. For particulars
please call on TIMOTH V DY ER, on the premises, or
HENRY BAILEY ft CO., Auctioneers.
Sept. 22—dtd

PIANOS!

French FluUng l

ITtfu* S^lnfant1148

ON

!>•■.

Julyl—eodOm

TENOil,

dtd

Valuable Real Estate at Auction.
WEDNESDAY, Sept 2Tth, at 3 o'clo. k P M,
in Cape E iiabeth, on the road lead ng from the
Town House to the 1st Congrega tonal Meeting
House, and about one and a hair miles from the city,
alnablo

MORTGAGEE'S SALE

companies, while the Dividends

Musical Instruments for a

at Auction.

a

the

O E FLAT
2 R FLAT
3 E FLAT
B FLAT

V aluable House

September 28lb, at 3 o'clock P.
shall sell house No. 21 Sumner Street.—
ONSI.,TUESDAY,
It Is
two

Portland, Sept. 19, 1#3.

HOOP SKIRTS !
Wire,

111 BROADWAY, N. Y.
The above Cotton hoe been classed and sampled by
Messrs. Easton St Co; samples con be seen at their
office three days before the sale.
Catalogues will be ready at the Custom House
three days before the sale.
Sept 19—dtd.

a
story wooden house with a brick baok, 13
finished rooms; a constant supply of aequeduct and
rain water—and a free policy or insurance.
Thero
is a wood shed, fine garden with choice fruit
trees,
and a good sized front yard. If desired the stable
coaid be made Into a snug little dwelling house, and
the house could easily be arranged for two families.
It is a very desirable property. Sale positive.
HENRY HAILEY ft Co., Auctioneers.

will sell at a

Very Slight Advance

Exchange Salesroom,

we

than any other Lite Co. In this country.
The rates of Premium are less than with most

LITTLE, Agent,
Exchange S»„ FTi»
Sept 21—d&wOw__” ^PSlaire.

Upland, and
IslandCotton,

Will bo sold under direction at

Cash Assets, $14,000,000.
Which, as is well known, offers greater advantages

Band for

4500 Bales

SIMEON DRAPER, U. S. Cotton Agent,

MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE CO.

Office 31

c. W. HOLMES, Auctioneer.

3o00 Bales Sea

heretofore.

W» I).

Carriegig

Uni ted States Cotton Sale.

8100,000.

othsre larger, and
security greater than any other.
Dividends declared annually, and may be applied
to the payment of future premiums or to augment
the amount insured. Policies with] this company are
constantly increasing in value. All need (hi information cheerfully furnished on application to

Horses &

of

Sept. 20, IMS.

Wltv the Great

er

Centre Streets,

Sale

OF NEW YORK.
In

Post l
Cotton

as

«■*.

Art.

AT AUCTION t
large stock of goods on hand prior to
the present advanced rates, vre are determined !
\V'I-'-be aol<l on Saturday, September 23d, at H
to give our numerous customers the advantage of
clock A. M., at comer of Lime and Middle
cl
our early
purchases, by clearing out our
the Poet Office, 12 Homes, lot of New
Harnesses, 1 fine double Horae*, lot
ot new
Carriages. The whole to be
•old

Particular attention given to the insurance of
Farm Property, City and Village Dwelling** and Household Furniture, on ONE,
THREE, or FIVE YEARS, on very favorable
All looses equitably adj rated and promptly
terms.

paid,

of

Sept 14,1S85.—d2ur

Middle St.,

Life Insurance

Second-Hand Clothing,
Of all descriptions, by
WM. BB0W1T, No. 91 Federal Street,
Clothing of all kinds Cleansed and Repalrod

Company,

Capital,

Me.

„,S^6ci!*1 “ttention paid to consignments of all kinds

look

81,000,000.

OF PITTSFIELD, MASS.
Cash Capital and Surplus,
8230,000.

IS

DRIED APPLES, &c.

of

CONN.

Western Massachusetts Ins. Co.

Butter, Cheese, Eggs, Lard, Beans.
.Vo. a Lime Street,

HARTFORD,

a

a

174 MIDDLE

HORTICULTURAL SHOW.

large lot

Auction Sale every evening, and Fancy
dt*r.
Saturdly
at 2 o clock. Goods at private sale darlnc
tb*
day at average auction price*.
HOLMES. AucTIomi k
...

noon*

HODSDON’S,

Has removed his office from

OP

vHi<fkA*
o’ Head,>*ta' Brcakflmt.

£?]££?**> and

Nog. 148 and ISO

duff

City Fire Insurance Company,
OF HARTFORD, CONN.
Cash Capital and Surplus,
8150,000.

dlw

LARRABEE,

e r*

1805.

MILES HEATS—Best threeSii Fire to Har-

Cash Capital and Surplus,

CHARLES F. LARRABEE,

8. W.

Wednesday. Sept. 27th,

for

PROMPTLY FILLED AT THE LOWEST
eg
RATES.

Jie, 8 Central Wharf.
Sept. 23,1865.

Oil

Table Knives, Wallets, Razor*

Cotto“. Lin.
LtaiU1*iil1JjgV.S,H?1
"Ordered Muslin 11

A tolerable fair Skirt, same as sold everywhere lor
$1.73 and 1.87,30 Hoops, 6 Tapes, we offer, to cloee
the lot, tor *1.25 each.

Friday evening following.

from me, night of 16th inst., the following
U. S. BONDS, viz:
STOLEN
3
10
2
2
5

ME

READY.

Wat
of p

Cutlery, Ivory

CORSETS!

TROTTING PARK,

ZING’S

food assortment
,A*ao aPocket
bleaiMl

At

FITZGERALD &

-FOR-

with neatness and

A

NOTICE.

H!

of~I''mulr

Lockets, Gold ands liver

Buttons, Buttons!

TROTTING M

I

duo assortment

assortment

TEN DA YS !
**w

GRAND

Junction of Free and Middle Sts.,

j

MAINE

At 7$ o’clock.
The Tables win be spread In the main Hall, and
refreshment! furnished bv Partington.
An Address will be deuyerod by a distinguished
member, and the evening spent by enjoying the Ftttival, and Toasis, Speeches, Music, &c.
Tickets to be had at A. Dunyona, 113 Middle
St.,
Lowell 6t Senter’s, Exchange tt., and of the
Committet qf Arranyementt:
Joseph Russell,
Stephen Emerson,
Hanson M. Hart,
Richard Cole,
Stephen Patten,
John B. Thorndike,
Stephen Marsh.
Portland, Sept. 22d, 1865_dtd

In all Its branchos, at the office

NOW

NEXT

26>h and *Tth.
Admission 3.T cents,—Reserved Sente 50 cents.
Doors open at 7—commence at 8 o’clock
W. H. SMITH, Manager.
H. E. PARMELEE, Agent.
*
Sept. 21-dlw

PRINTING BUSINESS,

n.

THE

<&

for the purpose of carrying on the

(over H. H. Hays], whore they will be pleased to recelvo orders from their friends and the
public general-

a

»Ott tub

!

Wednesday livening, Sept. 27th,

WOODMAN,

consisting of Castors. Ct
Croum Htchers, CaJl R
Napkin Rings; T$a, Desst
sea t and XaWo
Forks, Butt

Dow With (he P rices

September

great prices given

Packing

Only

can be found, which will be sold to the
Trade at
the very lowest jobbing price?.

As

SHOOTING!

For Tivo Frixe

Two Nights

TTTILL hold their Triennial Celebration at M EVV CHANICS* HALL,

FURNISHING

New Stock ot

THE FALL CAMPAIGN!

Burlesque Opera Troupe.

GOODS,

GENTS’

4

HOOP SKIRTS,

Band,

-AND-

Ready-Made Clothing, Charitable Mechanic
Association!
Bhlrts and Drawers,
Aud

'.

TOST opened at the A
*J lea Federal St., a lot

CALIFORNIA MINSTRELS,

Tuesday

Agents tor the

Audi0

--—■

IMMENSE STOCK I

COTTON <£ MURBHEY’S

“Gem” Linen Paper Collar!
True &

TOUR!

The Champion Troupe of America,
Will give two of their popular entertaimenU at

-FOB THE-

quantitfi?6
Also, have

ANNUAL

This talented Company, pronounced by the pro-9
and public to be

AGE NC Y

AR5..V^™.estab!ished

dtd

and Gloves !

we

Woodman,

JAPANESE TOMMY !
evening in connection with this

Company in the most recherche selection from their
repetoire.
Doots open at 7—performance to commence at 8.

GOODS!

Striped and Chocked Cambrics, and Nansookg, Swiss Muslins, Brilliants, Piquet, Fronting
Linens, Linen Hdkfs, Embroiuories, See.
Also, Beaver Cloths, Broadcloths, Cassimeres,
Cloakings, Shirting Flannels, aud a variety of

!

Twenty Established Artistes

1x1

WILLIAM CHASE,
St. Lawrence and Sherbrooke Streets.

_.

and Domestic

Such as Linen Damask, Table Cloths, Napkins, Diaper, Russia aud American Crash, Huck Towels,
Blankets, Flannels, Quilts, Brown and Bleached
Cottons.

satisfied with
it.—•
While it is entirely

GARDINER

large and desirable stock of

Housekeeping

i
UfD, May 3d, 18G5.
This certifies that I I
have used Johnson’s !

parte.

Co.,

Colored Tamis3 Cloths, Delaines, Gingnams, Print:*, Mourning and Fancy Dress Goods,
Black Crapes, Crape Veils, dfcc.

PORTL

Reproductor for several years post and
have been perfectly

rT,

^

J. W. RAYNOR. Sole
J. H. SURRIDGE,

_

Butter—active and firmer; sales at 28 in 40.
Whiskey—firmer; sales 650 bbls Western at 2 2941
@ 2 30.
Rice—dull.
Sugars—steady; sales 1000 lihds. Muscovado 13 ®
15c. Havana, 1000 boxes, at 13).
Coflee—dull.
Molasses—dull.
Naval Stores—quiet.
Petroleum—quiet and firm at 37c for crude.

_

a

«fc

Consisting in part *of Silks, Shawls, Thibets, Plaid,
and Plain Poplins, Super Black Aipaccas,
®5nP6d
Black aud

entered last nteht by burglars, and $200,000 in government bonds stolen.

32

G. Tolford

.X.

Foreign

was

22

The towboat Nimrod blew ashore this mornMcCormick was instantly killed
The fireman was blown ashore,
receiving fatal"
injuries. The engineer, his wite and boy are
and
to
be
lost.
supposed
missing,
Several
others were seriously injured. Part of the
boiler was blown 100 yard!
The Nimrod was owned by the N. Y. Oil
Company, and the total loss and cause of the
explosion we unknown,

ing. Capt

Messrs.

22.
at Pontiac

Dan-son

Steamboat Accident.

Pittsburg, Pa., Sept

Recently occupied by

Detroit, Mich., Sept.

v'

Washington, Sept. 22.
Hopkins, appointed in July, 1864, with
to
examine Andersonville
Surgeon White,
prison, produced a letter to Gen. Winder, in
which be reported the causes of the disease
and mortality of a large number of the prisoners to be the entire absence of
vegetables,
want of barracks, inadequate supply of wood
and water, badly cooked food, filthy condition
of the prisoners, and morbid emanations from
the ravine, and recommended the immediate
removal of fifteen thousand prisoners to cultivate vegetables; immediate erection of barracks ; the furnishing of necessary wood, and
have wells dug; to divide the prisoners into
squads, each under a sergeant, to be furnished
with soap; to furnish the prisoners with clothing; and if unabie to do this, to notify the
Federal government; daily inspection of the
bake house and cookery; to cover with sand
the morass, and adopt other sanitary measures.
He also made sundry recommendations to improve the hospital arrangements which were
greatly inadequate. Witness testified that he
submitted the report to Surgeon White, who
said it was truthful, and he would
sign and
transmit it to Gen. Winder; but he did not
and
wituess
did
not
know
whether
sign it,
anything had been done to carry out the suggestions.
Judge Advocate Chipman then submitted
the general order of Gen. Winder and Dr.
'Hopkins to show that the Richmond authori-

No. 6 Free St. Block,

Heavy Iiobbery,

Trial of Wert.

Dr.

22.

Major Moore of the 20th Tenn. In tan try, arrested on a charge of murder and arson, escaped from the county jail last night through
the neglect of the turnkey.

officer. The Court, therefore, adjourned, Gen.
Wallace ordering the room to be cleared instantly, so that the fainting and apparently
dying man might have a breath of air. The
hall and lobbies were fined with persons waiting to see him as he wa3 carried past.
The prosecution will probably close to-morrow; but it is doubtful whether Were will live
to see the case closed.
The

T'HE subscribers having taken the SPACIOUS
A and ELEGANT STOKE,

THIS

Murderer.

Nashville, Tenn., Sept.

The store of Charles

L

fob two nights
onlyi
Saturday <£ Monday, Sept. 23 s ok
AND
ONLY
the ORIGINAL
HAYKOR-S

CHRISTY S MINSTRELS
Brass Band.!

J. M. DYER & CO.
0
Sept 18—dlwfeodtf

Montgomery, Ala., Sept. 22.
The Convention to-day passed an ordnance
ratifying all laws passed by the Legislature
during the war, not inconsistent with the Con-

OI

Mlscellan eous.

And

The Alabama Convention.

authority.

Werz said

NEW FALL GOODS.

Have received

_

some

NEV_FIBM!

to-night
Lake Superior and Puget Sound Railroad.
Montreal, Sept. 22.
Col. Howland, Commissioner of the Northern
Pacific Railroad Company, is here conferring

Entertainments.

Miscellaneous.

22.

New Yobk, Sept.

A fire broke out in the cabinet shop of Carl
Burgdorf, Nos. 232 and 234 West 38th street,
early this forenoon and destroyed four buildings, Christopher Roch, Carpenter, Simons A
Co., Wool Dressers; Curtis Ycflan «nd Fred
Motlee were among the sufferers.
Burgdorf has been arrested on suspicion of
setting fire to his premises.
The trial at the dock between A0 Algonand Winooski commenced to-day. The
quin
fire was started on both vessels within a few
minutes of each other, but the former got her
engines at work an hour and twenty minutes
before her rival.
The Winooski (expended 2600 pounds more
coal than the Algonquin in raising sleata.
The 98 hour trial begins about nine o clock

Duncan, who had ill-treated some of
prisoners at Andersoville, causing the
death of one of them, and who was' arrested
in the court room
yesterday, has been com-'
Provincial Pair.
rnitted to the Old Capitol Prison.
At the close of proceedings of the Werz trial
Toronto, C. W., Sept 22.
17000 tickets were sold yesterday for the proto-day a remarkable scene took place. The
witness on the stand, an Indiana cavalry man vincial Fair. The day’s proceeding! were a
named Geo. W. Spray, had been testifying to
grand public and civic reception to the deleand anour

race

Time, 2.37,2.37 1-2 and 2.39 1-2.
In the postponed race between Frank Vernon, Empress and Sorrel Dan, single heat,

PRESS.

Tarimu Jt*ms.

Street*.

trom

the

one

for

a

Sa-

ififeSSRs*-*-

■

,fi»

%

*Q

*

p

w

,.

and horn,

miy
among the
wm a valley.

7~m7t- *. *.
lOTWWMOcnvl

A^^"oad
*00l) -.oraea,
13—d3m

...

£

_.

lop SaScL;
subscriber offers icr
lo his fhrm^situated
in uray,
THE
mil© and half from fbfo'corpcrr It
contains

may

X wfnlkbJbt, and In and out,
V.tj are a blossom sailing,
Ana'nero aod taero a W-sytroat,

AnMsrtrand there a foamy flake
MftOanio, asi travel,
Wiw maoy a suvery natorbreak
Above the golden gravel,

situated at the foot ol the
Mountain, and commands a view
that for natural loveliness cannot be

And draw them all along, and flow
Xo join the br.minlng river.
For nro:i may come auu men mat go.
Bat go on forever,

boarding in

ft. Station at South Paris. The farm contains 150
acres—fine orchards—excellent water in house and
barn. There is a valuable Mineral Spring near the
bouse. This valuable property is now offered for sole.
For particulars call at 83 Commercial St., or address
J. A. KING, South Paris.
a'.','Sept 1—deodibwlw*

A Raya ton correspondent writes;
tisv. Compel GranviUe Moody, oi Ohio, bettor an own P3 the “Eighting Parson,” preached
a sermon on a Quarterly jtfeetin" occasion, In
July, 16(15, lh the New Eoundry Methodist
Cua cj, w'ashingtbh, District of Columbia.—
At tde.e meetings it is the custom to take up
a eouectlon ror tne support of the
prodding
Cider and for other purposes. On this occasion, after Colonel Moody had closed an earnest, do pieat discourse, he said:
"
The stewards will now please pass around
the baskets, and collect two hundred dollar*!
This novel appeal for money put the audience in tne oa,t of humor, and they paid the
amount.

English peri-

odical, contains the following “statement of a
brief and piain formula, by which all knotty
questions, o specially those of a theological nature, may be rendered as transparent as the
geueradty of stone walls: By quadruply differentiating the several intercolumniations
re .ulttaj /torn the latent combustion of an infinitesimal and supererogatory vicissitude,

Ofiiononuotonthnlogos can be sympathetically
Inoculated with that perpendicular quintessence which is diroctiy resolvable into the
semldiamotrical imponderability of Abracada,

THOMAS TRACY,

the seal of the university, on the front a classic me ialiion, and on the other side the following inscription: “Prior tempore, priorjure.'
“Presented by the class of 180H to-—,
bom Aug. 3,1804.”

word,” said a soldier one day to
Feieriek the Great, when presenting to him a
re guest for the brevet of Lieutenant “If
yousay
two,” answered the king, “I will have you
banged.” “digit,” replied the soldier. The
king started, stared, wuistleJ, and signed.
one

mind ta ruin the ant, he
gives him wings. The i .sect, filled with joy
and pride, takes his flight. A little bird passes
seas him, and snaps him up.
a

Do ant attach yourself to a cruel man;
•nous: or late.- you will find him as pitiless for
yon as ha is for others.

ryJSGANT

apply

EXCHANGE

ST. 4)8.
G. L. BAILEY.

Aag3d-d8wis_

Agents Ihtcftfleld
have
hand and
WE
del I, POWDER ot all
sell
on

Enquire

receiving irom Back-

are

the trade

on

very

descriptions,

whlcli

we

favor tble terms.

189 Co™***r*Ia* ***

Sept 14, xsajs—daw
HOUSE and lot

A lintse oontafi.s7
aai
woodhoueo:

at WoodEwTh Corner.
rooms. There'•

»celan,

a se

waier; sizo oflot,

rne

good cellar

a

n

acreT'fc or-ad

one

,cf

iinjur-ii sel. Prlae*'
beauty of location
"•
m irtawe.
Aiinlv
..MO; #700 can remain on
^
V ) to
qr
kiUlllHS, P. & K. Depot1
CAPT. RACXLYFF,
Sept 15-rdt'
■'
at the Corner.
0r~- m
is

^

Cheap.

For Sale
TV

and

julySC dtf is

seoond-luuid

Two

K

Comparisons will Confirm these Facts.

Henry

WARREN

State

SPARROW,

EOR MAINE AND NEW HAMPSHIRE.

Real Instate tor Sale.
and Lp r No. 37 Middle Street, known as I
HOUSE
the

Central Office 30 Exchange
Portland, July IS; 1S03—dtt

Oi N 0J8, with Hose

good order.

FIRE

EN-

Carriage*; all in

—SSL—Also,

a lot ot Hoae enitable ftr
Fire Engine*. Apply to
EZRA RUSSELL, ChieJ Engineer.
Or A-'P. Moboar, Chairman Committee on PortJunelBt■
land Alta Deportment.

TTiuid

House and Lot corner ol 'Waterville and Sherbrook
Terms easy,
suit purchasers.
Apply to W, ifl Middle St.
Julylldtl

MThe

of

ner

SALE.
the

State and Danforth

Sts.,

D^hhow&jJAOKSOJr,

stories, containing 13 rooms, closets, &c., all in
complete order. Also well arranged Stable and outThe lot contains 6O.O0J feet, and for beauty of location Is unsurpassed in this \ icinty.
Term easy. For particulars
enquire at
*U* Cen^vess fit
.-so/jr
Portland. Me.
Ju1y25<ltf,

two

For Sale or
T®5. ?e,T ?r?.n<®, Cott*S°-

Office

No.

113

Total

CHAMBERS
LARGE
Apply to

apl9dtt

tip Let.

over

HO and 113 Federal st.

To Let or Lease for

finely located House Lots In Cape ElizSEVERAL
abeth, three minutes' walk from the Cape Bridge.

Inquire of E. N. PERRY, at the Sheriff's Omce, Portland, where a plan Of Cape Elizabeth lots mav be
seen.
mayl3tf

Decalcom ania, Decalcomanla S
transterrod, with facility, at vet v IVT
rates at No._37) Middle Street, Payson’s Sot.
with
Varnish,
printed directions lor using, lor X Is.

PICTURES

per bottle.

anqg&lti

Whit

Lead.

i

Atlantic V Aite Lead

SP-i^!!.,01^
pieaeoa to

August M—dff

Manufacturer! of PU'.E WHITE

LEAD, Dry and in Oil, -ED LEAD,LITHARGE, Glass-mTers’ Red

WT"lpt&

Lead, etdC f

Also, LINSEED OIL, Rav, Boiled

Olives A. Dbake, Ass’t Secretary.
J. H. Platt, Manager Marine Department (late ot
the Atlantic Mutual Ins. Co.)

J. W. Munger A

The steamer CUPPER will leave
r lor Poruaua di»Yannjutn
and Saturday at 8

...

PI« same

*

111

Ta^jcThunsJay

Returning will leave -Portland

day ut 3| ovioclt P?M.
NrTrelght roeived at Pm Hand
rare each

way, m cents,

after 3 o’clock.

eepi31tf

THE

Co., Agents,

Railroad and other Corporation

ATLAiVllC

Mutual Insurance
61 Walt St,

eor.

Company

William, NEW YOBS.

January, 1806.

I

Sermons, Reports,

BRONZED & COLORED

Insures Against Marine and Inland Navi
gation Risks.
The whole profits of the Company revert to the
Assured, and are divided Annually, upon the
Premiums terminated during tnu year; aid 'nr which
ert ticates are issued, bearing interest until reieemen.
The Dividends in the Years 1863 4 and 6 were 40
1 ror oent each.
I'he Profits for 22 Years amount to the
«»m of
*19,681.020
O' whloh here has been redeemed
ty

12,663,730

Steven Million

over

viz

United States and State of Now-York
Stock, City. Bank and other Stocks,
#4,974 7n0
Loans secured by Stocks and otherwise,
2,187,950
Premium Notts and Bids Receivable,
Real Estate, Bond and Mortgages, and
other -eonrit'ee,
t n 14ft mo
United States Gold Coin,
MI SS'1
Cash in Bank,
488.430

*11,133,600

For sale

generally,

John D Jones,
Charlet Dennis,
W H K Moore,
Henry Coil,
Wm C Piokersgill,
Lewis Cards.
Charles H Russell,
Lowed H'lbrook,
U Warren Weston,

Royal Phelps.

Caleb Barstow,
A P Piliot,
Dane! 8
Joshua J Heury,
•eorge G Hobson,

Miller,

met

by Druggists

and

&

Wm Stnrgis, Jr,
Henry K Bogcrt,
William K Dodge,
Dennis Perkins,
Joseph Gsilard, Jr,
J Henry Burgy,
Cornelius GrinneU,
C A Hand,
Walts Sherman,
B J

Howland,

&

Co.,

Agents,

287 Pearl St., NEW YORK.

ALSO, RI LE AND FIGURE

Old and

ln,value

Now England Screw

Steamship Co

ann

F RAM CON

The

LA,' Ca'ptH

It prevents

E00“’

Sterling’s Ambrosia

SESfwSS!»

sole

CO..

_Qtl

Eastport, Calais

sad

Applications received by

J. W.

MUNGER, 168

9eb21edlmllmeodfcw6w

Fore St.
PORTLAND,

CITY OP PORTLAND.

after

Co.

GU'eat

city, lying on Vaughan, Pine, Neal, Carlton, Thomas,
West, Emery, Cushman, Lewis, Bramhall, Monument, Dantorth, Orange and Salem Streets.
They will sell on a credit of from one to ten years.
If desired by the purchasers, and to parties who will
build houses of satisfactory character, they ail! advance, if desired, one fourth eg the cost qfbwUling, on
the home. From parties who build imcompletion qf
mediately, NO CASH PAYMENTS REQUIRED.
Apply every day except Sunday, from nine to ten
A. ST, at the office of the 'subscribers, where plans

Jl. the

iSJmfwti^Sve Railroad Wha?f“,f*tP^fE u% 8?"
^B^rwToK,6^ S ^iaStS^T-

^ssassss:

Returning will leave at, John
Thursn.ys.t8 a. m, for
At

everv Mood..

Ea«tport th© Steamer 4,One«w>»

...

may be seen, and full particulars oblained.
J. B. BROWN & SONS.

Portland, May 3,

«»ni

Robins’on and Valais with theNew
Df
St_AJdre7’"'
Brnswick
and Canada Railway for
Boulton stations. S age r0iehs« Wc^d,,™?'lin
Joif. Mk ?nd

’?*«™«di» "pC,
E!AtBtr
Johnlhel’t”
Atot. John
the steam©* Emperor
ii«nnwn„»
\Y

APPLY TO THE
General Western Ticket

90

Office,

Street.

Exchange

ry Fares ft-om *4 to ST toff via. the Grand
Trunk Kailway, than any other route to the West.
".

276

BEACH, Uen. Agt.
Broadway, New York. |

JAS.
A

E.

WSl.

Eastern Agt., Bangor.

Street, or ituDiie warm said City,— beginning at
the present terminus of Cedar Street on Lincoln St.,
and continuing to Kennebec Street: and whereas
said petition was referred by the City Council, June
19tb, 1S0B, to the undersigned, for them to consider
and act upon, tberofore
Notice is hereby given, lo ail parties Interested,
that the Joint Standing Committee of the City Council on laying out new Streets, will meet to bear the
parties ana view the proposed way on the 27th day of
Sept., I860, at 3 o’clock lu tlio alteration, at the corner 01 Cedar and Lincoln Streets, and will then and
there proceed to determine and adjudge whether the
public convenience requires said street or way to be
law ont.

^limn umhj^

our

hands this 19th day of Septem-

PliINDLE, Agent,

d»y- •Wm«hi

Portl.ad, March »■ 1935.

Portland and

Wanted.
WJan 21^dtf

M. BROWN,

tho

HOW,
HENRY L. PAINE.

The subscriber will continue the bnoiness under the
style as heretofore at 267 Commercial Street,
Smith’s Whan, where a cho re assortment of the
BEST qualities of Coaland Wood may be found at
the lowest market prices, delivered in any part ol
the city.
HENRY L. PAINE & CO.
same

4 o'clock

C‘“*

Penobscot Hirer

Portland, August,22.

F ICKETT,
Photographic Goods,
Mirrors and Engravings.

i860.

J^^ne°wn aru! K&V
M*wtr

ClTToTk^T apt.

W
*oot of

H

COMPOUND EXTRACT OF

Cubebs and

WrHmv.hSI

vitSS ,^1

5

i
;

|
I
1

aid

s
ea

Cure

Ircqaeutiy performing

or

perfect cure in the short space of three or !oar
days, aud alwavs in less time than any other prepalntheuseot

Tarrants Compound Extract qf Cubebs and

Copaibs
no need of confinement or change of diet
approved form of a paste, it i- entire] tasteless, auu causes no uupieae nt seueaton to the patient, and v"*Np.sure It Is nowachnnWIedged b,
tne mo-t le”joa in tbe profession that in tbe above
oiass ofdiaeasop, Cubebs and Copaiba ar. tbe onlv
two remedies known that oan be relied a, on with
any certainty or suooess.
Tarrant’s Compound Extract of Cubebs and
Copaiba MEVER FAILS.
Manufactured only by

thereie

-■

TAR RA NT

Pound.
I Cam* Into my cndoswa on the 28th
•of August, thirteen Lambn, which tho
owner can have by proving
property

I5

gand paying charges.
UAWiflb WASH.
Or*y. Sept. «, 18W.
8fw*w*

*

CO..

278 Greenwich 8‘., Hew York.
Sold by Druggists all oyer tbe World.
mayfifi6dly

AND

FOR LALE

BT

MIDDLE-AGED MEN.
There are many men at the age of thirty who are
troubled with too frequent evacuations horn the bladder, often accompanied by a blight smarting or burning sensation, and weakening the system in a manner
the patient cannot account for. On examining the
urinary deposits a ropy sediment will often he found,
and sometimes small particles of semen or albumen
will appear, or the color will be of a thin milkUh hue,
again changing to a dark and turbid arptarance.
There are many men who dio of this difficulty, ignorant of the cause, which is the
SECOND STAGE OF SEMINAL WEAKNESS.
I can warrant a perfect cure in such cases, and a
full and healthy restoration of the urinary organa.
Persons, who cannot personally consult the Dr.,

do so »y writing, in a plain manner, a description
of their diseases, ar.d the appropriate remedies will
bo forwarded immediately.
All correspondence strictly confidential, and will be
returned, If desired.
can

HENRY A. CHOATE, Druggist,
Wholesale Agents J. W Perkins A Co, 86 Commercial Ht; Whulesalo anil Retail E. L Stunwood, cur.
Fore anil India Sts; M. II. May, Junction Free ami
diddle Sts; M S. Whittier, oor. Free ami Congress
Sts; H m. W. Whipple No 21 Market Square; and
aU druggists in Portland and vicinity.
June a—dAwdni

1865

Dm. J. 6. HUGHES,
Address:
No. 5 Temple Stroct (comer of Middle

62F" Send

a

Street!, Portland, Ms*
Stamp for Circular.

Medical

Electic

Infirmary,

THE LADIES.
DR. HUGHES particularly invites all Ladles, whs
TO

need

a

advises* to call at Ms rooms, No. f

medical

Temple Street, which they will find arranged for theta
especial accommodation.
Dr. H.'s Electic Renovating Medicines are unrivalled in efficacy and superior virtue in regulating all
Female Irregularities. Their action is specific and
certain of prefacing relief in a short time.
LADIES will find It invaluable in all cases of ob

structious after all other remedies have been tried hi
It is
vegetable, containing nothing in
the least Injurious to the health, and may be taken
with perfect
at all times.
Sent to any part of the country, with foil directions

vain.

purely
safety

N. B.— Ladies desiring may consult one of theh
A lady of experience in constant attend

own sex.
ance.

ostal>lii»be< t in N. Y. City.”
“Only infallible remedies knoT»n.”
“Free flrom Poisons.”
“Not dangerous to the Human Family.”
“Hats come out of tlieir holes to die.”
“18

rears

The World's Great

a paste-used for Rais,
Mice, Roaches, Black and

Is

Ants, $c., $c.t $c.

a liquid or wash, used to
destroy, and also as a preventative for Bed-Bugs, 4c.
“Oostar's” Electric Powder for
Is lor Moths, Mosquitoes,

DYSPEPSIA !

Is

Pleas, Bed-Bugs, Insects

and a'l diseases of the

Insects,

STOMACH AND BOWELS!

on

Plants, Fowls, Animats, tfc.
|3P“Sold by all Druggists and Retailers everywhere.

13?"!!! Bewake! !Toi all worthless imitations.
fyySeetbat “Costae’s” name is on each Box,
and Flask, before yon bay.
HENRY R. COSTAB.
Principal Depot, 4S2 Broadway, A\ Y.
Sold by all Druggists and Demurs in Portland, Ms.

July 13—<13tn

Treasury Department,
Office of Comptroller op

Remedy

-FOR—

“CostarV Bed-Bug Exterminator,

Currency,
Washington, July 17,1805. )
by satisfactory evi tenco presented
the undersigned, It has been made to appear

One Bottle is guaranteed to oure the worst ease of
Dyspepsia In oxisteno and one dote will Instantly
themoatagg uvated attacks of

relieve

Cholera Morbus.

Etek Headache.

Dysentery,

sickness at

Fever and Ague,
Cello k atas,

Stomaoh,

Heartburn,

and In fhet a’l diseases p-oceedlng from the Stomaoh
and Bowels. It is a sovereign and permanent eure for

INDIGESTION AND GENERAL DEBII*
ITT.

I

the

t«
WHEREAS,
that the

“National Traders Bank
OF

Dyspepsia Cure

Coe’s

^<0ostar,s,, Rat, Roach, &c., Exterminators,
Red

Jan1.l865d£wly

e-rry Instanoe regulates and restores to a
healthy co dltiouu disordered stomach euahiingthe
palieulto take healthy food without dmigu of d.siressfromlt
It is tho most wonilerfu remedy sod

and in

the must speedy In its action, ever known to the
world Nouns will do without It ia tho house that
ever used it once.

has

PORTLAND,”

YOV

U. S. Sanitary Commission
ARMY A NAVY CLAIM AGENCY.
[NO CHAKGE FOK SERVICES.
W. II. Fessenden, Local Agent.
Office, Noo G5 Exchange Street*
rilHEU S. SANITARY COMMISSION desiring to
A relieve Soldiers, Sailors, and their families from
the heavy expenses usually paid for the prosecution
ol such claims, have established ihi3 Agency, to colj lect pensions, arrears ot pay, bounty ana other claims
against the Government, without charge or ex-

pense OF ANY KIND WHATEVER TO TUB CLAIMANTS.
On application sent to this Agency, stating the
name and post office address of the claimant, the
name, rank, company, regiment, service, and State ol
the soldier on whose account the claim is made, date
of discharge or death, the proper blanks win be filled
out as tar as possible and forwarded to tho person applying. These can then be executed and roturned to
tlds office, where the claim will be proscuted to a fijuu
issue in the shortest possible time.
July7eod2m& w6m.

THAT ABB

of It.

are

U S*<»»«'«■». Oommittio*, I
..roadway, B. Y.. Dec, 20, 18f4. I
ISH aKL WASHBURN, Jn., of Portland,
Maine, has consented to aooept the dutlee o>
General Agent of the Conimi«rio» for Maine, and
Is hereby appointed ouch agent
by authority of the
Commis ion.
He will bo ready to furnish ad rice to the friend*
or the Commission’s work
throughout the S’ste.
All money contributed In Mvue tor the use of th*
Commi8«<on should bo paid to Mr. Washburn or to
persons designated by him.
Hon. Mr. Washburn is tha solo agent reeognlwf
by the Commission tor Maine.
J. FOSTER JENKINS,
«28dfcwtf
General aeoret.ry.

HOB.

one

trial

Sold by Druggists very where.

C. G. CLARK A CO., Proprietors,
New Daren, Conn.
F PHILLIPS If CO, and J. IT. PBBKIBM k
CO., Agents, t orliand, Me.
nr

Periodical

Lyon’s

Drops!

THE GREAT FEMALE REMEDY.
A

SCIENTIFICALLY

PREPARED]

FLUID PREPARATION

Of DIRECT and POWERFUL ACTION.
Better than

Pills

any

and Is tafo to

ate

or

Ponders I

at all limes

For all Female Complaiati,
EXCEPT IN CERTAIN
forbidden la
especially
each botile.

CASES

the dtreetioni whleh

puny

Prepared by JOFfJT L. LTO.f,
DruggUtt everywhere,

U.

D.

aceon.

lold hf

C. G. CLARK £ CO., Gm'lAgmtt,

Sanitary Commission.
°^ciSL
828

BVFFBBIXQ,

slok. to make just
1’rloe One Duller per bottle.

Wobegofyou Ifyeu

For U. 8.end Canada.
pERKiys tr■ co- «*<» w. p. Phillips »
CO., Portland, Me., Wholesale Agent*.
j. jr

Coe’s Cough Balsam!
No Medicine

erer

known will enre

Coughs, Colds, Croup, Asthma,
Influenza9 Whooping Cough,
Oft RELIEYft

ary lHRR! gnu be convinced ol ihuireup»iiunty overeviryihiug elan ot the kii d ever iff. red to
the pub Po t r Rronthttis, Coughs Colds, Hoarseness Sore Throat, Ca arrh and ntmema
Numerous testitnouia s irom tne Clergr, and otberi,
scFor sale by the prinepai
oompa tying ach box.
Druggists throughout the city.
may27oodtf

Sails and Rigging' lor Sale.
TIHE Standing Bigghig, Salle and Blocks ol the
A new Brig Atlanta, 400 tons old measurement,
saved in perfect order. The draft ol the spars can be
seen

at

onr

store.

tune !0—dtf

aog22dti

ALVAH LIBBEY, who has had the' sole
ill Agency far GOLD’S IMPROVED 8TEAM and
WATER HEATING APPARATUS, and the Justly
celebrated McGregor Hot Air Furnace, both of which
have a world-wide reputation, can be tound hereafter
at the store of Messis. C. H. STUA'.tT & CO., 171
and 173 Middle St., where be will be happv to meet
tbose in want of furnaces, and reeelwu their orders.
He attends personally to Furnace work.
ALVAH LIBBEY.
Portland, Aug 21,1866.
oag22u3m

1

for all <li.rar-

a

McGILVERY, RYAN A DAVIS,

No. 161 Cornnu rcial Street.

THE

p M|

Portland, Any 30,

or from

the firm.

JO^HEDUNNINO.
1865.

MECHANICS’ HALL.

Lectures, Extltt-

arranged Cor Crncerts
be obtained
WELL
tions, Leveos, Ac.,
tion
to

R1CHABD CLUB,

lunelSdtf

on

appllca-

Superintendent,

No. 3 Tolman Place.

Board.
with Board can be obtaiord at the
ALBION HOUSE.
13—dTtr
August

ROOMS

CONSUMPTIVE COUGH!

vmW” raj

at

qalck

as

COE’S COUGH BALSAM!
p-auaNT to the palate, cause no pain, act
oerw require increase of do*e, do not

PtOTomAlv,
and" lot elderly

persons, female* and childTwo taken at night movr?n are Just the tb££.
next
tl»#
morning. Warranted
once
th# bowels
ol the Rectum. We
In »U caws of Tiles and Failing
of the Dyspepsia,
nil
for
a
cure
symptoms
promt*©
Snob as Oppression after eating, Sour Stomach, Spitalso,
o
Palpitations;
fiooa,
Headache,
Dizziness,
ting
Hxhauat.

Loins,^Yellowness

It does not dry up aoeugh,but looeons It aothattka
patient can expoct rate freely. It la within
the reach of all. the
I*rloe Uelnar Only 33
and is for tale by all

of the Skin

C.G.CLARK

partnership ol OWEN A DENNING, is this
day dissolved by mutual consent. Jnavingsold his Interest to Joseph F. Dunning, whois
authorized to settle a 1 debts duo to

n

Pam in the l’.ack nnd

Dissolution.

wav

I

Copaiba,

Certain,
Speedy
the Bladder. Kinneys and l/rinary Organs,
IS ofSure,
female,
either in the mule

Notice.

■NfR.

1

road Wha f,
State Street
Bomr, WroTOMt »nt Paiday
o’coon,connecting with ihe3r n. train from Bo*J®5'
Re u'ntng, w«l leave Bangor everv Mowt..v
Wbdnei-dav and Fbioat mornjogu
t'-nohingat Rsck'and, Camden, Belfast. Nea-sport!
B"cksport winterpori, and Hamreo both waia*
Passengers ticketed through on the Boston. Maine
and Eastern Railroad at the Depots In Boston * Salem Lvnn and Lawrenco.
For freight or pas save apply to
A. SOUERRr. Agent,
tb* Whar'-

Portland, April 21,18W.-U

Special

Portland, Mr.

’T'A.PliR.A.lSJ’T’S

•

Summer Arrangement.

aSZuZZ'

Notice.

in

Portland, Aug. 19,18C6.

«

eT«5nr,m»

00 Exchange Street,
oyngt IQ—a<1m
PORTLAND.

M n7hU^,Mi77 A- Dowling, lefl my home on the
forbid all^nm^n. 5.^13“ not returned; thie is to
her on my acSint la ffiji
T-v m> debtsorottrusting
nti pay
her contracting.
D0WL&0'
Portland, Sept 13, IW.J^11

on

r

from

W. C.
~ _

sail‘Ssrsssr--zStM

ssttsssr
r™*bt reoe,ved

mayttf

1866.

has this day withdrawn
WH,ArmC. olHOW
HENRY L. PAINE <St CO.

***

Grand Trunk Railway.

Inducements

FOR PARTUS WISHING TO BUILD.
for sale a large quantity ol
rpHE subscribers offer lots
in the West End of the
JL desirable building

St. John.

Monday, March

K.

In its

NEW YORK.

apfldta

TWO TRIPS A WEEK.

gjjA-—Vs „,?.°„nnd

proprietors,

r

Steamship

J,

Dealer

ration.

Manufacturing Comp’y,

»l rat,t Poraand

International

They will cure Coughs and Colds.
They will-cure Sore Throat.
Always cure Tickling in the Throat.
Sure to prevent Sleepless Nights from Coughs.
Will prevent the Asthma If token early.
•
Are good fbr cold in the head.
Often cure Bronchitis.
Are an effectual remedy for Catarrh,
lways cure lioarsencss.
ill relieve a Dry Cough instantly
All Vocalists should use them.
Will always e’ear and strengthen tho voice.
All public speakers should use them.
More in quantity fbr the money.
The large boxes are the cheapest.
PREPARED

Coition, are

HOW MANY THOUSANDS CAN TESTIFY TO
THIS BY UNHAPPY EXPEDIENCE!
Young men troubled with euiiturfonl m sleep,—a
complaint generally the result of a bad habit In
youth.—treated soicntitically, and a perfect euro warranted or uo charge made.
Hardly a day posse* but we are eensultod by one
or more young man with the above disease, some ot
whom are a* weak and emaciated a* though they bad
the
consumption, and by their friend* supposed to
Lave it* Ad such u*e* yield, to the proper and only
correct course of treatment, and in a short tim* art
made to rcjotcc in perfect health.

Elied

and the Head free from

It is the best n,air
Dressing and
Preservative in the world.

n

g®a«g fflswarJfcss
Mav29, 1866.

everybody should use, and every
Druggist should sell them.

in the City ol Portland, in the County o Cumberland, and Sta*e of Maine, has been duly orga* izod
under and according to the requirements oJ the Act
of Congress entitled “An Act to provide a National
Currency, secured by a pledge of United States bonds,
and to provide for the circulation and redemption
CHARLES CLARK,
tlicreof,,r approved June 3, 1861, and has complied
U. S. Marshal District of Maine.
with ail the provisions of said act required to be oom20—did
Sept
with before commencing the business of Bank*
is under said Act:
Portland, August 22,1865.
Now, therefore, I Preeman Clarice, Comptroller ol
the Currency, d hereby certify that “The National
CONSUMERS’ MUTUAL COAL CO. have
Traders’ Bunk of Portland,” In the City of Portland,
now on hand a superior quality of COAL fbr house
a
Also
steam purpose*.
aud
for
or
in the Conuty ol
foundry
purposes
Cumberland, and State of .Maine, Is
authorized to commence the business ot Banking unnice article of Smith’s Coal, and a good supply of dry
Hard and Soft WOOD, where the stockholder* and ! der the Act aforesaid.
In testimony whereof, witness mv hand and soal of
any others that want can be supplied at tho lowest
market rates.
office this seventeenth day of Julv,'lS6P.
Ottice head of Union Wharf, formerly occupied by
FREEMAN CLARKE,
(L. 8.]
gbsirtietf & Co.
Comptroller ol the Currency.
I. P. BUTLER, Agent
No. 1461.
Aug 23—d4w
JulyfiO 2m

Hair.
or

Dandruff.

the

u»A>A

1865.
The Coal to be of tbe beat quality, free from Slate
and dust, and o be put into the basement of the
Custom House, in Portland, in such quantities and
at such times as the Marshal of the District oi Maine
may direct.
Proposals to be endorsed, “Proposals for fuel for
U. 8. Courts” and addressed to the United
Maine.
States Marshal for the District

“There is do each Word as Fail.”

Glossy,

iS£?X2d?"
travei““
l^wMn

Coal,

Furnace

for One Tear from the first day (f October, A. D.t

JmnelStf

every’ WFDNpina

Mfal. exfr^

N.Hw ?0CROMW^LL fc

°s

w'tli

DA?and ™ATUI!DA y"j TtTp* m' ^ Eg"®

m

SEALED

Minifaoturer of Mi Tor It Picture Frame*.
No. 28 MARKET SQUARE,

stops the Hair
from falling; Cleanses, Beautifies,
Preserves, and renders it Soft and

8«*» aod comfortable route*fbr
Now York and Maine
P&f'Ufp
•6.00. Cabin passage %i 00

DISTRICT OF MA1XE,
Portland, September 20, IPS'.
PROPOSALS will be received at
this Office until Saturday the Thirtieth day of
at noon, for loxnishing the Unicurrent,
September
ted States Courts with

FOR

9 North Hiver, New
York,
v
and SATURDAY, at 4 o’elook p V ffU,SE8DAY
These vessels are fitted up
fine
tons tor passengers,
this

making

young should use

^BR

SEMI WEEKLY LINE.

SBBgjgiooorf

WORK

STERLING’S

**• B1LL1NU8 Agent.
feb 18,18«3 —dtf

Au»
ifirs
*n» s5> l8dJ-

MAGIC LOZENGES!

THE

Executed neatlv, and on terms that cannot
foil to satisfy.

Bryoe.

Dealers

by

a? uoleMlniwS*?diS!S

Wes'ray,
Minium, jr,
Go’don W Burnham,
Frederick Chauncey,

James Lew,
Chas H Marshall.
John D Jones President.
Charles Dennis, Yioe.President.
W. H. H Moore. 2u Vioo-Pres’t.

CIRCULARS,

responsible for baggage

*50

POSTERS,

And Plain Printing of every description.

Satur*

Officd of the U. S. Marshal,

Lehigh

opi-ortunity

Bottle

Sept. 13,1865—ulaw3w

cakds,

Notes of Invitation, Visiting Cards, Lists of Dances,
etc., etc., of every variety and cost, furnished
at Short Notice.

to
and tliat personal unless notice is
given and paid for at the rate of
one passenger for
every $5u0 additional value

r

f, H. Chapman, Acting Secretary.

ROBERT COLGATE

not

Benj Babcock,

Fletoh
Bob B

LABELS,

For Apothecaries, Merchant?, and Fancy Dealers,
got up in tho best style of the art.

run as

mittens.

ISRAEL WASHBURN* Jr.,
Collector.

j

be
preparatory studies nt» him for ail the untie*nostrum*
iuhiai; yot the country 1* Hooded with poor
and cure-all*, purporting to l»e the host in tho world,
iho unare not only useless, but always injtrrfeu-..
fortunate should bo rABTKCLAK In selecting hhi
physician, as it 1* a lamentable yc6 incantroveitabfo thet, that many syphilitic patient* are made
miserable w ith ruined constitution* by maltreatment
from inexperienced physician* In general practice;
lor it is a point gcncrahy conceded by the *w»t syphhograpbers, that tho study and nianagen.cnt of those
c tmp.aintH should engios* the whoie timo of those
who would be competent and successful in their tri atTho Inexperienced goncral practitment and cure.
nor time to make
ioner, having neither
himseli acquainted with their pathology, commonly
in
of
ao»i case* maktreatment,
t
one
system
pursue
ing au imlisci uninato use of that antiquated and dantho
Mercury.
weapou,
gerous

DR. HUGHES,
by addressing
No. 5 Temple Street (corner of Middle), Portland.

persons claiming tKe same are requesed to appear and make such claim within ninety days Tom the tiate hereof; otherwise the said
goods will be disposed o in accordance with the act
1844.
ot Congress approved April

& all kinds of Pamphlets,

Hand-Bills, Shop-Bills, Programmes,

day, Thursday, Friday and
and J“dia Wharf,

—

CHOATE’S

or

Put up in Superior Style.

Aloniavy. Tuesday, Wednesday .Thursday, Friday and Saturday, a 5 o’clock P.1L
hare 1n Cabin
an on
taT- hVoight taken as usual
e\ory

pairs

Any person

must know
Every iateUigent and thinking peraon
that re medio* handed out for general u*« “*04~ ~7®
their edlcacy estnbheliod l>y well tested experience hi
too hands of a regularly educated physiciau, whose
must

Frustration that may follow impure

ws:—

24 10-12 do*,

m.ci-i.ii.g
itm.

the Barometer to tho whole system.
Do not wait for the consummation that i* sure to fel*
low: dofiot wait for Unsightly Ulcer*, lor
Disabled Limb*, for Loom oi Beauty
and Complexion.

Six Bottles for $5:

SI Per Bottle.

Slece

at Short Notice.

follows:—
Leave Atlantic Wharf, Portland,
‘every Monday Tuesday Weduesa

tle.

Goods.

of

*£v23* eSfftho

HENRY A. OHOATE, Druggist,
HAVE CONFIDENCE.
All who havo committed an excess oi any kind,
Under Rover© House. Boston; aud by wholesale and
whether it be tho solitary vice of youth, or the stlngretail druggist* general V throughout the country.
I ing rebuke of misplaced couhdence in malurcr yvttrs,
fr To be sure of tho genuite notice the Circular
SEEK FOR AN ANT,DOTE IN SEASON.
Trade-Mark enclosing a liuohu Loaf on each botThe Fain* and Ache*, and Latitude and Nervous

Bubhcrs.

June 23,1863, on board steamer New York, 1 box
marked “w. H. Lane, Brewer, Me.," contains Silk,
Calico, and Stockings; July 7, 1 bundle marked1
“Cant. Chas. Lowe, Watervi’lo, M'-.,” containing
o Broadcloth and 1 piece of Silk; July 21st, 3
ores marked “J. Grant, Portland," contain* Pimentor July Rth, 1 bundle marked “Snelling, Andrews
Co, New York," contain* 1 piece Broadcloth ; August 2d, on board brig Alice, 1 barrel Molaeees; August 21st, on beard sicamei New York, 1
tin box containing about 3i pounds Gum Camphor;
September 21,1 valise containing 11 bottles Brandy;
September 12tb, on Commercial Street, 8 doz. pairs
Stockings; September 15th, at Store on Fore Street,

INSURANCE POLICIES, RILLS of LADING, TIME TARLES, and all sorts
of LEGAL DOCUMENTS,

STEAMERS
further notice,

Sold at wholesale and retail by the proprietor,

deTvrOTXCE is hereby given that the allowing
Di scribed goods were seized at this part, on tbo
days hereinafter mentioned, tar a violation of the

Work,

LARGE

until

and.

Shoes

Seizure

Revenue L

Arrangement l

Will,

than imp other timitar preparation.

i>." C.' McCAUuAB.

Done with promptness and fidelity.

Forest City, Lewiston and Montreal,

No. 166 Foro Street, Portland.

7,1865—Godly

Children.
Sold for $1 per bottle; six bottles for $3; by all drug
gists and apothecaries everywhere.
IsBoter in quality, more in quantity, lessin price

Wo hope to see oil our Mends, the old Mends oi
Mr. Small, and the public generally, feeling confide it
we can give satisfaction in goods and

EXECUTED IN THE BEST STYLE.

OIL

Summer

OF
BUCI1U,
Dropsical Swellings and all diseases o
Urinary Organs, in Men, Women and

Cures 0 ravel.

1865

& McCALLAR,

ELLIOT

Of every description,

PORTLAND AND BOSTON LINE I

C. C. HINE, Secretary.

copart-

a

FULLER’S

and have purchased the stock of CALEB S. SMALL,
at No.ll Market Square, intending to do a CASH
BUSINESS in

Blanks aizdBank Checks,

THE

STEAMBOATS.

CHARLES TATLOB, President.
HAMILTON BBUCE, Vice-Prcs’t.

OR.

EXTRACT

Ang 34—dfcwlro

■WBrsiDiasra-

Jtvid Lane,

and Refined.

_

Steamer fbP Yarmouth.

have this day formed
name and style of

undersigned
THE
nership under the

BILL-HEADS BULED AND OUT IN THE
NEATEST MANNER.

RROIONR of New
•SaKTsSSRloRK Pkkbsylvamia, Ohio, hnd #11
parts ol'he West, via the Krie Railway. fbr
sab
at the lowest rate., at the
Ujrtop Ticket Oraion
31 EXCHANGE STREET.
marlMtw'stf
P. LITTLE, Agent.

INSURANCE.

pure Fluid Extract, not a weak tia or Infusion;
Is the ooe thing needtul for all complaints
insidonut to femalos. (For particulars send for circular.)

FLUID

recently contracted, entirely removing

or

tho .ysnuu, ana making a
tile dreg, of disease from
neitact and PElOlANssUT UIHUs.
attention ol the afflicted to the
fhet ol his long .teudlug and wml^arned reputation
sumdent asouranoe of Ida a-Ul and sue-

CAUTION TO THE PUTUC.

BUCHU,

OF

erally.

23—3taw till octl

Boots,

NOTES, Superintendent.
aprjOtt

a

standing

FULLER’S

EXTRACT

Under Revere Mouse. Boston; and by druggists gen-

Copartnership Notice.

45 A.

LITTLE

the

J. K. BARNES.
Surgeon General U. S. Army.

Aug

Of every variety, style, and cost,
Printed, at Shortest Notice.

Railway Ticket vittce. :il_E«change Street) up Malts.)
W. D. LITTOE, Agent.

WSKSSBSa For

TBDUTEEB!

of New Y

For Ticket* to all point* We*t & Booth West,

trtu

Staff.

BUSINESS & PROFESSIONAL CARDS,

Through Tickets.

St.,

E. TV.
SMAUDON.
A. 8. SCAM MAN
8. K. SMARDON.’

selection of

la new, and Superior to any other Establishmettt in the City or State,

Passaic Tickets frr CaHfrjrnia, by the Old Lius
Mall Steamers and Panama Railroad vmr be secured
by early application at this office.
March 20, 1835.
marSOdAwtf

and Linseed Oil Co.,

General

one. as

D.

are

to shipping hy quickest
.,?It!oul^!*tU)ntlo“ Vfven
As. 1B»
Water

ut nnare and an many hew
a call.

oar

Sc f arn^

Fortlan.!

FIRE

term of Years.

a

Jlouse Lots for Sale.

VRR. and WESTERN PRODUCE generally.

give tu

Itooi

Ta a VBLLEas will fi nd it greatly to their
adenntage
*
to procure Through Tlekela at the •

AND

June

Store and T,Vliarf now occupied by Charles
H. Merrill, ait.uated between Union wharf and
Merrill's. The W barf contains about 1630 square It.,
with a two story building thereon, 23 by 78. For further particular a inquire of
JOSEPH H. WHITE,
No. 0} Union Wharf.
maySMtf

OP

c

R~

RATES OF FARE,
And all nrehftil lniormation oheerfhlly furnished.

INLAND,

No. 37* Middle Street.

,,

mCR, ORA Of, SEEDS, PROVISIONS, LARD, BUT-

TSssMQ&a^'i£&

And

Portland te al the principal Cities and Towns
the lsyal States and the Canadas, at the

coolige & co.,
Cor. Commercial and Franklin streets.

yo*rUtApplyto’ptsnwIUn','ed
fr**1*"

Sl'KKS,

r^moTat;-

moral character.
If the applicant has been hi the service, he w ill
send the testimonial of the chief medical officer, under whom he has served, and if in service at the present time, the application must be sent through the
Medical Director of the respective Department
No allowance is made for the expenses of persons
undergoing the examination, as it Is an indispensable pro-requisite to appointment.
There are now twelve vacancies in the Medical

u

MODERN MACHINERY,

Jefferson

To Rent.
centrally located, to ainrttily withand ufty dollars per

PURCHASER FOR EASTERN ACCOUNT,

p o. B-, 47i

6

iV

A fO'J,

LOWEST

Liabilities, $18,500.

on

House Lots.
House Lots, comprising 46,800 feet of
Eleven
Land, on Emery, Cushman amt Lewis st. for
sale by
W. H. STEPHENSOI7.
Portland, April 2fi, 1866.—dll

proprietory

1

in

OCEAN,
MARINE,

Oollart,

Illtnow.

depot Portland at

dlCl'-'tiJ >.►

Our Establishment Is furnished with all the approved

Age-t for. all the great Leading Routes to Chios!!'■• Cin innati, Cleveland Detroit, Mi waukee,
baleua. usbkesn, Bt. Paul,
Lacrosse, breen Bay,
Qninoy, St, Li uia, Louisville, Indianapolis, Cairo,
™»n'1 '8 prepared to furnish
Through Tickets
from

$1,204,188 40

..

FI20II

Chica»<*»

.BOOK ui JOB PRINTING.

k7

Cares Pain or Weakness In tho Book, Sliioturcs, Ao.
Cures Weak Nerves, Los* of Memory, Trembling,
Dimness of Vision.

Is

he can be consulted privately, ind with
too utxuost con tide nee by tuw aialcted. at all
horn SA.A1. to UP. ti.
hour. ally,
i>r. H. addrww® thooc who arc suhering under the
adiiction 01 private diseases, whether arising from
impure connection or the terrible vice of sell-abuse.
Devoting hie entire time to that particular branch ol
the
proleteion. he fuel, warranted in Osab.nT.inor UBS IA AhL CAklte, whether of long

WHERE mid
medical

FULLER’S

FLUID EXTRACT OE BUCBU

AN

Every description of

L.

OR.

And why

August 17,18C5.

ARMY MEDICAL BOARD, to consist ot
Brevet Colonel C. S. Triplcr, Surgeon U. 8. A.,
President: Brevet Lieutenant Colonel H, R. Wirtz,
Surgeon U. S. A.; Brevet Lieutenant Colonel Anthoor C.
ny Hegor, Surgeon U. S; Am and BreVet Mai
C. Lee* Assistant Surgeon U. S. A.. Recorder, will
meet in New York City, on the 2Uih .of September
next, for the examination of candidates fbr aumission
into the Medical Staff of the United States Army, and
of Assistant Surgeons for promotions.
Applicants must be between 21 and 36 years of age,
and physically sound.
Applications must be addressed to the Surgeon
General of the Anny, stating the residence of the applicant, and the date and place of his birth: they
must be accompanied by respectable testimonials of

embraces the largest variety to be fbund in
any oillce in the State.

13

Cape Cottage
A road, opposite Capt. Green
Walden’s, containing
with about seven acres of land.
It
unsurpassed on the Cape. Enquire of
A. STEPHENSON.
Jyo—dr
121 Commercial Street.

Co.*g Express

South

W.

Broadway.

Cash

fourteen rooms,
is

sept 15dlm

W»4 Ohcapeet route..

TO

buildings.

solid .ed.
c‘ UUKW,
>'». to Devonshire St.,
sepladlm
BOSTON.

W.

EDWIN

Capital,
$1,000,000 00
Jan. 1, ’65, 204188 40
Sale, SurpluB,

dosirsble residence In Cape EHzaboth,
AVERY
one mile from Portland
Bridge. The house is

ryMUbi undersigned Is now prepare i to ftirni&h SonthLumber for Sbip-bu.ilding, Factories,
Jr
?n<1 Wa»t India Scantling, sawed to
order, with dispatch. Order*

3.

Washington City, D. C.,

THE BEST STYLE OF THE ART,

West, South, North-West and the Canadas.

Real Estate for
In Cape Elizabeth.

Southern Pine Lumber.

&

new

April 27,1885.

cor-

The Company has Assets,

Boston and Portland to Saint Andrews
Woodatook, Houlton, PraMne I ale, and
J
ot Aroostook and npper New Brunswick.
Lsivea Boston every MONDAY and THURSDAY
MOANINO. at 7 oclock; leave* Portland same d«vs
at 5 o’clock P. M.
Ouob, 5 Congress Square, Boston, and 82 Exchange Street, Portland.
B. F. TOBIN, 1 Prm-,r)n,.
ASA DAVIS, I
Sept 5-dlm

R.

&JENNEBEC

daily.

M

__

( ffice 3531-2 Congress Street.

Tobin

a. it.

r. it

of New York.

Of the City

finely located Real Estate, on

Now owned and occupied
by the subscriber.
JAMES M. CHURCHILL.
For particulars enquire of his
Attorneys, Messrs.
68 Exchange Street.

PHYSICIAN & SURGEON,

_

now

Office,

General’s

Surgeon

Important to Travelers
Valuable Real Estate! INSURANCE COMP’Y

DR. P. WADSWORTH, Jr.,

Ecsidence—32 Danforth St.

TYPE, BORDERS, CUTS,

Attention is respectfally invited to our unrivaled
facilities ibr executing in

P*

PM
Frei lit train leaves

INTERNATIONAL

Cash,

(» City Eltfeange.*)
Sept9,1885. ,

Street.

I'&yaon H^uae.

Sts.

And

and other stations east same night
Passengers from
Portland desiring to takb this ronte, oan purchase
tickets to Kendall’s Mills and inform the conductor
in the cars that they g, through to Bangor anil ha
wil so arrange their fares thatTt shall cost th.m AO
more by this route ban anv other.
Trains ue in Portland to connect with trains for
Boston on Monday at 8 20 A. M.afed ever, day at 230

Agt.

—

For Sale.

a

Deerfng

of

B- W. GAGE,
137 Commercial St.

Powder*

HER3EY, FLETCHER & CO., Ageat^'

it

of

corner

x

complete

ORNAMENTS, &c.,

8JSS53E3 0n aml after Monday next, trains will
BfiPc^'^ileavo Port and daily for Bath Augusta,
Watcrvitie Kendall’s Mills and Skowhe'-an. at luO
P M. and on Satui days only for Bath hod Augusta «t
8 15 P. 31
The train from Portland at I P. M oonnectsat Kendall’s Mills wilh tlie train for Bangor

Those who really wish to know all the facts, vitally
important to their own interests beforo paying out
their money, arc invited to call at this office, where
every fhcflity is cheerfully offered to understand the
whole subject.

House Lot for Sale.
the
SITUATED
Sts, CO loo feet.

ai:

PORTLAND

The necessary result Is, it costs LESS to insure
any other.

in it than in

23P"

NEW

>

Because it is paying hack to its
members larger Dividends, and
more of them, than any other Co.
in the United States.

at

a

in the

successively

_____

CHASE, Supt.

Leave Portland for Saco River at 7 45 A. it, and 150
and 6 el) p n
The 60t M train out and the 5 45 A M train into
Portland w II be freight trains, with passenger tars
attached
S37“stngesconnect at Gornam for West Gorham,
Standislr Steep Fal s, Baldwin, Deauiark. Sehago,
Bridgton, Lovell. Hiram, Bruwnlicld, Fryeburg.
Couwiry, Bur’lett, Jack.on Limington, Cornish Porter Freedom,Mad snn andEaten N. rl
At Buxton Center for West Buxton, Bonny-Eagle,
South Limington Limington, Limerick, Nowfield.
Parsonsfield and O-sipee
AI Succarappa li>r South Windham, Windham Bill,
and North Windham, daily
DAN CARPENTER, Supt.
Portland April® If86-^1 T

2na,~mS THE CHEAPEST |

haem RUBBER EMPORIUM.

Aug. 4-dtf

UOtlCxJ

United States.

Chambers for business purposes,
in the new block, 147 Middle

JU wholesale or retail,
street. For term*

Our ofllpe has just been famished with

On and after Monday floth inst, IKS.
yWffYWSg-'naiM vriU lutr&aa (bl ows, until further

Because its net Assets exceed those
of any Life Insurance Co. in the

To Let.

•

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

1st,-IT IS THE SAFEST;

the promises.

To Let.

Sportsmen.

SI .VOLE OUSTS, RIKLKS,
Powder and sun, MFTAIJC
Jrr
CASTilDliIs—ili
sizes, FLASK:' fVUArTKS
auCKSAOS, FiSHra A TACK Uganda 8iemiMl assortment of iFOBTIXO
OOiJM, at

to

on

terms.

most saii£ factory

YORK & CUMBERLAND R. R.

and 345

S£J*d,3,?*** ••veraffruit

every description of Printpossible manner, end on tlio

to execute
prepared
in the best

lug

daily.

B -»Pton

a Leu vc Saco River for Portland at 54b and 9 20

Sale.

PORTLAND, ME-,
Arc

weeks

nree

Portland Daily Press, a newspaper printed in Portland, the first of said publications, and each of the
other notices, to be at least thirty days before tho
lime of said meeting; at which time and place, after
it has been saliKfiacroi ily shown that the above notice
has been duly given, tbo Commissioners will proceed
to view tho rouie set forth in sail petition, and other
routes and roads connected therewith, and after such
view, they will give a hearing to the parties and their
witnesses, at some convenient place In the vicinity,
when and whore all persons and corporations interthey have,
ested, may appear and shew cause, if any be
granted.
wliv the prayer of said petition should not
AttestD. W. FESSENDEN, Clerk.
Copy of Petition and Order of Court thereon.
Attest:—D. W. FESSENDEN, Clerk.
Sept. 8,15, 22.

Exchange St.,

set of

FRANCIS

MUTUAL BENEFIT
Life Insurance Co.

89

AH diseases of the Kidneys and Bladder

day

publishirg the same

for Portland at 7 30 A, ji. and3 OOP.

Portland, April 3,1865—dM

—

Bloch,

Daily Press,"

—

Freight trains leave Portland and

SHOULD INSURE THEIR LIVES

offer* for sale two Houses on DanNo. 118, with a large oarn, and
store on
same lot. The houses are one and a half
*®d 1,1 ?*xl condition. The
trees upon It.
Thebuaimgs will be wlj together or ?eparatcly, as
purchasers may desire. Title clear, and terms Uber-

Fox

of tie “Portland

mmmBm

the firs*;
'Tuesday ol September, A. I>.
the fifth
of said month;)

on

1865, (being

A. POSTER & CO.,
Proprietors

M

Wisely”
-IN THE-

N.

No. S Temple Street,

FLUID

On tho lbregolug petition, it being satisfactorily
shown to the court that the petitioners are leepono
ble, and that a hearing is expedient, it is uereby ukdekkd, that tho County Commissioners will meet at
the dwelling house of S. C. Prince on Urr’a Island, in
the Town of HarpsweU, on THURSDAY, tho 12th
day of October, A. 1X1865, at 10 o’clock A. M., and
that the petitioners givo notice to all persons interested, by causing attested copies of said petition,and this
order of court thereon, to be served upon the Town
Clerk of said Harps well, ana also by posting up copies
of the same, in three public places in said Town, and

Office.

Printing

PRIVATE MEDICAL ROOMS,

DR.

of Maine,

CUM BEK.LAND, fifl.
At the Court of County Commissioners begun and
holdeu at Portland, within and for the Coun) fy ot Cumberland, on tbo hist Tuesday of
L.fl. > June, A. 1). 1860, to wit, at an adjournment
—') tliereot, begun andholuonat said Portland,

Wetbrek.Oot.iO-d?1®8^

m.
n

State

*F*lbt> Car. from Portland every ball hour.
* TH8T“-

Job

CAS M FOtJSB AX HU

and 120 others.

ltmuehomPortland, has ben re-farnisbed and

°n JUKI after April 3 18*5, Prsaingtr
It-ave as follows
tieav« fuitlaud for Boston at 84o a. ic. and 250 f.

rega3SSn

Leavo Bo*t

_

and well

oonvenienw
situated at

—

»iaina

REASONS

“Act

Hone,

SACO & PORTSMOUTH R. R.

Maiue#

for

rwpeotfuily inform^

MORRILL’S CORNER,

-

PORTLAND

WHY THOSE WHO

ThelorththeStreet,

FOR
Among the hon ors lately conferred by SroWn
University, was that of B. if., which tne class
0/ 1332 gave to the lather of the first boy baby. Tne diploma, instead of a roll of parchment, was a si.ver cup, bearing on one side

TWO

ffirm for sale
town of Cumberland
on the Portland and Kennebec kailroad, known as the Isael 'True &rm,
adjoining the depot, and eight miles
14; convenient Uf schools, stores and
JT it contains one hundred and twenty ai-res
of choice land; will cut from 50 to 60 tons ol hay 1
year, and pasture from 20 to 25 head of cattle. Tbcro
are two wells on the place, and two never-fa
..ng
brooks that run through the pasture, with two
arns,
dwelling house and sheds, and wood enough < ^ keep
two fires fof the house. The subscriber will ell
low,
as he is about to change his business.
For further particulars enquire on tho premises, or
of
JOHN i.. CAYZER.
Aug 22—dlw*

Portland, 4ug. 31,16«a.^d3w»

State A sent

Aug. 2$—dly

Farm lor Sate.
An; excellentmtlk
situated In the

on

A friend of ours has a little son, three years
of age, very brave and, remarkably considerate
for one of hi3 years, as will be proved by the
fodowmg circumstance: One day a cow ran at
him uacsremeniouily; the child naturally betook himseff to his-heels.
His elder brother
meeting him as he was rushing into the house
the.
cause
of
his
Inquired
somewhat hasty
movements. The heroic child repded “that he
wasn't afraid at all, but he thotulit he
might
scare the cow I/he staid!”

To

Office So. 64 Middle Street, Boom So. 1.
S. H. McALPINE,

tj'Y

Real Estate for

o..TVi..p*b,,#,*r®

,P*oloui,
«“**“■
known

Tli« Company arc not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 lu value (and thatneraotr
al)unless notice la given and paid lor at the rate »f
one passeng r lor every $50 additional va'ue.
C. J IlllYIJGEs, Manajiny Director.
If BAILEY. Superirttendent
Juno
33d, 1805—dtf
Portland,

given.

_

And out again I carve and flow
x ojoln tor erltnmlag river,
For men may c me aau men may go.
But 1 go on forever.

RAILWAY,'

Return Ticke's at Reduced Prices will be issue!
during the summer season from Portlnud to Bethel,
Gorham, Island Pond, Montreal and Quebec.

intending

The HOME FARM of tho late
JOSHUA E. IIALE, of Gorham,
*
•
Me., near Great Falls Village, centabling about ninety acres, well diJT. vjded into wood, pasturage anti til;
i»,iuproduce* forty-five tons of hay. Land and
excellent condition.
buildings
A desirable property and for sale on reasonable
terms.
Inquire of the subscriber, or of Mrs. 1. A. HALL
on the premises
p. R. HALL,
County Treasurer's Office, Portland, Me.
August 8—d&wtf

I murmur under moon and stars
In brambly wildernesses;
X huger oy my suingly bars:
1 .jieir round my cresses;

THAYEH, Proprietor

Mail Train Tut Waterville, Bangor, Gorham Island
Pond, Moutre I and Queb c at 1 23 p n
Both ortheso trains connect at Montreal with elpr ss intius for Toronto, Detroit, Chicago and all
other p ace* west
Trama wi 11 arri ve as follows
From Montreal, Quebec Ac.
017 a, xdo.
do.
From
2U5P «•

Those
to effect new insurance, or increase existing policies, will dowel! to examine the
merits ot this Company. Information from official
sources for the past or precedh g year, cheerfully

said Town way.
VTierefore your petitioners considering themselves
aggrieved by said neglect ana refusal, pray that aftex
due proceedings are had, this Honorable t/ourt
would lay out said Town wav according to the Statute
In such case made and provided.
Dated this 7 th day of August A. D. 1865.
JOSEPH V. WYER,

B^op«ned with sew Furniture ft
Fixture,
WINSLOW &

jhue33tf

tralus

non Al THE

McClellan bouse,

A M.

Company.

Valuable Farm fbr Sale.

5

Among my skimming swallows;
I miKO the netted sunbeam dance
Against my eandy shallows.

can

The

country.

R.

slip, I s’dde, 1 gloom, X glance,

Wh4a Allah lrn

best places for sumthe

TOBMEBLY

On and after Monday. June Xtk, 1866,
will run os follows:
Morning Express Train for South Paris, Lowisto*.
lslaud
Gorham,
Pond, Montreal and Quebec at 7 id

Ussfeaa^q

THE

ltTsfomaesfrom Portland—15minutes*ride from

I steal by lawns and grassy plots,
1 slide by bagel
covers;
I m ivo tie sweet forget-me-nots
xnat grow tot happy lovers.

bra.”

one of the

This is
mer

house is

FOREST ATESIE HOUSE

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

Dividends of this Companv are exactly what
they appear to be, being payable at the close of
each year, in cash when the Premium is paid in cash,
and In cancellation of notes when notes are given.—
On the payment of each
renewal, commencing with
the FIRST, a Dividend is Paid, thus aiding the insured in meeting their payments by an immediate
return. The advantages ol this
system, over that
of scrip Dividends without interest payable in four
or jive years, or “on voteef the Directors** are obvious.
Aro other Company has ever paid a..Dividend in this
wav.
The Dividends are equal to those of any lale

1865—eod&w3m_

Streaked Mountain Place for Sale.

Sottlod.

DIVIDENDS ANNUAL#

Ho will also sell a voke of osen, two cowsj two
bo :<pa»*and ether stock.' Terms IttwjraL Enquire on
GEO. DOLLY.
the premises.
_>
Gray, Sept. 15,

_

Promptly

THIS COMPANY HAS NEVER LITIGATED
A CLAIM!

ajaiU prWiiogejjRhe

yt1^1 hero and there £-grayling.

an

Losses

a

about 57 acies oI land, divided iak> tillage,
pasture aad wrod land. Ithas on it a *\ory aiu-a
half house, well finished, and in good repair, together with barn and
othtr usual out-buildings, diieie
of
U
farm, with a good supply

go,

~uMU.(T. MUECa.

Of Canada,

s

I chatter, chatter, as I flow

I'beiboioeet Supper, servod.

ar. morse, supt.

GRAND TRUNK

Endowment Plans.

^leisure

Farm ami Stock
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Waterville. Juno 32.1863.

Policies Issued on Life, Ten Year Nan*
Forfeiture, and Ten Year Non>For>

Linre S'™*'

With many a carve my banks I fret
My many a Held ana fallow,
And many a fairy foreland set
V/l.x wdiow-sreod and mallow.
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ti>» Proprietor tbal
be kept a flrst-olao* red

,«* House HuOl

tjda
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Freight train leav«3 Portland at 8 A.M. andra*
turning is due in Portland at l r M.
Slag, s connect with traUs at principal Stations,
daily lor most of the towns north and east of this line

c. WALKLEX. President.

HOUSE,

_Medical,
DH, J. B. HUGHES

t3u BrmordbU Oomr* qT 0*m* ComminkmiriJ*
Vu County qf Cumberland:
tnDESP1CTFULLY represent the undersigned,
in said
IX habitants of Harpswell and Brunswick, in
said
Orr»s l|0and,
Oountyjtbat a Town Way, onunder
mpro\ ementnnd
Harpswell, leading trom land
cultivation belonging to b. h. fcmuliln and b. c.
t ioners. and reU
pe
of
two
the
undersigned,
Prince,
affecsiding in said Harpswell, in a north-easterly
to
County Koad
in
the
way
most convenient
tion,
thj
ol common
near Robert <J. Wilson’s nouse, wouldbe
convenience and necessity; and that the Selectmen of
said J own of Harpswell, on petition oi your peUdonwithin a
ers therefor, after due notice and hearing
oi J mie last
year now last past, to wit. on the—— day
to lay out
reAised
and
past, unreasonably neglected

■n-epnWlo we wepeotfolly Informed flml

toft.

Organized A. 2>. I860.
J.
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For langor and Intermediate Station*»t 1126 P. X
Returning—Leave Lewiston at 6 do A. M and arrive in Portland at 8 30 A ai Leave Bangor at 7 30
.* At, and arrive in Portland at3.15 P, Jl” Both of
these trains oonneot at Portland with trains for B»«-
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OF HARTFORD,
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Life Insurance Company,

uae.

COMMENCE MONDAY, Am W*
Trams leave Portland. Grand
Uwiaton 104
“ 7 00 *•

To
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Miscellaneous.

TERMS MIL S3 FROM PORTLAND,

arrangement.
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CHARTER OAK
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leased for

QV^Z stony ways,
ditto sharps and trebles,
I baobie Into tidying bays,
i baubiO on the peebies.

ii'jjola ine'brhnnalagxivor.
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The Anti-Teapot Review,
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For Sale.
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“Sire,

jj’st.

fop Sale.
Stable on Spring
anltable for work or nmdy

Tfll list by Philip's farm I flow < g
xo join the brimming rivtft
For men may come and
in«y go,
But 1 go on Ibrewj,

For men may c'ome aau men
Bat 1 go on forever,

191 fi

mteeiu-
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«
By twenty thorps, “*“? ,t0'Tn>
And had a humored bridge*.
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OSPISIO POND

^^.JLJLSUSLELiB.XU—■ MAINE CENTRAL-8AH.MAD.
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SUMMER
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fbrn,

^ilrty bills I hnrrydown,
Or situ beiwoon the ridges,
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Hotels.
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/"vNK Saddle and Brida—a good artitJe-rboeu »WB#
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atod to Let,
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Fop Sale.
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| Faintness,
I what they need,

travelers

jind the Lol. ages just
as they are so
ocmjiact and inodorous
fiat they may he carried in the vest pocket. Price 60
cents per box; small boxes 30 cents. For sale by J.
S. HARRISON & CO., Proprietor*, No I Tremont
Temple, Boston, Will be mailed to any address on
enclosing 80 cents.
July4<ljy
-:c.

Mhy J-eodGt*utf

New Heron, Ct.

F PHILUPS lr CO and J. IF. PF.RS1.YM a
*
CO, Portland Jfs.. IFkol'rto
August 31,1865.
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Special Steamboat Notico.
The public arc b« by
that the B ->au ot the

For Sale.
/"A/~v ACRES of Salt Marsh, in lota

to auit purchasers.
Also the Homec-tcad Farm, containing about 126
acres yerv superior up-land, being the property recently owned by the late Hon. Horatio Southgate.
Enquire of Seth Scammon on the premises, or
EZRA CARTER, Jr., Portland.

Druggists.

CO.,Proprietors,

IT.

Valuable Beal Estate in Scnrboro’,
ZUU

A

Cents I I
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'.ftjfld

_[Portland Steam Packet Oo,,

wUl makeSIX TRIPS PER WEEK,
ae wt>> sprees
ot tneir edrertlnement for
Summer Artnm.an.enh
•whig Portland and Boston on Saturday Ireaugfc
at 7

o’clock.

iwr-n.

